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ABSTRACT
Conventional design patterns found in many pattern atalogues are stati omponents of reusable design
knowledge. They are fully desriptive of the problems they will solve, but the desriptive knowledge
and design they provide does not desribe how they an work with other patterns in a design and
development proess. Therefore, the ontention of this thesis is that the knowledge ontained within
stati design patterns is inadequate for the purpose of applying the patterns to generate a software
arhiteture with the intention of developing software systems.
The fous of this researh has been the investigation of Design Patterns and their potential ontribution
to a generative development pattern language. Generative design patterns are ative and dynami: they
desribe how to reate something and an be observed in the resulting systems they help to reate.
To this end, a framework is presented that identies the notational qualities that an be applied to
a design pattern for the benet of implementing arhitetural design. The impratiality of stati
design patterns for arhitetural design is addressed by revising the standard design pattern with a
notation that desribes the pattern as a generative omponent. The notation required for this revision
is abstrated in part from the rih set of design notations and knowledge ontained within:
(a) the quality driven proesses ontained in development methods that ontributed to the now standard
Unied Modelling Language (UML),
(b) the desriptive ontent of two distint pattern lassiations
i Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Objet-Oriented Software[45℄,
ii A Catalogue of General-Purpose Software Design Patterns[104℄ and
() a known study of relationships between design patterns
i Relationships Between Design Patterns[119℄.
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1Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Generative programming is a onept familiar to software engineers and is an ideologial goal for
software development. Generative programming has attrated a onsiderable amount of researh and
development over the years ulminating in a number of sophistiated CASE tools. Czarneki[37℄ denes
generative programming as:
A software engineering paradigm based on modelling software system families suh that
given a partiular requirements speiation, a highly ustomized and optimized end-produt
an be automatially manufatured on demand from elementary, reusable implementation
omponents by means of onguration knowledge.
Czarneki goes on to dene a Generative Domain Model that onsists of a problem spae, a solution
spae and onguration knowledge, whih maps the two together.
 The solution spae onsists of the implementation omponents with all possible ombinations. The
implementation omponents maximize ompatibility, maximize reuse and minimize redundany.
 The problem spae onsists of the appliation-oriented onepts and features that are required to
full a speiation.
 The onguration knowledge speies default ombinations, illegal ombinations, development
rules, dependenies and optimizations[37℄.
The onept of generative programming maps adequately to the onept of generative design patterns,
whih have a problem / solution pair held together by the ontext in whih the pair an be applied
(the onguration knowledge).
The onguration knowledge is partiularly useful in that there may be default ombinations, illegal
ombinations and spei rules that need to be applied to any given ombination of patterns.
2However, in the sheme of life-yle development, programming is edging towards the output phase
of development. Prior to development omes analysis and design, yet generative design has attrated
less researh and development than generative programming. The amount of researh into generative
design through design patterns is extremely limited by omparison to design patterns in general.
The designs pattern found in software engineering (An example design pattern an be seen in Appendix
I) are analogous to those desribed in arhiteture by Christopher Alexander[2, 3, 4℄. Patterns, like
those dened by Alexander, are desribed as being generative, mainly beause they will generate stru-
tures. That is, a olletion of patterns an be brought together to reate a new struture. Software
design patterns, like those of Alexander, are a development priniple that ontains the knowledge of ex-
perts who have used reurring design onstruts in development projets. These experts have reorded
neessary information about these patterns for others to use in their own development projets. How-
ever, although these design patterns are abstrated from appliation design, they are not desribed in
suh a way that they an be used to design appliations. Expert knowledge desribes them as being
onstruts that an be slotted into an appliation, but the knowledge to do that is missing from the
patterns. The fat is that design patterns annot be used to generate the arhitetures from whih
they are abstrated. They do not desribe how pattern A will ollaborate with pattern B. They do not
desribe how separate patterns may share resoures or design omponents. There is a need to intro-
due additional knowledge into design patterns to empower them with the ability to generate systems.
The majority of design patterns used in software development are stati, they desribe a problem that
exists, but do not desribe muh beyond their own environment | they will mention a relationship to
other patterns but little else. In other words, they are not adequate for generating new environments.
Appleton[6℄ provides a simple aount of generative and non-generative patterns:
Generative patterns are ative and dynami: they tell us how to reate something and an
be observed in the resulting system arhitetures they helped shape. Non-generative patterns
are stati and passive: they desribe reurring phenomena without neessarily saying how
to reprodue them. We should strive to doument generative patterns beause they not only
show us the harateristis of good systems, they teah us how to build them!
As suh, the use of stati design patterns as a means of developing systems is problemati, in that the
design pattern is stati and needs to be generative. Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to ontribute to
the methodology of software systems development by introduing into design patterns design knowledge
that failitates ommuniation between separate design patterns.
3Fundamental to this aim is the assertion that:
Generative design patterns will assist in improving software design when ompared to using stati design
patterns.
In support of this assertion, both generative and stati design patterns are ompared and assessed in
a number of appliation development ase-studies. From the ase-studies a further assertion is made
that:
Generative design patterns provide a more eÆient software solution to that of stati design patterns
when ommuniation between separate design patterns is required.
This assertion is supported by the metris alulated in omparative studies on generative and stati
design patterns. The metris onrm that there is an overall improvement in systems design and
software eÆieny for the generative patterns examined.
The main ontribution to this thesis, and to generative design patterns, is a notation that has been
abstrated from a range of pattern styles. A means of pattern lassiation has been inluded in the
generative pattern desription to identify their ontribution to systems funtionality. Problem solving
notation has been added to the patterns to identify appropriate development ontexts in whih the
patterns an be applied. And nally, relational notation has been added to the generative pattern to
identify how separate patterns will ommuniate.
The re-engineered notation has been applied to four dierent design patterns as examples of how to
use the notation, and are inluded within the thesis in Chapter Six and Appendies A, B, C and D. An
example of a stati design pattern from the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue an be seen in Appendix I.
This thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter Two onsiders software development methods, whih have been studied as a means of nding
qualities that ould be applied to the notation of a generative design pattern. Although there are large
numbers of dierent development methods, they all have a ommon goal and that is a quality produt.
Many use similar tehniques to ahieve their goal whilst others use alternative tehniques or are spei
to a partiular phase in the development life-yle.
Chapter Three looks at pattern notation with a view to understanding where the notation omes
from and how it is applied in spei types and styles of patterns. Beause software design patterns are
not dened as generative, there are no guidelines on how to doument them as generative. Therefore,
in order to nd a suitable doument notation for generative design patterns, multiple pattern notations
are explored for lues to a quality driven design proess.
4Chapter Four onsiders the funtionality and the relationships between patterns. Dierent types
of patterns have dierent funtions; therefore some property of the pattern needs to desribe the
relationship that exists between dierent funtional types. Some of these patterns form the body of a
system whilst others perform some operational requirement of the system. Whatever type of pattern
they may be, all dierent types need to dene how they ollaborate.
Chapter Five looks at the modelling notation that is used within patterns. Many software patterns
use only a lass diagram in the notation of a pattern although there are many modelling notations in
the Unied Modelling Language that ould be used to help desribe the usability of a design pattern.
Quite often, pattern writers who reprodue the patterns originally desribed in the Design Patterns[45℄
atalogue will modify the design notation in their interpretation of the pattern to meet the needs of
their example. However, what is evident from some of these interpretations is that the example ode
they provide does not math the design notation that they use.
Chapter Six integrates the work desribed in Chapters Two to Five. The work from the previous
hapters is summarised and a generative pattern is dened from the desired notation and the require-
ments of the dened relationships. Three separate examples of generative design are provided with
dierent ongurations of design. Further examples are provided in the Appendies.
Chapter Seven evaluates the approah taken in dening a generative pattern, reeting on the on-
strution proess used for the framework and the examples that were produed to support the generative
pattern onept.
Chapter Eight onsiders the work still to be done in the area of ommuniation between spei
lassiations of patterns. A ustomised Computer Aided Software Engineering tool is proposed as
well as some alternative researh that an be onduted in relation to generative design patterns.
Chapter Nine onludes the work undertaken in dening a generative pattern.
Appendix A provides an example of a Composite ombines Command design pattern.
Appendix B provides an example of a Composite ombines Builder design pattern.
Appendix C provides an example of a Builder ombines Command ombines Composite design pat-
tern. This pattern also ombines with the Composite pattern and is also an example of a Creational,
Behavioural and Strutural pattern working together.
Appendix D provides an example of a Builder uses Command design pattern.
Appendix E desribes the Relationship Trees from the hierarhy of lassiations. The hierarhy
inludes only the patterns dened in the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue.
5Appendix F ontains the soure ode for the generative patterns desribed in Chapter Six.
Appendix G desribes the metris that are available for assessing software quality.
Appendix H ontains three sets of paired patterns that have been used in the evaluation proess of
generative design patterns.
Appendix I ontains an example of a stati design pattern from the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue.
6Chapter 2
EXPLORING THE LINK BETWEEN
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METHODS AND PATTERNS
2.1 Introdution
In this hapter an overview of software development methods is presented with the purpose of exploring
the expert knowledge and quality driven aspets ontained within the methods. Consideration is given
to development methods as a means of determining if expert knowledge ontained within methods
an be appended to the expert knowledge ontained within design patterns. From this study it has
been determined that there are similarities between methods and patterns. It is found that there are
qualities in some methods, mainly design aspets and oding priniples, whih an be used to enhane
the quality of a design pattern.
In Setion 2.2 a representative seletion of early Objet-Oriented development methods is listed, oer-
ing an historial insight into the evolving pratie of quality driven software development. Several of
the methods listed represent the driving fore behind the Unied Modelling Language[15, 54℄ (UML),
elements of whih feature in design pattern notation. The authors of the original methods that on-
tributed to the UML are seen as experts in the eld of software engineering and the methods they
devised have been a signiant inuene in the development of modern methods. The same experts
that devised the UML made a signiant ontribution to IBM's
1
Rational Unied Proess[89℄ (RUP),
a ontemporary development method, whih is explored further in Setion 2.3.
Setion 2.3 examines several ontemporary methods: RUP, Extreme Programming[9, 10℄ (XP) and
Srum[12℄ as well as the Objet Management Group's[53℄ (OMG) Model Driven Arhiteture[55℄
(MDA).
2.1.1 Pattern / Method Analogy
The priniple of a software development method is to impose disipline, preditability and eÆieny
on a projet. In most ases, the methods that are used to develop a software system often follow
some life-yle proess, whih in many ases will expand upon the subjets of Analysis, Design and
1
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7Development. By following these methods, whih are often dened by experts in their eld, who have
tried, tested and rened the proesses that failitate the eetiveness of the method, the likelihood
of projet failure is often redued. In this respet, there is a simple omparison that an be applied
between a method and a design pattern:
 Expert knowledge: design patterns are the doumentation of expert knowledge.
 Failure redution: design patterns are tried and tested examples of quality design.
The onept of software design patterns and the expert knowledge that they ontain are desribed in
greater detail in Chapter Three.
By examining design pattern atalogues and the patterns ontained within, it is not obvious to the
reader that the patterns ontain simple methodial priniples of software development. The simple
reason for this is that patterns are not methods and no evidene has been obtained to suggest that
they were ever intended to be methods. However, the analogy is there. For example:
 Many patterns ontain the setions Problem and Fores, whih analyse the situation in whih a
pattern an be applied { (Analysis).
 In many software design patterns there is often some form of design using a lass, sequene and/or
other diagrams { (Design).
 And, quite often there will be implementation details in the form of sample ode { (Development)
Working on this priniple, it an be seen that methods and patterns share some ommon ground and
in taking advantage of this ommon ground it is oneivable that methods and patterns ould work
eetively as a unied subjet in the eld of software development.
2.2 Objet-Oriented Software Development Methods
With the emergene of the objet-oriented software paradigm ame many objet-oriented development
methods. In the period 1988{1995 at least 19 objet-oriented methods had been proposed in book form
and many more were proposed in onferene and journal papers[115℄. To abstrat good pratie for
the assimilation of methodial proesses into design patterns a thorough review of all suh methods
8ould be applied in order to obtain the best and most appropriate aspets of these methods. How-
ever, this line of researh would be extensive and would detrat from the main purpose of dening a
generative pattern. In addition, during this period 1988{1995, many studies were onduted into the
state of objet-oriented development methods and omparisons made between them | A Comparison
of Objet-Oriented Development Methodologies[13℄ by Berard of The Objet Ageny[1℄ lists seven suh
studies whilst being a study in its own right. Brighton University[107℄ douments signiantly more
omparative studies, whih itself inludes a list of development methods. Therefore, onduting yet
another omparative study is unlikely to provide any new and usable information that would be of
beneial use within the urrent researh program. However, by examining previous studies, an insight
into some of the more ommon and popular development methods has been established.
The list below has been onstruted primarily from the list presented by Berard[13℄, although not in
its entirety, and represents some of the early, more ommon objet oriented methods | asertained
through their repeated inlusion in omparative studies.
 Objet Modelling Tehnique[97℄ (OMT). OMT was originally reated as a method for developing
objet-oriented systems. It uses many of the design tehniques that beame part of the UML.
 Objet-Oriented Software Engineering[63℄ (OOSE). OOSE is very similar to OMT and employs
Use-Cases to drive design. OOSE Beame one of the key omponents of the Unied Modelling
Language.
 Objet-Oriented Analysis and Design[14℄ (OOAD). OOAD onentrates on the analysis and design
phases but exemplies the proesses with existing appliations. OOAD represents a good example
of applying expert knowledge | a ommon theme in design patterns. OOADS is another design-
oriented method that evolved into the Unied Modelling Language.
 Berard Objet-Oriented Method[100℄ (BOOM). BOOM is a set of integrated methodologies suh
as OOSE and OOAD among others.
 Business Objet Notation[113℄ (BON). BON was designed to work seamlessly with the program-
ming language Eiel[80℄ and has been used suessfully with other programming languages.
 Objet-Oriented Analysis, Objet-Oriented Design, Objet-Oriented Programming
[23, 24, 25℄ (OOA, OOD, OOP). OOA / OOD / OOP overs the priniples of objet-oriented
tehnology through basi life-yle proesses of Analysis, Design and Programming.
9 Shlaer-Mellor[101℄. Shlaer and Mellor devised an OOA / OOD method to ompensate for the
pereived deienies in the strutured analysis and strutured design tehniques that were being
used in the late 1980s, suh as SSADM[47℄ and YSM[117, 118℄.
 Wirfs-Brok[116℄. Wirfs-Broks method is a design proess that an be applied to both objet-
oriented and non objet-oriented development.
 Fusion[28℄. Fusion is an objet-oriented analysis and design method that integrates features from
existing methods suh as OMT and OOAD.
Several of these methods fous on design and therefore have a strong design ontent, whih is a prime
feature of design patterns. Three of the methods listed above have between them reeived over 2200
known itations[86℄ and were the forerunners of the Unied Modelling Language[15, 54℄ (UML) namely,
OOAD, OOSE and OMT. It is design elements from these traditional methods that have been applied
to design patterns. However, only limited elements have been utilised in a design pattern, namely, lass
and interation diagrams.
As a result of ontinuous development and revision some of the above listed methods have evolved into
ontemporary working praties that an be found in methods suh as the RUP. Agile methods suh
as XP an also be onsidered as ontemporary but these too have long rooted histories[26℄. Although
not based on Objet-Oriented methods suh as those above, Agile methods were a reation to rigid,
heavyweight methods of the day[44℄, whih often adapted the lifeyle framework of the Waterfall model
devised Roye[96℄. The RUP and other ontemporary methods are disussed in setion 2.3 below.
2.3 Contemporary Software Development Methods
2.3.1 Rational Unied Proess
About the Rational Unied Proess
The Rational Unied Proess is a life-yle proess that provides a disiplined approah to assigning
tasks and responsibilities within a development team. Its aim is to ensure the development of qual-
ity driven software that meets the requirements of end-users[62, 67℄. The RUP provides every team
member with aess to a knowledge base. By having all team members aess the same knowledge
base, irrespetive of whether a team member is working with requirements, design, testing, projet
management, or onguration management, the proess ensures that all team members share a om-
mon view of how to develop software. Rather than fousing on the prodution of doumentation, the
10
RUP emphasizes the development and maintenane of models. That is, the Rational Unied Proess
is a guide on how to use the Unied Modelling Language, whih was developed by the same team that
reated the RUP. Like design patterns, whih will be disussed in Chapter Three, the RUP is the result
of expert knowledge and, as will be shown in the following text, denes a number of similarities between
the two onepts and ontains modelling elements that an ontribute to an appropriate notation for
generative design patterns,
Four Phases of the Proess
The Rational Unied Proess attempts to apture what is onsidered to be best praties in modern
software development within a four phase strategy:
 Ineption phase
 Elaboration phase
 Constrution phase
 Transition phase
Ineption
During the ineption phase a business ase for the system is proposed and the sope of the projet is
identied. In this, all external entities with whih the system will interat are established (ators). The
interation with external entities involves identifying prominent use ases and desribing those that will
have a signiant impat on the system[62, 67℄. The outome of the ineption phase is, among other
things:
 A doument of the projet's requirements, key features, and main onstraints. (Analysis)
 An initial use-ase model. (Design)
 An optional domain model. (Design)
 One or several prototypes. (Implementation)
 A number of projet plans and business related models.
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Elaboration
The purpose of the elaboration phase is to analyze the problem domain, establish an arhiteture,
develop the projet plan, and eliminate high risk elements of the projet. Arhitetural deisions have to
be made with an understanding of the whole system: its sope, major funtionality and non-funtional
requirements suh as performane requirements.
At the end of this phase, the analysis and design aspets are onsidered to be omplete and deisions
are made on whether or not to ommit to the onstrution and transition phases. While the proess
must always aommodate hanges, the elaboration phase ensures that the arhiteture, requirements
and plans are stable, and risks have been assessed.
In the elaboration phase, an exeutable prototype is built in one or more iterations, depending on the
sale of the projet, whih at minimum should address the ritial use-ases identied in the ineption
phase. Whilst a prototype of a prodution-quality omponent is always the goal, one or more throw-
away prototypes may be produed as a means of testing design and requirements trade-os.
The outome of the elaboration phase is:
 A use-ase model where all use ases and ators have been identied, and most use-ase desrip-
tions have been developed.
 Identiation of supplementary requirements that are not assoiated with spei use-ases.
 A software Arhiteture.
 An exeutable prototype.
 A revised risk list and business ase.
 A development plan.
 An optional user manual.
Constrution
During the onstrution phase, all remaining omponents and appliation features are developed and
integrated into the produt, and all features are thoroughly tested. The onstrution phase is a proess
where emphasis is plaed on managing resoures and ontrolling operations to optimize osts, and
quality.
12
Often, projets are large enough that onurrent onstrution plans an be implemented. These parallel
ativities an hasten the availability of deployable releases; however, they an also inrease the om-
plexity of resoure management and workow synhronization. This is one reason why the balaned
development of the arhiteture and the plan is stressed during the elaboration phase.
The outome of the onstrution phase is a produt ready to put in the hands of its end-users. At
minimum, it onsists of:
 A software produt ongured for desired platforms.
 User manuals.
 A desription of urrent releases.
Transition
The transition phase is onerned with plaing the software into the hands of the users. One the
produt has been given to the end user, issues usually arise that require the team to develop new
releases, orret problems, or omplete any features that were postponed.
The transition phase is entered when a produt is suÆiently robust that it an be deployed in the
end-user domain. This typially requires that a prototype of the system has been ompleted to an
aeptable level of quality and that user doumentation is available. This inludes:
 Testing; to validate the new system against user expetations.
 Parallel operation with a legay system that it may be replaing.
 Conversion of operational data stores.
 Training of users and those involved with maintenane.
 Roll-out the produt to the marketing, distribution, and sales teams.
Typially, this phase may inlude several iterations, inluding beta releases, general availability releases,
maintenane releases and enhanement releases. At this point, eort will be put into developing user
doumentation, user training, user support in produt use, and reating to user feedbak. User feedbak
is usually onned to produt tuning, onguring, installation, and usability issues.
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The primary objetives of the transition phase inlude:
 Ahieving self-support from the user.
 Ahieving stakeholder agreement that deployment requirements are omplete and onsistent with
the evaluation riteria.
 Ahieving a nal produt as rapidly and ost eetively as pratial.
This phase an range from being simple to omplex, depending on the produt. For example, a new
release of an existing desktop produt may be very simple, whereas developing a nation's medial
reords system would be very omplex.
Conlusion
Aording to DeMaro[38℄, \Analysis is the study of a problem, prior to taking some ation" - a familiar
onept in terms of design pattern notation in that a problem is identied and a solution provided.
Aording to Coad[24℄ Analysis is a proess of extrating system requirements from the major stake-
holders in the system under development. Therefore, the main onern of analysis is to determine what
is required in order to develop the system that is being ommissioned. On investigating the Rational
Unied Proess it an be seen from the authoritative texts that the proess is heavily weighted towards
analysis with emphasis on analysing the business proesses involved in systems development. However,
the RUP does not dwell heavily on problems but onentrates signiantly on a generi solution to
quality driven systems development. In this respet there are few similarities between the RUP and
design patterns as there are in many of the early Objet-Oriented methods suh as OOAD, OMT and
OOSE, whih ontributed towards the UML. However, the onept of Solution, whih is a signiant
aspet of RUP, is also a signiant aspet of design patterns, whih presents in one aspet a similarity
between this partiular method and design patterns.
What an be seen in the RUP, whih stands out signiantly against other aspets of the proess is
the use-ase. The originators of the RUP have put great emphasis on the use-ase, whih is used
throughout the early stages of proess in most aspets of the analysis and design lifeyle. This is
baked up by the authors of the RUP who desribe the Unied Proess as being \Use-Case Driven,
Arhiteture-Centri, Iterative and Inremental[62℄. In this respet, the authors of the method are
putting arhiteture and how they realise that arhiteture at the forefront of the RUP. One of the key
aspets of the generative pattern is arhiteture, in that ollaborating patterns an be used to dene the
arhiteture of a software system. From this, one an onsider that there is a orrelation between design
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goals in RUP and the design goals of generative design patterns. This notion is supported by the Unied
Software Development Proess[62℄ (USDP), an early version of RUP, that looks at arhiteture from
various viewpoints. This aspet is similar to one of the quality aspets ontained within the Pattern
Oriented Software Arhiteture[20℄ (POSA)atalogue of design patterns in that alternative views of a
solution are onsidered. Given this orrelation between these quality aspets of RUP and the POSA
design patterns it is oneivable that multiple views of generative design should be inorporated into
generative design patterns. The dynami aspets of the POSA design patterns and how these aspets
an be inorporated into a generative design pattern will be disussed further in Chapters Three and
Five.
2.3.2 Agile Methods
About Agile Methods
A ritiism of early objet-oriented methods desribed them as being too bureaurati. As a reation
to this ritiism a number of new methods appeared. These new methods are referred to as lightweight
or agile methods[44℄. The new agile methods are a onession between no proess and too muh
proess, providing just enough proedure to gain a reasonable ompromise. The result is that agile
methods have some signiant hanges in emphasis from lifeyle methods. One of the ore aspets of
agile software development is the use of light but suÆient rules of projet behaviour and the use of
human and ommuniation-oriented rules[26℄. One of the most visible aspets of this is that they are less
doument-oriented, usually emphasizing a smaller amount of doumentation for a given task. Aording
to Fowler[44℄, they are rather ode-oriented: following a route that says the key part of doumentation
is soure ode. whilst some methods an be quite rigid, agile methods enourage exibility in their
proedures. What may be suitable for one projet may not be the right proess for every projet or
situation. Therefore, the agile team is enouraged to rene and reet as it goes along, onstantly
improving its praties in its loal irumstanes.
Extreme Programming (XP)
About XP
In the early days of XP the method was dened with the distint setion headings of Problem, Solution
and Implementation | ommon notation used in many design patterns. The method looked at the
problems of software development, proposed some solutions to those problems and desribed how to
implement the method. There were four values, fteen basi priniples, and twelve praties[9℄. In the
ontemporary version of XP the distint aspets of Problem, Solution and Implementation are removed
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in name whilst the ore aspets of values, priniples and praties that underpin the method have been
redened. The very basi XP paradigm of adaptation and hange has been applied to XP itself[10℄.
There are now ve values, fourteen priniples, thirteen primary praties and eleven onsequential
praties. Of the twelve original praties, two have been abandoned, whih gives the revised method
fourteen new praties with whih to apply the method[10℄. In fat, whilst the newer version of XP
retains its original values, the whole method has been rened in terms of its priniples and its praties.
Just as it is expeted that patterns will evolve, and as will be shown they an evolve into generative
patterns, XP has evolved and may ontinue to evolve, whih demonstrates a similarity that patterns
have with this partiular method. The original onept of XP was divided into three founding setions:
1. Problem: where the values and priniples of XP are explained and ativities dened.
2. Solution: where good praties are applied following the guiding values and priniples.
3. Implementation: how the strategies disussed in the solution an be put into pratie.
Although these onepts are removed in name, the underlying essene of the method is still evident in
that the basi ontent of the method that underpinned these three setions is still evident. Referenes
are still made to problems but the emphasis of where the problem lies has been redened. When one
the problem was dened in terms of where weaknesses may be evident in the development proess, the
problem is now dened in terms of a developer's inability to ope with hange[10℄, and the solution is
XP itself. The solution in regards of XP begins by rst understanding the ore onepts of the method
whih are represented by values, priniples and praties.
Five Values
The basi root elements of XP are ve ore values that are deemed to be strategially important for
the suessful development of software. These ore values are guidelines for XP as a method and a
foal point for development itself. The rst four values are retained from the original XP, and respet
is added as an additional value. The values for the ontemporary version of XP are:
1. Communiation: Most problems and errors are aused by lak of ommuniation.
2. Simpliity: The main guideline is to keep the system simple and do not plan too far ahead. New
features, when needed, an be added to a simple system with greater ease.
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3. Feedbak: Feedbak is seen as being an important omponent of ommuniation in that when
you ommuniate you are in a position to gain feedbak. Feedbak also ontributes to simpliity
in that the simpler a system, the easier it is to get feedbak about it.
4. Courage: If fear is expressed about a projet, then the burden of takling the projet beomes
muh bigger. However ourage alone is not enough to takle a projet and should be baked up
by ommuniation, simpliity and feedbak.
5. Respet: If members of a team do not are about eah other and their work, the hanes of
development failure are muh greater.
The ve values that support XP as a method do not give spei advie on how to manage a projet,
or how to write software. To this end, what are required are praties. However, bridging the gap
between values and praties are priniples[10℄.
Fourteen Priniples
1. Humanity: Software is developed by people for people, so human fators are taken into onsid-
eration in attempting to deliver quality software.
2. Eonomis: Ensure that what is being developed has business value, meets business goals and
meets business needs. Someone has to pay and they want value for money.
3. Mutual benet: All ativities should benet both developers and lients alike, both in the
present and in the future
4. Self-Similarity: Try opying the struture of one solution into a new ontext, even at dierent
sales.
5. Improvement: XP asks for exellene in software development through ontinuous improvement.
6. Diversity: Teams should inlude a variety of skills attitudes and viewpoints in order to identify
problems and provide solutions.
7. Reetion: An eetive team should ask themselves how they are working, and why they are
working in that way. They need to analyze the reasons behind suess or failure without hiding
their mistakes and learn from them.
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8. Flow: The praties of XP assume a ontinuous ow of software by engaging in all ativities
simultaneously, rather than a sequene of disrete phases.
9. Opportunity: Problems must be seen as an opportunity for learning and improvement.
10. Redundany: Critial and diÆult problems should be solved in several dierent ways. Thus,
if one solution fails, another solution may prevent a disaster.
11. Failure: Failure should not be viewed as failure but an opportunity for learning. Failure is not
a waste if it imparts knowledge.
12. Quality: Sariing quality is not an eetive means of ontrol. Projets do not go faster by
aepting lower standards. In addition, team members need to do work they are proud of.
13. Baby Steps: One of the reasons behind baby steps is that a small step in the wrong diretion
is easier to reover. A big step that fails an damage a projet. It is more prudent to proeed
iteratively in baby steps. Baby steps do not mean proeeding slowly. A team proeeding in baby
steps an take a lot of them in a short period of time.
14. Aepted Responsibility: Aepted Responsibility is about being responsible. Responsibility
should only be taken if you are ondent enough to aept it.
Priniples are a means of providing a better understanding of praties and to improvise omplementary
praties when a pratie annot be found for a given purpose. They also give a better idea of what
the pratie is intended to aomplish[10℄.
Twenty Four Praties
The updated version of XP denes thirteen primary praties, and eleven orollary (onsequential)
praties. The primary praties must be applied rst, and eah of them may add to an improvement
in the software development proess. Consequential praties require expertise in primary praties,
and may be diÆult to apply without rst having onsidered the primary ones. All twenty four praties
are an integral part of the method, and should be fully applied in order to obtain the maximum benet
of XP.
Thirteen Primary praties
1. Sit Together: The working environment should be an open spae that is able to host the whole
team.
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2. Whole Team: A team should be omposed of members that have all the skills neessary for the
projet to sueed.
3. Informative Workspae: The workspae should be supplied with information on the status of
the projet and the tasks to be performed.
4. Energized Work: The team must respet a work { life balane, so that they an fous on their
job and be produtive.
5. Pair Programming: Code should be written by two team members at one workstation.
6. Stories: The system should be desribed using short desriptions of funtionalities that are
aessible to the ustomer.
7. Weekly Cyle: At the beginning of the week a meeting should take plae where the funtional-
ities (Stories) to develop in the week are hosen by the ustomer.
8. Quarterly Cyle: Development is planned on a lager time sale. This onsiders feedbak on
the team, the projet and what progress is being made.
9. Slak: Avoid making promises that annot be fullled. Consider tasks that an be dropped if
the plan falls behind shedule.
10. Ten-Minute Build: The build and testing of a system should only take minutes.
11. Continuous Integration: Teams should be integrating hanges regularly.
12. Test-First Programming: Before updating or adding ode, tests should be written in order to
verify the ode.
13. Inremental Design: XP is opposed to produing a omplete design prior to development and
suggests that design should be done inrementally during oding.
Eleven Corollary Praties
1. Real Customer Involvement: Stakeholders who are aeted by the system must beame a
part of the team. They an ontribute to quarterly and weekly planning.
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2. Inremental Deployment: When replaing a system, start by replaing some of the funtion-
ality and gradually replae all the system.
3. Team Continuity: Development teams should remain intat throughout several projets.
4. Shrinking Teams: As a team beomes more produtive, gradually redue its size, sending free
members to form new teams.
5. Root-Cause Analysis: When a defet is deteted, nd the auses of the defet and eliminate
them.
6. Shared Code: Any member of the development team must be able to hange any part of
development at any time.
7. Code and Tests: Code and tests are permanent artefats and have to be preserved.
8. Single Code Base: There should be only one version of the system. Temporary systems an be
reated but must not be preserved.
9. Daily Deployment: New software should be put into prodution every night. A gap between
what is on a programmer's desk and what is in prodution is a risk.
10. Negotiated Sope Contrat: Contrats should be written for software development that have
xed time, osts and quality, but all for an ongoing negotiation of the sope of the system.
11. Pay-Per-Use: The ustomer usually pays for eah release of the software.
Aording to Bek[10℄, the primary and orollary praties are not everything that is needed to su-
essfully develop software. They are however, ore elements of exellene in software development. If a
problem arises that is not overed by one of the praties then one should look bak at the values and
priniples to ome up with a solution.
Conlusion
What is evident with XP and partiularly the updated version is that there is a strong emphasis applied
to the management of the method. The method does not go into detail about analysis or design and
how to ondut these aspets of software development. Appliation of knowledge and how to apply
suh aspets as analysis and design, as XP relates, is in the hands of the experts who are following the
method.
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One thing that stands out in the original version of Extreme Programming[9℄ is the emphasis that was
put on dening the method in terms of Problem and Solution. In this respet, XP had very obvious
similarities with design patterns, in that Problem and Solution is representative of the expert knowledge
ontained within them.
Another signiant aspet of XP in both new and older versions is that oding is seen as a key ativity
of the method. This, from the point of view of the authors of the method, is one of the strengths of
XP. What will be shown in Chapter Six is that the generative design pattern will utilise this strength
to demonstrate oded examples of generative design. The onept of oded examples is supported by
the onluding omments on RUP in Setion 2.3.1, where it is noted that multiple views an be applied
to a generative pattern. In this respet, multiple views refer to multiple oded examples.
Srum
About Srum
Srum is an agile proess that an be used to manage and ontrol produt development using iterative
and inremental praties. The method is apable of produing a set of funtioning artefats at the end
of every iteration. Srum failitates the development of the best possible software from the available
resoures with aeptable quality within required release dates. Produt funtionality is delivered at the
end of what is known as a sprint, whih may last between fteen to thirty days, depending on the size
of the projet. As requirements and design are evolving so the produt will evolve. The name Srum
refers to the srum in rugby { a tight formation of forwards who bind together in spei positions
when a srum down is alled.
Roles
There are three primary roles in the Srum development proess:
 The Srum team: The team normally onsists of 5-9 people. The team members deide how the
work is arranged and how assignments are distributed. There are no set projet roles, everyone
should be able to swap tasks with another member. The team is self-organized and the members
have a joint responsibility for the results.
 Produt owner: The produt owner represents the ustomer and ensures that the Srum Team
is working eetively from a business perspetive. The Produt Owner administers a Produt
Baklog, a to-do list, where all the speiations for a produt are listed and prioritised. Before
eah Sprint, the highest prioritized goals are transferred to a Sprint Baklog. The Produt Baklog
is visible to the whole organization so that everyone is aware of what to expet in future releases
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of the produt.
 Srum master: The Srum Master meets with the team every day in brief meetings known as
daily srums. When someone from outside the projet has an issue to disuss with the team,
the Srum Master ensures that the team are disturbed as little as possible in their work. After
eah Sprint, the Srum Master holds an evaluation meeting with the Srum team, during whih
experienes and onlusions are reviewed. The purpose of the evaluation meeting is to raise the
teams level of knowledge and strengthen motivation prior to the next Sprint.
The Srum Proess
 Creating a baklog: The Produt Owner ompiles requests and speiations that are the
basis of the produt, suh as any new funtionality or bug xes. After goals have been dened,
the speiation is broken down into hunks of work ahievable in a sprint. The Produt Owner
makes a to-do list arranged aording to how market demands and ustomer requests may hange
over time and deides in what order any hanges should be made and delivered. Eah sprint
should reate in-part a working sub-setion of the produt. When it is time to start a new Sprint,
the Produt Owner freezes the leading items on the to-do list and summons the Srum Team to
a meeting.
 The sprint phase: Of the Sprints 15 to 30 days period, the rst one or two days are set aside
to reate a Sprint Baklog. When the tasks have been determined, the Produt Owner releases
work to the development team. From that point, the team works under its own responsibility. If
the team has been properly omposed, the work should be self organising.
 Daily Srum: Every day, usually at the same time in the morning, the Srum Master and the
Srum Team have a brief meeting. The purpose is to try and eliminate any restritions that
may have developed within the group. Eah of the partiipants should in some way answer three
questions:
1. What have you done sine the last meeting?
2. What will you do between now and the next meeting?
3. Is there anything preventing you from doing what you have planned?
The rst two questions give the partiipants an insight into how the projet is progressing. The
third question provides a basis for problem solving that may range from damaged resoures to
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organizational hanges at the ompany. Anyone may attend and listen at the meeting, but only
the Srum Master and the team members may have some input.
 Demonstration and evaluation: Eah Sprint nishes with a demonstration of funtioning
software. Attending at the demonstration will be the Produt Owner, users and possibly rep-
resentatives of orporate management. This is in eet an evaluation meeting and the starting
point for the next Sprint.
Conlusion
Like XP, the fous of Srum is signiantly direted towards failitation of the method and the ativities
of the team, whilst leaving the proesses of analysis, design and development in the hands of the experts
that are using the method. This pratie an be seen in most of the agile methods. Beause this and
other similar methods are more onerned with their own proesses they have little to oer in terms of
expert ontent that an be appended to a design pattern.
2.3.3 Model Driven Arhiteture (MDA)
About MDA
The Objet Management Group's Model Driven Arhiteture is a standards driven proess to build sys-
tems from models using model transformations. A omplete MDA speiation onsists of a platform-
independent model (PIM), one or more platform-spei models (PSM) and a set of interfae denitions,
eah desribing how the PIM is implemented on a dierent platform. MDA development looks at the
funtionality and behaviour of a system, independent of the platform or platforms on whih it will be
implemented. Thus, it is not neessary to repeat the proess of dening a system's funtionality and
behaviour when new platforms or tehnologies are developed. With MDA, funtionality and behaviour
are modelled only one[55℄.
The whole ethos of the MDA is to design an arhiteture and generate an appliation or system
from that arhiteture. Therefore, MDA models must be extremely detailed: the appliation will be
generated from it, and will inlude only those funtional omponents that are expliitly represented in
the model. MDA works by separating the business logi of an appliation (the ode that implements
its funtionality) from the infrastruture in whih it is deployed. One aptured, the business logi an
be reused in other ways with other appliations, as long as they adhere to the standards. The MDA
approah aptures business logi in reusable models that are written in a standard modelling language,
suh as UML. These models form the metadata desribing the struture and harateristis of a system.
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The metadata is then used by the MDA tools to generate and deploy the appliation.
MDA Development Life Cyle
The MDA development life yle is not muh dierent from the traditional life yle of many devel-
opment methods. Requirements are gathered and analysed, a design is reated, ode is written and
the system is tested and deployed. The major dierene lies in the nature of the omponents that are
reated during the development proess. The omponents are formal models that an be understood
by omputers[66℄. Figure 2.1 below illustrates the MDA development lifeyle.
Requirements Analysis DeploymentTestingCodingLow-leveldesign
Document PIM PSM Code Code
Figure 2.1: MDA Development Lifeyle[66℄
The formal models of the MDA are:
 PIM - desribes a software system that supports some business.
 PSM - for eah spei tehnology platform a separate PSM is generated.
 Code - eah PSM is transformed into ode that ts the platform tehnology.
The PIM, PSM and Code are shown in Figure 2.1 as artefats of dierent steps in the development
lifeyle and represent dierent abstration levels in the system speiation.
Models
The UML ontains both stati and dynami modelling notation and an be used to provide stati and
dynami views a software system. However, MDA makes no distintion between stati and dynami
models. MDA regards dierent diagrams in UML as being a view of the same model, if they are all
written in the same language. That is, the MDA will make no distintion between a retangle that
represents a stati lass in a lass diagram and a retangle that represents an objet instane of a lass
in an interation diagram. Models in MDA are not restrited to UML, for example, a Petrinet or ER
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model ould be used to desribe a system[66℄. If a partiular modelling language is not apable of
dening a spei aspet of a system then more than one model will have to be used to dene the
system.
Transformations
The MDA proess as desribed in Figure 2.1 is very similar to traditional development where transfor-
mations from model to model or model to ode are done by hand. With MDA the transformations are
done by tools. Transferring a PSM to ode is nothing new, there are several very sophistiated, and
not so sophistiated, tools on the market that will do this (Together[16℄, Visual Paradigm[85℄, Rational
Rose[61℄). What is new is transferring PIMs to PSMs. Figure 2.2 below shows the three major steps
in the MDA transformation proess.
PIM TransformationTool CodePSM
Transformation
Tool
Figure 2.2: MDA Transformation Proess[66℄
A transformation tool takes as input a PIM and returns as output a PSM. A seond transformation
tool, or the same tool depending on the level of sophistiation, transforms the PSM to ode. Within
the tool(s) there is a transformation denition that desribes how the model should be transformed.
Conlusion
What stands out about MDA is that it is driven by design, but more signiantly it uses tools to
transform designs and generate ode. MDA is not so muh a method, but a proess to be used
in generating systems and any well-written modelling language an be used to model a system. A
meta-modelling language is used to transform models to models and models to ode. So long as the
meta-modelling language is well-written in the same language as the model, a model an be transformed
by the transformation tool. MDA itself makes no distintion about how to analyse or put together a
model of a system, it leaves that up to the expert. However, MDA an be used with the RUP or other
agile methods suh as XP. Indeed, beause hanging a model means hanging the software, the MDA
approah helps support agile software development[66℄.
MDA is a step loser to the utopian goal of generating systems from reusable omponents but is
working mostly at the generative programming level as disussed by Czarneki[37℄, and not at a level of
generative design, whih is proposed in this thesis. For MDA to work, someone has to reate an initial
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design for a proposed system, whih is then fed into a transformation tool. A tool designed to build
arhitetures from generative design patterns ould be used to reate the models that are fed into a
transformation tool.
2.4 Summary
In the study on methods it is shown that a method is a way of using an ordered set of instrutions
to selet and apply a number of tehniques and tools to identify and analyse a problem and onstrut
a solution to that problem. It is also shown that there are numerous development methods from
whih to hoose. Many of the methods viewed represent what their authors see as being good software
development pratie. The study provided a summary of those methods that gave birth to the standard
design notation, the UML. What is evident in many of the older Objet-Oriented methods is that
the design notations from these methods, and the UML, are not used to their fullest extent within
design patterns, partiularly state, objet interation and use-ase diagrams. The summary on objet-
oriented methods found that there are signiant similarities between patterns and methods. Both
Objet-Oriented methods and patterns have analysis, design and implementation details ontained in
their doumentation. With modern agile methods the similarities between patterns and methods is not
as strong as it is with the older methods. Where a pattern has analysis, design and implementation
detail ontained in its doumentation, whih follows the lifeyle detail of some older methods, modern
methods do not onern themselves with how to analyse or design a system.
However, modern methods do have something to oer in providing quality aspets for a generative
pattern. The following points represent praties from these ontemporary methods that an be used
to doument generative patterns:
 Setion 2.3.2 omments on developers who found older methods too bureaurati. As a result,
many of the modern development methods are ode-oriented rather than doument-oriented. This
aspet an be applied to a generative design pattern in that disussions about the Problem and
Solution aspets of a pattern ould be kept to a minimum. More emphasis an be put into
design and implementation, rather than analysis. In this respet, generative patterns ould move
towards a more graphial notation than textual notation { however, this aspet is an issue for
further investigation.
 One aspet that stands out with agile methods is soure ode. Again, as ommented upon in
Setion 2.3.2, many of the praties of these agile methods onentrate on praties that support
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oding. Borrowing from this, more emphasis ould be put into using soure ode to demonstrate
the usability of a generative pattern.
 Providing more examples of soure ode supports use of the quality aspets of USDP/RUP dis-
ussed in Setion 2.3.1 in that dierent views of an arhiteture an be used to demonstrate the
generative onept of a pattern. In this respet, several dierent examples of soure-ode ould
be used to explain how several patterns an work together.
 Design is a key aspet of design patterns and is used to emphasise the struture of a pattern, yet
design is used sparingly in many design patterns. The Rational Unied Proess makes onsiderable
use of design tehniques, partiularly the use-ase diagram. From this it an be onsidered that
the use-ase is a useful modelling aspet that an be used in a design pattern. The use-ase an
be used to illustrate a business aspet that is being demonstrated in a soure ode example of
ollaborating design patterns.
One of the funtional aspets of agile methods is exibility, in that methods an be adapted to meet
the needs of dierent projet situations. Based on the idea of thinking in terms of dierent projet
situations and adapting to those, whih aounts for some of the exibility of agile methods, it is
oneivable that the same generative design patterns an be redened with alternative examples to
over a spei software domain. For example, patterns that are aimed at desktop appliations an
be dened with a dierent set of examples to patterns that are aimed at, for instane, lient / server
appliations { again, this aspet is an issue for further investigation.
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Chapter 3
UNDERSTANDING DESIGN PATTERN NOTATION
3.1 Introdution
Within the design pattern ommunity there have ome several stylisti forms of patterns | the most
ommon being the style used in the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue. This format is often referred to as
the GoF Format (Gang of Four), whih is a referene to the four authors of the Design Patterns[45℄
atalogue. Another format is referred to as Alexandrian Form | the style of pattern written by the
Arhitet Christopher Alexander[2℄, whose pattern language has inspired muh of the growth in writing
design patterns. Yet another form, and one that is often used in non-software patterns and patterns
that are only disussed in brief, is the Portland Form, whih is purely narrative.
How patterns are written is only one fator in understanding the nature of the pattern itself. This
hapter is an exploration of design patterns, explaining their origins, their purpose and their distintions.
In attempting to understand the nature of design patterns, four dierent pattern onepts are disussed:
Idioms, Design Pattern Catalogues, Pattern Systems and Pattern Languages. Also within this hapter,
the rationale behind pattern notation and how that notation should reet the ontext in whih the
pattern is desribed is disussed. Knowing why a pattern is desribed in a given way is important for
desribing new pattern types or refatoring existing patterns.
This hapter ontinues with a look at how elements of good pratie from within a diverse range of
design pattern types and styles an be abstrated for the benet of dening a generative pattern. A
seletion of pattern writers from dierent software disiplines and pattern onepts is seleted for study.
From this study the most fundamental notation is determined and seleted as being the type of notation
that an be used in a generative pattern without luttering the pattern with unneessary detail.
3.2 Patterns in Objet-Oriented Software
3.2.1 The Pattern Conept
The urrent use of the term `pattern' within the software ommunity is popularised from the writings of
the arhitet Christopher Alexander[2, 3, 4℄ who wrote several books on the topi of patterns in urban
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planning. Although these books are ostensibly about arhiteture and urban planning, many of the
onepts aptured therein are appliable to many other disiplines, inluding software development[6℄.
Alexander proposed that urban development should be based on a olletion of reusable patterns. In
the software domain, olletions of patterns an be ategorized by their struture and intent. Based on
struture and intent, a Pattern System is dierent to a Pattern Catalogue or Pattern Language, whih
are dened by their speied relationships expressed within the pattern olletions.
Eah pattern desribed by Alexander represents a single element in a hierarhy known as a pattern
language. Alexander's notion of a pattern is that a pattern desribes a problem whih ours over and
over again in our environment, and then desribes the ore of the solution to that problem, in suh a
way that you an use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same way twie[3℄.
This indiates that a pattern is not a xed entity and will provide, if required, a unique solution. What
this implies is that the patterns an be modied to suit individual needs without losing the essene
that is entral to the pattern.
3.2.2 Idioms
Whilst design patterns desribe general strutural problems, idioms are less portable when viewed at the
level of a programming language. Idioms are the lowest level of abstration in a pattern lassiation.
Beause idioms are at a low level of abstration they are spei to a programming language. They
desribe how to implement partiular omponents, their funtionality, and their relationships to other
omponents in the language itself. They may also depend upon, or represent, features that are not
present in other programming languages. For example, the pointer mehanism in C++ that has no
orresponding feature in the Java programming language. Beause idioms are at the lowest level of
abstration and deal with soure ode, they represent a link between design and implementation.
3.2.3 Pattern Catalogues { (Design Patterns)
A pattern atalogue is typially a olletion of related patterns. It subdivides the patterns into sepa-
rate ategories and may inlude some amount of ross-referening between them[6℄. Design Patterns:
Elements of Reusable Objet-Oriented Software[45℄ is a benhmark example of a pattern atalogue and
typies the onept of the Design Pattern in software.
The motivation for design patterns and/or the pattern atalogue is the onept of software reuse. A
software design pattern names, abstrats, and identies the key aspets of a ommon design struture
that make it useful for reating reusable objet-oriented systems[45℄. In a pattern language, the patterns
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are organised by the relationships between the patterns, whilst in a pattern atalogue the patterns are
organised by some lassiation sheme[84℄. The patterns in the Gamma[45℄ atalogue are divided
into Creational, Strutural and Behavioural. These are subdivided by sope as being Class or Objet.
The design pattern identies partiipating lasses and instanes, their roles and ollaborations and
the distribution of responsibilities. The notation of the pattern desribes when it applies, whether it
an be applied in view of other design onstraints and the onsequenes and trade-os of its use[45℄.
The pattern provides graphial solutions using abstrat modelling and exemplies solutions with ode
fragments (whih might be thought of as being equivalent to reommending the type of briks and
mortar to use in an Alexandrian solution). Unlike Alexander's pattern language, the Design Patterns
atalogue was not without preedent. It follows Alexander's priniples on patterns but adapts the genre
for the software domain.
Gamma's pattern atalogue onsists of 23 patterns, whih onform to a thirteen-point struture:
Rule Desription
Name A name by whih the pattern is known
Intent The purpose of the pattern
Also Known As A pattern of a similar nature but with a dierent name
Motivation A senario that illustrates the design problem
Appliability The situations in whih the pattern an be applied
Struture A standard modelling notation, e.g. UML
Partiipants The dierent lasses and objets involved in the design
Collaborations How the partiipants ollaborate
Consequenes The way in whih the pattern supports its objetives
Implementation Pros, ons, hints, tehniques, language spei issues
Sample Code An illustration of how the pattern may be implemented
Know Uses Where the pattern has been applied in the real world
Related Patterns Other patterns that an be used in ombination with this one
Table 3.1: Design Patterns' Notation[45℄
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3.2.4 Pattern Systems
A pattern system (system arhiteture) is an extended onept of the pattern atalogue, but is one
step removed from the ompleteness of the pattern language. Some of the patterns dened in a pattern
system link together to form sequenes, similar to those found in a pattern language, whilst other
patterns within the system have no diret relationship to any other pattern. Therefore, those patterns
that have no relationship with other patterns within a pattern system represent an individual solution
to a problem within the onnes of that arhitetural onept.
Although pattern languages are thought to be omplete, they are not reated omplete; they evolve over
time from pattern systems. Likewise, a pattern system may evolve over time from a pattern atalogue[6℄,
indiating that some element of refatoring may take plae within the patterns of a atalogue.
The onept of the pattern system is a ohesive set of related patterns that are organized into groups
and subgroups. A system desribes the inter-relationships between patterns and groups of patterns and
how they may be ombined to solve more omplex problems. The patterns in a pattern system need
to over a suÆiently broad base of problems and solutions to enable signiant portions of omplete
arhitetures to be built[6℄.
A pattern system is signiantly similar to a pattern language in terms of the relationships between
patterns. However, a pattern language requires that its onstituent patterns over every aspet of its
given domain. For example, in some given software domain a pattern language for that domain is
omputationally omplete: at least one pattern must be available for every aspet of the onstrution
and implementation within that software domain | that is, there must be no gaps or blanks[20℄.
Whereas, in a pattern system the patterns desribed may only over ertain aspets of the given
domain | that is, in some given software domain, that domain will not be omputationally omplete.
The pattern system desribed by Bushmann[20℄ separates patterns into two ategories: those that
will reate a system arhiteture and those that stand alone as design patterns. These patterns are
then sub-lassied by their intent. Bushmann follows both Alexander's and Gamma's priniples on
patterns, adapting the genre for the system arhiteture domain.
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Bushmann's pattern system onforms to the following struture:
Rule Desription
Name A name by whih the pattern is known
Example An example of where the pattern is used
Context A situations to whih the pattern applies
Problem A desription of the problem
Solution A brief desription of how the solution is ahieved
Struture A omplete desription of the omponents used, and any models that
may aid in desribing omponents
Dynamis A number of senarios that illustrate behaviour
Implementation Guidelines for implementing the pattern. May be supplemented with
abstrat or onrete ode examples.
Example Resolved A disussion of the implementation
Variants Similar situations where the pattern an be used
Known Uses Where the pattern has been applied in the real world
Consequenes The way in whih the pattern supports its objetives
See Also Referenes to related patterns
Table 3.2: Bushmann's Pattern Notation[20℄
In Bushmann's early writings on patterns[19℄ he had some alternatively named ategories (See Table
3.3 on the following page), thereby indiating an evolutionary proess in how patterns are written and
desribed.
This evolutionary proess is indiative of the aim set out in this researh program in that standard
design patterns will be provided with the additional struture, whih will allow the patterns to evolve
into generative design patterns.
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Rule Desription
Rationale The motivation for developing the pattern
Appliability When to use the pattern
Classiation A pattern is lassied aording to its properties
Desription Partiipants and ollaborators in the pattern and the responsibilities and
relationships to other patterns
Diagram A graphial representation of the pattern's struture
Methodology The steps for onstruting the pattern
Disussion A disussion of the onstraints in applying the pattern
Table 3.3: Bushmann's alternative ategories of Notation[19℄
3.2.5 A Pattern Language
A pattern language an be desribed as being more than just a olletion of patterns. The pattern
language written by Alexander explains how patterns should be applied to a greater problem than
the problem solved by a single pattern. Alexander's book, A Pattern Language, also says that no
pattern should be an isolated entity[3℄. Eah pattern an exist in the world only to the extent that it is
supported by other patterns i.e. the larger patterns in whih it is embedded, the patterns of the same
size that surround it, and the smaller patterns whih are embedded within it[3℄. A popular lihe may
suggest that the pattern language is greater than the sum of its parts. For instane, any small sequene
of patterns from this language is itself a language for a smaller part of the environment, i.e. a subset of
a higher order of the language. This small list of patterns is then apable of generating, as Alexander
says, a million dierent elements of that environment[3℄. When patterns are put together in this way
they an reate an innite variety of ombinations and, therefore, an innite variety of solutions.
Alexander also says that eah pattern is a three-part rule[3℄, whih expresses a relation between a
ertain ontext, a problem and a solution. With this three-part rule we an look at the patterns from
a language in two ways:
1. As an element in the world, eah pattern is a relationship between a ertain ontext, a ertain
system of fores whih our repeatedly in that ontext, and some proess that allow these fores
to resolve themselves. The fores are the goals that are desired when applying the pattern. For
example, the study of algorithms in omputer siene, where the main fore to be resolved is
eÆieny or time omplexity[70℄.
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2. As an element of a language, a pattern is an instrution that shows how this onguration an
be used over and over again, to resolve the given system of fores, wherever the ontext makes it
relevant[2℄.
Alexander's pattern language onsists of 253 patterns, all onforming to the following seven point
struture:
Rule Desription
Name A short meaningful name whih may be an indiation of the solution
Piture An arhetypial example of the solution
Problem A set of fores that our in a given ontext
Context Reurring situations to whih the pattern applies
Solution Rules applied to resolve the given fores
Diagram The solution in the form of a diagram
Related patterns Higher/Lower order patterns whih onnet to the given pattern
Table 3.4: Alexander's Pattern Notation[3℄
The struture of patterns, the methods and the proesses surrounding them are not exlusive to ar-
hitetural design. The interrelationship that exists between ontext, problem, fores, and solutions,
makes Alexander's framework an ideal basis for apturing other kinds of design knowledge.
In Coplien's \A Generative Development-Proess Pattern Language"[29℄, a pattern language that an
be used to shape a new organization and its development proesses, is also dened by seven rules.
However, there is no spei rule for graphis, although graphis may appear within the oasional
pattern. Coplien separates the fores that dene the problem from the problem itself. He also introdues
a ontext that results from the pattern after it has been applied, and a set of reasons for using the
pattern, desribed as a rationale (See Table 3.5 on the following page).
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Rule Desription
Name A short meaningful name
Problem The problem in brief
Context Reurring situations to whih the pattern applies
Fores A set of fores that apply to the problem
Solution Rules applied to resolve the problem
Resulting Context The result of applying the pattern
Design Rationale Reasons for using the pattern
Table 3.5: Coplien's Pattern Notation for a Generative Development-Proess[29℄
The patterns introdued by Coplien are inspired by Alexander's language and priniples. Indeed,
some of the patterns in Coplien's pattern language are renements of Alexander's ommuniation and
organizational patterns. For example:
 The philosophy of establishing stable ommuniation paths aross the industry has strong analo-
gies with the Alexandrian patterns that establish transportation webs in a ity (Web of Publi
Transportation[3℄). Here, the onern for Coplien is the transportation of information between
individuals and groups.
 Many of the organization patterns are renements of Alexander's irulation patterns whih dene
the higher-order pattern (Cirulation Realms[3℄). This inspired the pattern \Shaping Cirulation
Realms", whih ats as a building blok for other patterns in Coplien's language.
Pattern languages are generative in nature in that the patterns that a given language ontains generate
systems or parts of systems, or will shape the system arhiteture in whih they are used[30℄. Coplien
uses the English language as an analogy in whih he says the English language an generate all possible
papers in onferene proeedings, so a pattern language an generate all sentenes in a given domain[30℄.
That is, the letters of an alphabet work together to form words, a olletion of words form sentenes;
sentenes form paragraphs and so forth. Viewed in this way, the pattern language works in the same
way as natural language.
Non-generative patterns, suh as those from a pattern atalogue, are stati and passive. They may
make referenes to other patterns or may be related in some way but they are not dependent on other
patterns, they do not generate arhitetures, and they only provide a solution to a problem in a given
area.
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3.2.6 Design Pattern Struture
Beause design patterns are primarily a ommuniation tool, written within the onnes of a spei
onept, it is important to have a more or less standard way of desribing them[64℄. However, many
stylisti variants of Alexander's pattern desription are possible. Some are written in a literary style
like Alexander's, whilst others favour a more detailed approah used in Design Patterns[45℄. Other
patterns may adopt a totally dierent struture. The attribute shared by all these pattern strutures is
just that - struture[109℄. The most popular format is that used in the Design Patterns atalogue[45℄
illustrated in Table 3.1.
The pattern forms that exist in software dier by the kind of template used to emphasize their message,
although most forms ontain the basi ategories: name, problem, statement, ontext, desription
of fores, solution and related patterns[52℄, interspersed with elements spei to the pattern form.
However, a omprehensive struture for a pattern format should provide: a desription of best praties,
appropriate generality, evidene that the pattern reurs, sope, onstrutiveness, ompleteness, utility,
examples, appropriate level of abstration, lak of originality, appropriate name and larity[70℄. These
elements are not neessarily headings to be inluded within a pattern template, but represent elements
that ontain the overall ommuniation riteria for a well-dened pattern.
Quite often, the dierenes in pattern types, suh as Arhitetural patterns, Design Patterns or Idioms
are in their orresponding levels of abstration[6℄. That is, the need to desribe the level of detail
required for a ertain pattern type. For example, a higher level pattern suh as those for software
arhiteture require more detail than lower level patterns suh as idioms beause an idiom is already
spei to a given area and only needs to desribe its appropriateness to that area.
A pattern needs to onvey a message relating to its ontext in the real world and an important step in
dening an appropriate pattern struture for any given pattern onept is the identiation of a Target
Audiene[79℄. One an audiene has been identied, patterns an be written for that audiene with
an appropriate pattern struture. For example, patterns written for the target audiene of atalogues
suh as Pattern Oriented Software Arhiteture[20, 99℄, (POSA) or Analysis Patterns[42℄ ould have
a slightly dierent struture to patterns written for the target audiene of the Design Patterns[45℄
atalogue.
Meszaros and Doble[79℄ have written a number of patterns to assist in writing eetive patterns. In this
they dene a number of issues, desribed in Table 3.6, relating to the ontent of a pattern or pattern
type.
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Pattern Fore
Mandatory Elements Not all patterns require the same kinds of information to be eetively ommuniated.
Present Capturing all elements regardless of need only lutters many patterns.
For a pattern to be truly useful, it must have a minimum set of essential information.
These information elements are required to allow patterns to be found when required and
to be applied when appliable.
If the neessary elements are missing, it beomes muh harder to determine whether the
pattern solves the reader's problem in an aeptable way.
There is no single orret style or template for patterns; trying to impose one ould stie
reativity and get in the way of eetive ommuniation
Readers expet ertain information to be present in a pattern. This is what dierentiates
a pattern from a mere problem/solution desription.
Optional Elements All patterns do not require the same kind of information to be eetively ommuniated.
when Helpful Capturing all elements regardless of need only lutters many patterns.
Table 3.6: Meszaros' Criteria on Pattern Struture[79℄
The fores within the pattern \Optional Elements when Helpful" reiterate the rst item of the fores
within \Mandatory Elements Present", indiating that a pattern should onvey a nite amount of
information but an be extended with elements aeptable within that pattern's domain, when required
to onvey additional information.
Patterns in the form adopted by Gamma, Bushmann, and other pattern writers are muh longer than
Alexander's so, although they share a ommon literary style, they provide a more detailed seletion
of onrete information. Table 3.4 represents the pattern struture proposed within arhiteture for
desribing towns and buildings, whilst Table 3.5 modies that struture to desribe patterns relat-
ing to a development proess. For software and arhitetural-software patterns, whose strutures are
desribed in Table 3.1 and 3.2, the template (the struture of the pattern) is redened to inlude im-
plementation details. The design pattern template used by Gamma serves to be more desriptive than
generative. However, design patterns of Gamma and other pattern writers ould be redened to make
them generative[11℄.
A pattern needs to balane between providing suÆient and insuÆient understanding. If room is
left for interpretation, then dierent readers may interpret the same pattern in dierent ways, or may
see the pattern as being part of some other language. The impliation for the struture of patterns
suggests that the struture or template for the pattern is subjet to the intended use of the pattern[92℄.
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Therefore, in order to reate generative patterns from standard design patterns a template appropriate
to the intended use of the pattern is required, whih should reet the generative proess of the pattern.
3.2.7 Narrative Form (Portland)
All pattern forms are a narrative; they are a written desription of the knowledge and experiene
of experts in the eld. Several forms of pattern writing have already been mentioned above whilst
disussing dierent types of patterns. The Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue and the POSA[20, 99℄ ata-
logues by Bushmann use what has beome known as the GoF Format and whih is used extensively
in one variation or another. Organizational Patterns by James Coplien[29℄, disussed above, use the
Alexandrian form.
One pattern form that has not been disussed is Portland Form[35, 56℄, named as suh beause the
originators of the form ome from Portland, Oregon, USA. Portland Form, unlike other forms, is a
pure narrative and is often referred to as a Narrative Form. Also, unlike other formats, the Portland
Form does not use a full-featured pre-dened template with speied headings to disuss the knowledge
ontained in a design pattern. The writer of a pattern that is written in a Narrative Form may hoose
to write a pattern in a set layout, and all patterns written by that person may follow that layout.
However, a dierent pattern writer may hoose to write with a totally dierent format in the narrative
style. Some patterns of the narrative style are written as a step-wise aount of utilizing the knowledge
within[60℄, whilst others, suh as the Cheks Pattern Language[34, 31℄ and the Caterpillars Fate Pattern
Language[65, 31℄ are written in a few paragraphs desribing how to go about some task. Within patterns
of this type, there may or may not be one or more headings that relate to a popular denition of a
pattern - the headings being Problem, Solution, Context as well as several other headings. Woolf has
used suh headings in his Smalltalk ENVY/Developer[110℄ pattern language.
What an be seen in patterns of this style is a lak of ne detail. What is often being written about
patterns an, in most ases, only be desribed as an overview or abstrat of what ould be ontained
in the pattern. However, many of the patterns written in this form are patterns for dening some form
of proess. The Caterpillar's Fate Pattern Language by Kerth[31℄ is a pattern language for making
the transformation from Analysis to Design. In patterns of this type there will often be some element
related to a software proess but there is no real software involved.
Whilst patterns of this style provide good reading material for dening a software proess, there are
several atalogues that have applied the style to software omponents. Software atalogues that are
written in the Narrative Form retain the singular disussion, but will often exemplify the disussion
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with diagrams and in some ases with ode. The disussion of eah pattern is based on the motivating
fators of the pattern itself and any sub-headings that may be written into a pattern are relative to
that pattern only. For example, in the J2EE Design Patterns atalogue by Crawford and Kaplan[33℄
the pattern Servie to Worker in J2EE has the following sub-headings:
 Models and Views
 Ations
 The Dispather
 The Front Controller
In the same atalogue, the pattern Composite View has a ompletely dierent set of sub-headings:
 The Composite View Pattern
 Implementing Composite Views
 Reusing the Front Controller and Dispather
 Building the Custom Tags
 Using Templates
The patterns from this atalogue ontain ode, tips and one or more diagrams. A notable feature of
this atalogue is that the patterns often ontain more ode than disussion. However, in most ases,
the disussion does over vital aspets of why the pattern is useful and what it will ahieve, although
how it will ahieve its goal is not disussed in ne detail, partiularly in respet of other patterns, whih
is onsistent with the disussion in most patterns.
The EJB Design Patterns atalogue by Marinesu[74℄ also embraes the Narrative Form with mostly
written disussion, small snippets of ode and the oasional diagram. Although there are no set
ategories of disussion as there is in the Alexandrian or GoF formats, Marinesu's disussion of patterns
does have some struture.
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Most of the patterns by Marinesu onform to the following struture:
 Name
 Identify a need
 Promote a question
 Disuss the problem relative to the question
 Bullet point issues raised from the disussion
 Promote a solution
 Disuss the solution
 Bullet point the benets
 Close the disussion
Not all the patterns have this exat struture; some ontain more of the struture than others, and
in varying levels of detail. For example the pattern Stored Proedures for Auto generated Keys has a
lengthy disussion of the problem but does not bullet point the issues raised from the disussion. The
Universally Unique Identier for Enterprise JavaBeans (UUID for EJB) pattern has a short disussion
of the problem with no issues bulleted, a lengthy disussion of the solution and no losing omment.
The basis of this struturing is the identiation of a problem and the formulation of a solution,
whih represents the onstituent parts of a popular denition of a pattern (Solution, Problem, Context,
Fores). Although the patterns in this atalogue provide a reasonable disussion with some useful
information ontained within the ontent of that disussion, the detail in this atalogue does not math
up to the disussion provided in other atalogues suh as Core J2EE Patterns[5℄, whih may be a result
of the limited way in whih patterns of the Narrative Form are disussed.
The atalogue Server Component Patterns by Volter[112℄ presents patterns in a very similar format to
that of Marinesu. However, Volter has no spei points relating to issues raised by the problem or
the solution. However, one interesting feature that Volter presents in his patterns is a artoon drawing
that summarises the pattern. It would be easy to dismiss this feature as irrelevant, but the lihe does
maintain that `a piture paints a thousand words' and the drawings do add some weight to the limited
disussion of the patterns. Although the drawings add an interesting feature to the patterns it is not
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always straightforward in making the onnetion between the drawing and the purpose of the pattern.
When this is the ase then the drawing is not adding signiantly to the ontent of the pattern. If
this type of feature were to be added to the denition of a pattern then it would have to be free of
ambiguity, whih would be diÆult to maintain given the varying pereptions that people may hold on
usefulness of design patterns.
3.3 Dening a Template
So far in this hapter a number of dierent pattern formats, styles and templates have been disussed,
the purpose being to form an understanding of the pattern onept. From this understanding it is
envisaged that a template for a generative design pattern an be proposed, the template being the
dierent notational setions inluded for disussion of the generative pattern itself. As an be seen
from this hapter, dierent people have dierent ideas for what they inlude in the patterns they
are disussing. Eah of these individuals and groups of individuals has their own justiation for
what they disuss in a pattern. This hapter has introdued only a small proportion of the stylisti
variants that are available in the disussion of design patterns. For example, there are a number
of Hypermedia[94, 95℄ design patterns that have a template similar to the GoF format as do many
HCI[60, 105℄, User Interfae[106, 114℄ and Multimedia[36℄ patterns.
However, as an be seen from the disussion above, the dierent templates used by various pattern writ-
ers inorporate many of the same named ategories, whih arry a similar disussion or have ategories
of a similar disussion, but are introdued under an alternative name. For example, the GoF template
has the heading Struture whilst the Alexandrian template uses Diagram. Both headings have the
same intent in that they produe a graphial representation of the solution. Volter's Server Component
Patterns, although without named heading, uses a artoon, whih is equivalent to Alexander's Drawing
omponent in his template.
Table 3.7 lists a seletion of pattern writers and the notation that they use in desribing patterns:
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Writers
HCI Hypermedia Multimedia Software User I'fae Web App Other
Notation [60, 105℄ [46, 72, 94℄ [36℄ [20, 45, 48, 102℄ [27, 106, 114℄ [5, 50, 81, 103℄ [3, 29℄
Also Known As - - - [20, 45℄ - - -
Appliability - [46, 72℄ - [45, 102℄ - - -
Appliations - [46℄ - - - - -
Bakground [60℄ - - - - - -
Bad Example [60℄ - - - - - -
Benet/Drawbaks - - - [102℄ - - -
Collaborations - [46, 94℄ - [45℄ - - -
Comments - - [36℄ - - - -
Consequenes - [46, 94℄ - [20, 45, 48℄ [27℄ [5, 50, 103℄ -
Consider ... [60℄ - - - - - -
Context [105℄ - - [20, 48℄ [27℄ [50, 81℄ [3, 29℄
Desription - - - [102℄ - - -
Design Rationale - - - - - - [29℄
Diagram - [46℄ - - - - [3℄
Dynamis - - - [20℄ - - -
Example - - - [102℄ - - -
Example (Graphi) [60, 105℄ [72℄ [36℄ [20℄ [106, 114℄ - -
Example Resolved - - - [20℄ - - -
Fores [105℄ - - [48℄ [27℄ [5, 50, 81, 103℄ [29℄
How - - - - [106℄ - -
Implementation - [72, 94℄ - [20, 45, 48, 102℄ - [50, 81, 103℄ -
Table 3.7: Varying Uses of Notation
Continued on next page.
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Varying Uses of Notation ontinued:
Writers
HCI Hypermedia Multimedia Software User I'fae Web App Other
Notation [60, 105℄ [46, 72, 94℄ [36℄ [20, 45, 48, 102℄ [27, 106, 114℄ [5, 50, 81, 103℄ [3, 29℄
Introdution - - - [102℄ - - -
Intent - [46, 72, 94℄ - [45℄ - [103℄ -
Known Uses - [46, 94℄ - [20, 45℄ [27℄ [50℄ -
Motivation - [46, 72, 94℄ - [45℄ - - -
Notes [105℄ - - - - - -
Partiipants - [46, 72, 94℄ - [45℄ - [5, 103℄ -
Piture - - - - - - [3℄
Post-ondition - - [36℄ - - - -
Pre-ondition - - [36℄ - - - -
Problem [60, 105℄ [94℄ [36℄ [20℄ [27, 114℄ [5, 81, 103℄ [3, 29℄
Properties - - - [102℄ - - -
Purpose - - - [102℄ - - -
Rationale - [46℄ - - - - -
Related Patterns - [72℄ - [45, 48, 102℄ [27℄ [5, 50, 81, 103℄ [3℄
Resulting Context [105℄ - - - - [81℄ [29℄
Sample Code - - - [45, 48℄ - [5, 50, 103℄ -
See Also - - - [20℄ - - -
Solution [60, 105℄ [72, 94℄ [36℄ [20, 48℄ [27, 114℄ [5, 50, 81℄ [3, 29℄
Struture - [46, 94℄ [36℄ [20, 45℄ - [5, 103℄ -
Synopsis - - - [48℄ - [50℄ -
Thumbnail - - - - [27℄ - -
Table 3.7 Varying Uses of Notation - Continued
Continued on next page.
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Varying Uses of Notation ontinued:
Writers
HCI Hypermedia Multimedia Software User I'fae Web App Other
Notation [60, 105℄ [46, 72, 94℄ [36℄ [20, 45, 48, 102℄ [27, 106, 114℄ [5, 50, 81, 103℄ [3, 29℄
Variants - - - [20, 102℄ - - -
When to Use - - [36℄ - [106, 114℄ - -
What - - - - [106℄ - -
Why - - - - [106, 114℄ - -
Table 3.7 Varying Uses of Notation - Continued
Although the list of notations desribed in Table 3.7 ould be extended further by inluding notations
used by all known pattern writers and known atalogues, it is felt that extending the table would not
add to the goal of nding an aeptable list of usable notations for a generative pattern. Some of the
notations that are displayed in the above table represent similar information but have been disussed
under an alternative name by dierent pattern writers. For example, Problem, whih is used by the
majority of writers listed and Introdution, used by Stelting[102℄ are essentially the same | they disuss
a reurring problem. Synopsis by Grand[48, 50℄ and Bakground by Hong[60℄ also share similar intent
in their detail in that they provide an overview of the patterns in whih they our. Although dierent
pattern writers use dierent headings in their notation, they are not providing dissimilar information
in what they write under those spei headings. Therefore inluding all notations would only add to
the task of ltering out related and lesser-used notations.
A unilateral deision ould be made on what notation to inlude in a generative design pattern, however
it would be useful to nd out what dierent notations have to oer in the way of desribing a design
pattern. From this understanding of what an be desribed as good pratie in desribing patterns
a deision an be made on what to inlude in the notation of a generative pattern. Some notations
displayed in the above table are obsure and only used by a single pattern writer, whilst only a small
minority of writers may use some notations. Other notations are used by a majority of writers and are
therefore pereived as being an important fator in desribing spei types of pattern. In the ase of
Solution and Problem, these are indiative of a ommon denition of a pattern | that it is a Solution
to a Problem in a Context. Others suh as Sample Code are indiative of patterns that an provide
this type of information.
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Two riteria an be used for ltering out related and obsure notation:
1. Amalgamate related information.
2. Remove obsure and seldom used notation.
From this position a portfolio of notation an be aquired that will serve as an appropriate soure of
information for desribing a generative pattern. The notation that is left in the list will have been
devised by experts, be used by multiple experts and used in a range of dierent pattern styles.
Firstly, related information an be amalgamated into a single notation. The reason for amalgamating
notation rst is that some amalgamated notation may still ome under the riteria of being obsure
and seldom used. For example, \See Also" and \Consider..." both represent similar information about
the patterns they desribe. \Consider..." is in a HCI pattern and \See Also" is in a Software pattern.
Although both of the pattern types relate to software through design and development, they don't
add to the general information of an individual design pattern | they are only direting the reader to
some other pattern. Although they have been amalgamated, they an still ome under the ategory of
obsure and seldom used, as there is still only a small minority of writers who have used this type of
notation.
For the purpose of larity, any amalgamated notations are given the name of one of the notations from
the group that is amalgamated. In all ases the most popular name has been hosen to represent the
group of amalgamated notations. For example, in the group `Consequenes', Consequenes is used by
nine of the pattern writers, whilst dierent writers use the other notations in the group sporadially.
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Table 3.8 represents the related notations that an be amalgamated into single notations.
Notation Original Notation About the Notation Notes
Related Consider ...[60℄ Provides a list of patterns that The notation refers to other patterns that
Patterns omplement the existing pattern. provide a similar solution. In the ase of
Related Patterns Names other patterns, whih an be used Consider... the notation provides a list of
[3, 5, 27, 45, 48℄ with the existing pattern. More often other patterns but does not indiate a
[50, 72, 81, 102℄ names patterns that perform a similar ollaboration or variation. Both Bushmann
[103℄ funtion to the existing pattern [20℄ and Stelting[102℄ have dual entries.
See Also[20℄ A referene to patterns that solve similar It is felt that a variation of a pattern is
problems, and to patterns that rene the a pattern in its own right that holds some
existing pattern onnetion to the existing pattern.
Variants[20, 102℄ Other patterns that are assoiated with or
are variations of the existing pattern
Intent Bakground[60℄ Some rudimentary information desribing The notations that ome under Intent, as they
the need for the pattern. are used by most writers, represent some form
Intent[45, 46, 72℄ A short statement relating to design issues of introdution to the pattern. The brief
[94, 103℄ or problems that the pattern may address. desriptions that are used under this notation
Introdution[102℄ A desription of the problem where the are providing an overview of the pattern relating
pattern might be used as a solution. to its purpose and what an be ahieved through
Purpose[102℄ A short statement relating to design issues its use. Some writers have inluded information
or problems that the pattern may address. about the problem and several have briey
Synopsis[48, 50℄ A brief desription of the pattern that desribed a solution. Whilst most pattern
onveys the essene of the solution. writers provide just a few lines of introdution,
Thumbnail[27℄ Brief notes on the problem and solution Stelting[102℄, provides a deeper insight into the
What[106℄ A short statement of design issues problem and solution
Table 3.8: Amalgamating Notation
Continued on next page.
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Amalgamating Notation ontinued:
Notation Original Notation About the Notation Notes
Example Diagram[3, 46℄ A piture or sketh that shows the Bushmann[20℄ has a written explanation of
(Graphi) possible output from using the pattern. the example but always provides a sketh
Example[20, 114℄ An example in the form of a graphi. to bak up his argument. Alexander[3℄ shows
[36, 60, 72, 106, 105℄ Can be a sketh or a piture. how the pattern an be applied and how it
Piture[3℄ A snapshot of a known example of has been applied. Some writers provide an
where the pattern has been used. image but do not put it under a heading.
Comments Comments[36℄ Additional omments about the pattern Tidwell's[105℄ Notes are more anedotal whilst
that have no plae in the main notation Cybulski's[36℄ Comments and Bushmann's[20℄
Example Resolved Aspets about the pattern that are not Example Resolved are more additional to the
[20℄ overed in the main notation. existing notation. Mirosoft[81℄, uses Resulting
Notes[105℄ A disussion about the environment Context to disuss benets and liabilities.
in whih the pattern an be applied
Fores Appliability[45℄ Situations in whih the pattern an be In most ases, Fores an be seen as
applied. pre-onditions for the solution. An alternative
Fores[105, 48, 27℄ Considerations that lead towards a view ould see Fores as being a list of
[5, 50, 81, 103, 29℄ solution, often written as a number requirements. Therefore Fores ould be seen
of one line statements. as being a short form of requirements analysis.
When to use[36℄ Situations in whih the pattern is Analysis is a life-yle feature that is mentioned
appliable. in Chapter Two and inluded as part of the
generative pattern in Chapter Six
Table 3.8 Amalgamating Notation - Continued
Continued on next page.
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Amalgamating Notation ontinued:
Notation Original Notation About the Notation Notes
Conse- Benets/ The onsequenes of using the pattern The various notations under Consequenes are
-quenes Drawbaks[102℄ and issues that may arise from its use. disussing the benets and drawbaks of using
Consequenes[46℄ Trade-os, results and issues of the pattern. An alternative way of looking at this
[45, 94, 20, 48, 27℄ using the pattern, inluding any element of notation is to see it as a onlusion to
[5, 50, 103℄ benets and drawbaks. the desriptive nature of the pattern. However, if
Rational[46℄ Benets of using the pattern. Consequenes is viewed this way then it should
Why[106, 114℄ The benets the pattern will bring. appear at the end of the pattern desription.
Resulting Context The expeted results of using German[46℄ uses both Consequenes and Rational.
[105, 81, 29℄ the pattern.
Problem Context[20, 48, 105℄ The situations in whih a problem There are dierent interpretations on what is
[27, 50, 81, 3, 29℄ may exist, or a desription of a dened as being Context and Problem. Grand[48℄
problem addressed by the pattern. states diretly that Context \desribes the problem
that the pattern addresses". Bushmann[20℄ uses
Desription[102℄ A disussion of the pattern and/or one line of text to desribe the ontext in whih the
the problem. pattern applies, and follows up with a long passage
on the Problem. Grand[48℄ on the other hand uses
Motivation[46, 72℄ A disussion of the problem and Context to desribe the whole problem and follows
[94, 45℄ the situations in whih the problem up with a signiant disussion of Fores. Coldewey
might our. [27℄ and Mirosoft[81℄ use a short passage for
Context, whih desribe a number of problems, then
Problem[60, 105℄ A general disussion of a problem desribes the Problem as a question. Tidwell[105℄
[94, 36, 20, 27℄, [29℄ that may apply in a development also asks a question of the Problem but only has
[114, 5, 81, 103, 3℄ proess one or two sentenes relating to the Context.
Table 3.8 Amalgamating Notation - Continued
Continued on next page.
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Amalgamating Notation ontinued:
Notation Original Notation About the Notation Notes
Partiipants Collaborations[45℄ How the various partiipants Most pattern writers that use this notation give a
[46, 94℄ in the pattern ollaborate. brief desription of the partiipants. Gamma[45℄
Partiipants[45℄ Classes and Objets that Rossi[94℄ and German[46℄ follow this up with a
[46, 72, 94, 5, 103℄ partiipate in the pattern few sentenes on how the partiipants ollaborate.
It is interesting to note that Stelting uses the
notation, `Implementation' to disuss partiipants.
Implementation Implementation Issues that may arise from Several pattern writers have separate setions for
[81, 46, 72, 94, 103℄ implementing this pattern. Implementation and Soure Code. However, these
[20, 45, 48, 102℄ May ontain sample ode to notations are omplementary as they both relate
illustrate the issue. to the implementation of the pattern. It an also
Sample Code[45℄ A oded example, often be observed that writers are often disussing
[5, 50, 48, 103℄ aompanied by the onsequenes of implementing the pattern.
implementation issues. Stelting's[102℄ version of `Implementation' is to
Example[102℄ A oded example, with disuss partiipants of the pattern.
instrutions. Bushmann uses Dynamis to disuss
Dynamis[20℄ Three typial examples of the implementation details.
pattern in use
Known Uses Appliations[46℄ Some known appliations of German[46℄ uses Appliations and Known Uses
the pattern interhangeably.
Known Uses[46℄ Some known appliations of
[20, 45, 27, 50, 94℄ the pattern
Table 3.8 Amalgamating Notation - Continued
From the notations that have been ollated, as used by the referened olletion of pattern writers,
thirty-seven of the original forty-six notations, desribed in Table 3.7, have been amalgamated into a
list of ten distint notations. Eah of the ten notations is derived from notations with similar intent and
funtionality and therefore an be stated as an individual omponent in a design pattern. It is felt that
\Fores" and \Problem" are inexorably linked and as suh, Fores ould be stated or desribed as part
of the disussion of the problem. Alexander[3℄, who is ited in most disussions on patterns, does not use
the notation Fores in his patterns, although he does refer to the term fores on several oasions. The
use of the notation Fores stems from early pattern writers who have disussed Alexander, and made
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strong referenes to the term Fores in their desription of Alexander's notation Problem. Lea[69℄, for
example, states of Alexander's Problem notation, \A desription of the relevant fores and onstraints,
and how they interat". Hene, several pattern writers have taken it upon themselves to separate
out Fores from Problem, inluding Coplien[29℄ | Table 3.5. In an attempt to simplify patterns and
rewrite them to be more aessible to novie users, Fores and Problem will be unied under the
notation Problem.
From the original olletion of pattern notations, as listed in Table 3.7, there are still nine notations
to onsider. Eah of these nine notations is individual in nature and will not t neatly into any of the
notations of the amalgamated list. For example, Pre-Condition and Post-Condition ould t in with
Comments, but Pre-Condition ould also t into Intent, Fores or Problem. Therefore it seems tting to
onsider any remaining notation on its own merit. Consideration for the remaining notations is based on
their frequeny of use by the pattern writers. The riterion for retaining any given notation is that it is
used by the majority of writers. Also taken into onsideration at this point is the amalgamated notation.
As stated earlier, there are two riteria for ltering out notation: similarity and obsurity. Some of the
amalgamated notation is still obsure and therefore will be ltered out. There are exeptions to the
rule for ltering out obsure notation. For example, Dynamis[20℄, although an obsure notation, is
a quality driven onept of a pattern. For a pattern to be aepted as a pattern it has to have three
known uses and Dynamis, as used by Bushmann[20℄, provides three examples of using the pattern.
Table 3.9 below lists the notation that is not onsidered for use in the future denition of a generative
pattern:
Notation About the Notation Notes
Also Known As[20℄ Other names for the pattern. Only used in the atalogues of Gamma[45℄ and Bushmann[20℄, two early
[45℄ pattern writers. Adds nothing to the pattern in question and attrats
few entries in their atalogues, partiularly that of Bushmann
Table 3.9: Rejeted Notation
Continued on next page
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Rejeted Notation ontinued:
Notation About the Notation Notes
Bad Example[105℄ Plaes where the pattern has been An obsure notation that is only used by one pattern
applied but is not user friendly writer. May be appropriate for HCI patterns, but not for
software patterns. However, for software patterns this
type of notation ould be useful in an Anti Pattern
Design Rational[29℄ Reasons for using the pattern. Used by Coplien[29℄, Table 3.5, in his Development Proess
pattern language. Not stritly a software based notation.
Could have been amalgamated with Comments, Intent or
Fores as it provides some bakground information.
How[106℄ A desription of how the pattern ould Used by only one pattern writer. It ould be amalgamated
be used. with Implementation as it ontains, among other
information, instrutions on how to apply the pattern.
Post Condition[36℄ What the artefat to whih the pattern Post Condition represents something of a onlusion, whih
has been applied should look like after all good doumentation should have. However, this
appliation of the pattern. notation is only used by one pattern writer, and an be
stated as part of the Implementation details.
Pre Condition[36℄ Conditions that should exist before the Pre Condition desribes what needs to be in plae before
pattern is applied. the pattern an be applied. It is diÆult to asertain as to
whether this notation should t in with Intent, Problem,
Fores or none of these notations.
Properties[102℄ The purpose/lassiation of the pattern. Used by only one pattern writer. See below
Table 3.9 Rejeted Notation - Continued
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Table 3.10 below lists the amalgamated notation that is not onsidered for use in the future denition
of a generative pattern:
Amalgamated Notation (Rejeted)
Example (Graphi) Used by almost half of the seleted pattern writers but not signiantly by writers where software ode
is being onsidered. Bushmann[20℄ uses a graphi to emphasise a point and German[46℄ uses a diagram
to show partiipants, whih are not, in most ases, lass based omponents. Other pattern writers, are for
the most part, showing a desired or nished produt as a result of applying the pattern. It is therefore
felt that an example graphi would not add signiantly to a software based pattern.
Comments Used by only a small number of the seleted pattern writers. Comments are often only used to provide
some additional bakground information. Any vital information about a pattern an be written into the
main ontent of the pattern itself. In Bushmann's[20℄ ase, where he uses Resulting Context, this an
be seen as something of a Conlusion and an be built into the implementation details of a pattern or
an be written into a onlusion to the pattern doument. The notation Consequenes is seen as
something of a onlusion and would be an ideal plae to t any meaningful omments.
Known Uses Known Uses is only used by a small number of the seleted pattern writers. This, in the rst instane,
seems to be a problem in the desription of some patterns in that this notation is not onsistently used
throughout pattern writing. Known Uses is one of the aepted priniples of a pattern in that it should
have as a minimum three known uses to be onsidered a pattern. However, some pattern writers use
examples (graphis) to show where a pattern is being implemented | but not always three examples.
As just indiated, Known Uses is a priniple onept of a pattern and needs to be retained in some
form. However, there are no known uses of generative patterns as they are presented in this thesis
therefore, this notation is removed in name. However, the onept of three known uses will be presented
under the name of Dynamis. That is, Dynamis, as will be used in a Generative pattern, will represent
three examples of generative patterns rather than three known uses of generative patterns.
Table 3.10: Rejeted Amalgamated Notation
From the original list of used notations desribed in Table 3.7, seven notations have been removed
from onsideration for use in a Generative pattern on the grounds that they are obsure. Of the nine
notations that were reated through amalgamation, three have been disarded on the grounds that the
amalgamated notation is still obsure. However, there are some obsure notations inluding those not
yet onsidered (Dynamis and Struture) that deserve speial onsideration.
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 Dynamis[20℄, although an obsure notation, is a quality driven aspet of Bushmann's[20℄ design
patterns. For a pattern to be aepted as a pattern it has to have three known uses and Dynamis,
as used by Bushmann[20℄, provides three examples of using the pattern. It would be a fault in
the notation to speify generative patterns in a dynami way and not onsider using Dynamis as
a heading within that notation. Dynamis an be amalgamated with Implementation as indiated
in Table 3.8 therefore, Dynamis will be used as the main notation for providing three dierent
senarios of how two or more patterns will work together, whilst Implementation will be the
heading for the inluded soure ode.
 Struture, like Dynamis, omes under the ategory of obsure. However, Struture in software
design patterns represents a design notation, often written using a modelling notation suh as
UML. One of the key aspets of a design pattern is design and although Struture is not used by
the majority of pattern writers, a software design pattern is not a pratial solution to a design
issue without the design notation to demonstrate how the problem is being solved. Therefore
Struture has to be inluded as an element of notation in a design pattern.
 Partiipants also omes under the ategory of obsure. However, it would be extremely diÆult to
disuss a software pattern and not disuss its partiipants. Therefore, the notation Partiipants
needs to be inluded in a pattern in some form. In this respet, Partiipants is to be inluded in
a pattern as a sub-heading within the Implementation aspets of the pattern - See Chapter Six.
 In the ase of Properties[102℄, Properties is used by only one of the listed pattern writers, and is
onsidered to be an overlooked aspet of a software pattern. The notation `Properties' refers to
the lassiation and sope of a pattern. Gamma[45℄ denes eah of his patterns by lassiation
and sope but does not disuss this under a notation. Although the use of Properties as a notation
is extremely limited, lassifying patterns is an important fator of dening good quality software
design patterns. Again, although Properties will be ltered out by name, for a Generative pattern,
the properties of a pattern will be revealed by the relationship that any given pattern has with
another pattern - See Chapter Four.
The only notation not yet onsidered from the original forty-six notations listed in Table 3.7 is Solution.
Solution is the most popular of the doumented notations, used by fourteen of the nineteen listed pattern
writers. Of the four software pattern writers, it is only used by two of them. It is interesting to note
that Solution is not used in the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue despite the authors indiating that a
pattern has four essential elements, Solution being one of them. As the most popular of the notations
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listed, Solution will be used in the denition of a generative design pattern. This links in with the
Problem notation in that a pattern is often dened as being a solution to a problem { it is tting
therefore, that both these notations are to be used.
From the original list of forty-six there are a total of nine notations that represent a list of headings that
an be adequately used to desribe a generative design pattern. The list represents the most signiant
notations that are used by the majority of pattern writers in desribing a design pattern and those
notations that are not widely used.
Table 3.11 below represents the list of nine notations that will be used in dening a Generative pattern.
The order of the list at this point is not representative of the format for a generative pattern. Formatting
of the pattern will be onsidered in Chapter Six.
Notation Rational
Consequenes A onlusion to the pattern doument, highlighting any advantages or disadvantages of using the pattern.
Certain issues may arise from using this pattern therefore they should be disussed at this point.
Dynamis Three examples of generative patterns in use, with instrutions on how to implement the pattern.
Can be linked to Implementation to give a omplete overview of how patterns are ollaborating.
Implementation Examples of soure ode showing how patterns work together. Elements of Struture (design) an be
inluded to illustrate how the Partiipants of the pattern ollaborate.
Intent Intent represents an introdution to the pattern. It an desribe the origins of the pattern or the need for
the pattern itself. It may outline dierent Problem senarios or a Solution that will ome from using the
pattern. A design pattern is a doument of good pratie and all good quality douments will or should
ome with an introdution. Intent an ll the plae of an introdution in a design pattern.
Table 3.11: Aepted Notation
Continued on next page
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Aepted Notation ontinued:
Notation Rational
Partiipants The individual omponents that partiipate in the dened struture of the pattern. Partiipants an be
disussed within a pattern as a sub-heading of the notation Implementation. Within the notation of
Partiipants, how eah omponent ollaborates an also be disussed.
Problem A problem that an be addressed by the pattern. Amalgamated with Context and Fores through
interdependeny. A Solution that is provided by the pattern is derived from a spei Problem assignation.
A Problem is dened by the Context in whih it arises and the Fores that drive the Problem. Any hange
in Context or Fores reveals a new Problem or leads to an alternative Solution. Eah example in a
generative pattern will require its own Problem speiation.
Related Patterns In the ontext of a Generative pattern, Related Patterns refers to patterns that will ombine with the
existing pattern, and not to patterns that represent a similar solution. See Chapter Four.
Solution The Solution is a resolution of the dened problem. A Solution is unique to a problem, therefore, eah
example in a Generative pattern will require its own problem speiation. Although the Solution given in
eah example may be similar, eah will be dierent based on the dened problem.
Struture Struture represents the design onsiderations for the spei Solution to the dened Problem. If a pattern
is dened with three examples, then eah example should be supported by the appropriate design struture.
In order to onvey alternative design strutures for the pattern, alternative Problem/Solution pairings
should be presented.
Table 3.10: Aepted Notation Continued
The main issue in dening a suitable notation for design patterns is interpretation. As has been seen
in this disussion, dierent pattern writers have plaed their own interpretation on how to desribe
a pattern. Some of the interpretation used has a ommon theme, whilst others are unique to an
individual, or pattern style or type. The dening fator in desribing a pattern is onveying relevant
information about the knowledge represented in a pattern. Meszaros and Doble[79℄, see Table 3.6,
desribe the issues relating to dening a pattern, and their main issue is not luttering the pattern
with unneessary detail. However, as they onvey, spei information needs to be present within the
pattern or the reader will not be able to determine if the pattern will solve their problem. The list
of headings in Table 3.11 are drawn from a seletion of experts in their eld and together provide the
relevant information about a pattern without luttering the pattern with unneessary detail. How these
headings and relevant information are applied to a pattern is disussed in Chapter Six.
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3.4 Summary
The study of design patterns has looked into pattern origins and the dierent pattern styles and
abstrations that have emanated from the onept. The patterns that have now been dened range
from ode spei patterns (Idioms), to pattern languages written for a given ontext (Arhiteture,
Proess, Software). An integral part of the study of design patterns sought to gain an understanding
of the rationale behind a pattern notation. The output from this study lists four dierent pattern
abstrations (Idioms, Catalogues, Systems and Languages) and three dierent pattern styles (GoF,
Portland and Alexandrian).
All the dierent patterns onsidered, whether they be type abstrations or partiular styles, are all
text based patterns. However, there are some patterns that have a high degree of graphial notation.
The user interfae patterns by Hong and Tidwell use sreenshots to emphasise how the pattern an be
applied or where they should be applied. Larman also uses a high degree of design graphis (UML) in
demonstrating Analysis Patterns. As a notation, graphis an be applied if it will serve the purpose of
demonstrating the uses of the pattern. Cooper, like Hong and Tidwell uses sreenshots to demonstrate
the output of using a pattern. It is not inoneivable that a design pattern ould be purely graphial,
in that there is a minimum amount of text in the pattern and the majority of the pattern is graphis
and design notation, however, no evidene has been found to suggest patterns of suh nature exist.
It is also determined within this study that design patterns should be strutured to the ontext in whih
they are being written and the audiene at whom they are aimed. Therefore, spei types of patterns
(HCI, Proess, Software) have alternative notations. However, dierent types of patterns have many
similarities and it is these similarities that dene the overall ommuniation riteria for a well-dened
pattern. In ompleting this study a pattern notation has been abstrated that represents the denitive
notation used by experts in pattern writing and it is this notation that will be used for dening a
generative design pattern.
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Chapter 4
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PATTERNS
4.1 Introdution
There are potentially hundreds of patterns that ould be redened as generative patterns, whih within
themselves ould dene many hundreds of dynami relationships to the other patterns. It would,
therefore, be appropriate to produe a standardised way of dening the relationships between olletions
of patterns | the objetive being that a pattern dened or redened as generative by any given
individual, an be read and understood by any other pattern reader, writer or developer, inluding
novie developers.
The fous of many researh papers has been on the patterns desribed within the Design Patterns[45℄
atalogue. These patterns are aepted by many in the software industry as being benhmark patterns,
and have been the inuene for many other pattern writers. There are hundreds of software patterns
published in many dierent texts but the patterns dened by Gamma and olleagues are probably
the best known and therefore make an ideal representative seletion of patterns from whih to disuss
new tehniques of pattern denition and writing. In modifying stati design patterns to be used as
generative design patterns it is neessary to establish how pattern X is related to pattern Y. In the
following disussion on the denition of relationships between patterns, one atalogue and two individual
areas of researh are onsidered:
 The demaration of patterns based on the type lassiation in the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue.
 The demaration of patterns based on the problem solving lassiation of Tihy[104℄.
 The relationship between patterns based on the lassiation of relationships by Zimmer[119℄.
Both of the individual areas of researh by Zimmer and Tihy identied above have used the Design
Patterns[45℄ atalogue as their primary soure of material for their own elements of disussion. The
disussion within this thesis retains the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue as the patterns hosen for study.
Within this hapter the relational requirements of generative design patterns are disussed. This is
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onsidered from the point of view of how stati design pattern notation an be redened to realize the
omponent's potential as a generative omponent.
4.2 Classiation of Design Patterns
4.2.1 High Level Classiation
There are many dierent types of patterns with dierent roles and funtionality. In order to dene
generative patterns whereby dierent patterns will work together to produe systems, it is neessary
to establish whih patterns will ollaborate. Patterns as they are urrently dened do not provide
suÆient information as to whih other patterns they will readily ommuniate with. In order to dene
a ommuniation protool for design patterns, and thereby use them to build systems, it is neessary
that the purpose of the design pattern is established. If we an determine what a pattern does, then we
an establish some rules on whether it an be applied in ollaboration with another pattern. Rules are
required as it may be possible for two patterns to work together although there is no pratial reason
for them to do so. However, determining pratiality an be established through experimentation and
expliitly written into the details of a pattern.
The atalogue of Design Patterns[45℄ referred to in Chapter Three by Gamma and olleagues are
lassied by two riteria; Purpose and Sope. Sope speies whether a pattern is appliable to a lass
or an objet.
Purpose
Creational Structural Behavioural
Factory Method Adapter (class) Interpreter
Template Method
Chain of Responsibility
Command
Iterator
Mediator
Memento
Observer
State
Stratergy
Visitor
Adapter (object)
Bridge
Composite
Decorator
Facade
Flyweight
Proxy
Abstract Factory
Builder
Prototype
Singleton
Class
Object
Scope
Table 4.1: Design Pattern Classiation[45℄
However, the main interest for this body of researh, in lassifying design patterns, reets what the
pattern does in terms of the purpose of the pattern, whih is the riteria being sought. Table 4.1,
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presented by Gamma and olleagues, sets out the lassiation of the patterns in the Design Patterns
atalogue.
As an be seen from the table there are three dierent types of pattern dened by the Design Patterns[45℄
atalogue; Creational, Strutural and Behavioural. Although the atalogue and the patterns themselves
may desribe why a pattern is Creational, Strutural and Behavioural the immediate information
provided by the pattern is not suÆient to desribe a relationship to another pattern. If the relationship
between pattern types is dened at this level of abstration then it ould be argued that all relationships
between individual patterns are the same and that all patterns irrespetive of their type or funtionality
will ollaborate. It ould be possible that all patterns, irrespetive of their type or funtionality, will
ollaborate for the simple reason that the ollaboration ould be fored. However, the question arises
as to why one would do this if it is not pratial to do so. For example, it may not be pratial for
ertain Creational patterns to work with ertain Behavioural patterns. The type abstration within a
pattern at this level an be seen as a generi lassiation where a relationship ould be applied to any
pattern within that type or to any pattern of a dierent type. At a lower level of abstration a pattern
may dene a relationship that only exists between patterns that solve a partiular type of problem.
However, from the Design Patterns atalogue it is known that there are relationships between patterns
that have been dened at this level of abstration[45, 119℄.
Eah pattern in the Design Patterns atalogue omes under one of these ategories { Strutural, Cre-
ational and Behavioural. Figure 4.1 shows the Creational lassiation of the patterns within the
atalogue.
Creational
Abstract
Factory Builder
Factory
Method Prototype Singleton
Figure 4.1: Relationships Between Design Patterns
In dening the relationships between dierent lassiations of pattern, a given pattern from any
lassiation has three high-level relational options. For example, a strutural pattern may be related
to another strutural pattern, a reational pattern or a behavioural pattern. Some patterns may be
required to dene a relationship to three dierent lassiations whilst other patterns may only need to
desribe one or two relationships. For example, the strutural pattern Composite denes a relationship
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to strutural, reational and behavioural patterns whilst the reational pattern Abstrat Fatory only
denes relationships to other reational patterns[45, 119℄.
Writing this in terms of the notation of a pattern, we an add this information to the pattern desrip-
tion. For the Composite pattern, whih is lassied in the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue as Objet
Strutural, under the heading Related Patterns we an add information about related patterns and
their lassiation. Table 4.2 below represents the proposed desriptive information for a generative
design pattern.
Related Patterns
Classiation types
Strutural (Flyweight, Deorator)
Commentary......
Creational (Builder)
Commentary......
Behavioural (Visitor, Interpreter, Iterator, Command, Chain of Responsibility)
Commentary......
Table 4.2: Logial Information for a Generative Design Pattern - Iteration 1
4.2.2 Low Level Classiation
The atalogue of patterns presented by Gamma represents a denitive olletion of available patterns.
Tihy[104℄, on the other hand, denes a atalogue of over 100 general-purpose patterns, although the
patterns are not dened in detail as in the ase of Gamma. Although Tihy does not dene rela-
tionships between patterns he does lassify patterns by the problems that they solve. Whilst Gamma
denes three families of purposeful patterns, Tihy's lassiation ontains nine separate problem solv-
ing ategories[104℄:
1. Deoupling: Dividing a software system into independent parts in suh a way that the parts
an be built, hanged, replaed, and reused independently.
2. Variant Management: Treating dierent objets uniformly by fatoring out their ommonality.
3. State Handling: Generi manipulation of objet state.
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4. Control: Control of exeution and method seletion.
5. Virtual Mahines: Simulated proessors.
6. Conveniene Patterns: Simplied oding.
7. Compound Patterns: Patterns omposed from others, with the original patterns visible.
8. Conurreny: Controlling parallel and onurrent exeution.
9. Distribution: Problems relevant to distributed systems.
In the ase of Tihy, there is a deeper level of renement in the lassiation. In desribing the
relationship between dierent types of patterns, it ould be useful as a desriptive element to disuss
how dierent lasses of pattern interat based on the type of problem they solve, partiularly where sub-
systems or non-funtional elements are onerned. This an be ahieved by introduing problem solving
properties into a pattern based on Tihy's lassiation. With the implied detail that is ontained
within the problem type lassiation, Tihy's lassiation an be dened at a lower level than the
lassiation presented by Gamma. By lower level it is implied that Tihy's lassiation types are
a sublass of the Gamma lassiation types. Tihy's lassiation relates to spei problems or
areas of onern whereas Gamma's lassiation is generalised within three areas. For example, a
Strutural denition, as dened by Gamma, indiates that the pattern will represent some aspet of
the basi framework of a system, whereas the onept of Deoupling, as dened by Tihy, provides a
level of detail that desribes how ertain aspets of the base framework an be separated out for ease
of development and maintenane.
In attempting to determine whih patterns are best suited to ommuniate in a generative pattern
language, information about the patterns and their purpose is going to play an important role. Figure
4.1 shows that ertain patterns, as lassied by Gamma, are dened as Creational patterns. We an
now add information to those patterns based on the lassiation provided by Tihy. Figure 4.2 on
the following page uses the same Creational patterns as is ontained in Figure 4.1 but whih are now
extended with an additional level of information. The information as it is presented is analogous to
an inheritane hierarhy where the top level of the tree ontains base information. Lower levels of the
hierarhy ontain more detailed information that is spei to the omponents at that level. To this
end, the tree represents a lassiation hierarhy of information.
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Figure 4.2: Creational Pattern Information Hierarhy
Although the patterns lassied by Gamma are present within the atalogue of Tihy, the other patterns
in Tihy's atalogue have not been lassied in terms of strutural, reational or behavioural. Therefore
only those patterns lassied by Gamma an be worked into the hierarhy tree. Adding Gamma's
lassiation types to all the patterns in Tihy's atalogue is an element of future work and will be
disussed further in Chapter Nine, Future Work. The tree desribes three layers in the hierarhy where
eah desending layer is desribed at a lower level of abstration. The highest layer desribes the general
purpose of the patterns. The intermediate layer desribes the problem area that is best suited to the
patterns, whilst the lowest layer desribes the ner detail of the patterns.
Figure 4.3 on the following page illustrates the information tree based on behavioural patterns at the
root of the tree. It is important to separate information trees to indiate that spei low-level patterns
do not inherit ontext from multiple parents. Tihy indiates that the pattern lassiations that he
proposed are mutually exlusive; therefore a pattern annot belong to more than one ategory. For
example, the Deorator pattern annot be a Deoupling pattern and a Variant Management pattern
at the same time. The omplete set of relational trees based on strutural, reational and behavioural
patterns is illustrated in Appendix E.
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Figure 4.3: Behavioural Pattern Information Hierarhy
We an now add this additional riterion to the existing pattern desription that was dened earlier.
Again, onentrating on the Composite pattern, we an add the problem solving types. Table 4.3 below
represents the proposed desriptive information for a generative design pattern.
Related Patterns
Classiation type (Strutural)
Commentary on Strutural relationship between patterns......
Related Pattern (Flyweight)
Commentary on Flyweight pattern......
Problem Solving Type (State Handling)
Commentary on State Handling relationship between patterns in a Strutural
ontext......
Related Pattern (Deorator)
Commentary on Deorator pattern......
Problem Solving Type (Deoupling)
Commentary on Deoupling relationship between patterns in a Strutural ontext......
Table 4.3: Logial Information for a Generative Design Pattern - Iteration 2
Continued on next page.
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Classiation type (Creational)
Commentary on Creational relationship between patterns......
Related Pattern (Builder)
Commentary on Builder pattern......
Problem Solving Type (Deoupling)
Commentary on Deoupling relationship between patterns in a Creational ontext......
Classiation type (Behavioural)
Commentary on Behavioural relationship between patterns......
Related Pattern (Visitor)
Commentary on Visitor pattern......
Problem Solving Type (Variant Management)
Commentary on Variant Management relationship between patterns in a Behavioural
ontext......
Related Pattern (Iterator)
Commentary on Iterator pattern......
Problem Solving Type (Deoupling)
Commentary on Deoupling relationship between patterns in a Behavioural ontext......
Related Pattern (Interpreter)
Commentary on Interpreter pattern......
Problem Solving Type (Virtual Mahines)
Commentary on Virtual Mahines relationship between patterns in a Behavioural
ontext......
Related Pattern (Command)
Commentary on Command pattern......
Related Pattern (Chain of Responsibility)
Commentary on Chain of Responsibility pattern......
Continued on next page.
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Problem Solving Type (Control)
Commentary on Control relationship between patterns in a Behavioural ontext......
4.3 Individual Relationships
A signiant area of interest in identifying how and whih patterns should ommuniate in terms of
a generative pattern is Zimmer's Relationships between Design Patterns[119℄ riteria. Zimmer's las-
siation explores the relationships between existing design patterns and uses the Design Patterns[45℄
atalogue as the role models on whih to dene the lassiation. In this, three relationship lassia-
tions are disussed:
 Pattern X uses Pattern Y in its solution.
 Pattern X an be ombined with Pattern Y.
 Pattern X is similar to Pattern Y.
The third lassiation, desribed above, refers to patterns that have a similar problem/solution pairing.
That is, patterns that give details of an alternative solution. This relationship lassiation is not taken
into onsideration beause it denes an alternative solution to a given pattern and not how solutions
are related, whih represents the work in progress.
The pattern map dened by Zimmer is illustrated in Figure 4.4 above showing the Pattern X uses
Pattern Y in its solution lassiation and the Pattern X an be ombined with Pattern Y lassiation.
The third relationship dened by Zimmer, Pattern X is similar to Pattern Y, has been left out of
the illustration to improve the larity of the two elements that are useful as an additional element of
notation for a generative design pattern.
As an be seen from Zimmer's lassiation, there are two dierent types of relationship. However, the
map indiates that a pattern only has one type of relationship to any one related pattern. If a given
pattern is related to more than one other pattern then the denition for eah relationship needs to
reet the type of relationship between eah of the two related patterns.
It is an argument within this thesis that the desription of any relationship between patterns should
reet how patterns are used by other patterns. The argument also maintains that the relationship
between the lassiation types to whih the patterns belong be dened. This argument is founded
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Figure 4.4: Relationships Between Design Patterns (Based on Zimmer[119℄)
on the priniple that the relationship between, for example, two strutural patterns may be dierent
to the relationship between a strutural pattern and a reational or behavioural pattern. Any given
desription within a pattern would rst desribe how partiular types of patterns ommuniate and
seondly how the individual patterns ollaborate to form a bond between the two.
When dening the relationships between patterns any given pattern requires one desription of a re-
lationship for eah pattern to whih it is related. Given the ase that a strutural pattern ould be
related to more than one strutural pattern or more than one behavioural pattern the ontent of the
desription of the relationship between pattern lassiations would be repeated { whih is an unne-
essary dupliation of eort. In this situation therefore, the onsideration desribed above detailing the
relationships between lassiations of patterns would remove the dupliation of desriptive passages.
Within the lassiation map in Figure 4.4 there are two dened relationships: Pattern X uses Pattern
Y in its solution and Pattern X an be ombined with Pattern Y. However, there is a third relationship
within the map that is not disussed. The reason for not extending the relationship as a lassiation
is beause it is the same relationship as Pattern X uses Pattern Y in its solution but desribed in a
dierent way; namely Pattern X is used by Pattern Y in its solution. The `used by' relationship is
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dened by Meszaros[79℄ and further disussed by Noble[83℄, who desribes it as the inverse of the `uses'
relationship. On the basis of two individual ommuniating patterns these are idential relationships.
It is shown[20, 83℄ that not only an a pattern use another pattern but also a pattern an be used by
another pattern. In eah denition of the relationship the fous of attention is on the pattern being
dened. In the relationship X uses Y, X is the dened pattern. In the ase of X is used by Y, X is still
the dened pattern. Therefore, X is the dominant partner in the two denitions of the relationship so
the relationship beomes X uses / X is used by, illustrated in Figure 4.5 below.
Pattern X UsesIs used by
Figure 4.5: Pattern X uses, is used by
The `used by' relationship, although only the inverse of the `uses' relationship, provides information of
a known relationship between two patterns. It is not enough when dening a generative pattern only
to disuss whih pattern a given pattern uses | the generative pattern has to desribe known related
patterns in order to be generative, inluding those patterns it is used by.
By inluding the `used by' relationship, relationships an be dened not only by how a pattern is
related to another pattern but how another pattern is related to the pattern in question. In this way it
is possible to dene how arhitetures are built from patterns by dening mathing join-points between
patterns. That is, a relationship an be dened within the pattern on how it uses other patterns and
how it is used by other patterns.
We an now add this riterion to the existing pattern desription that was dened earlier. Again,
onentrating on the Composite pattern, we an add the assoiation types. Table 4.4 on the following
page represents the proposed desriptive information for a generative design pattern.
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Related Patterns
Classiation type (Strutural)
Commentary on Strutural relationship between patterns......
Related Pattern (Uses Flyweight)
Commentary on how Composite uses the Flyweight pattern......
Problem Solving Type (State Handling)
Commentary on State Handling relationship between patterns in a Strutural
ontext......
Related Pattern (Combines Deorator)
Commentary on how Composite ombines with the Deorator pattern......
Problem Solving Type (Deoupling)
Commentary on Deoupling relationship between patterns in a Strutural
ontext......
Classiation type (Creational)
Commentary on Creational relationship between patterns......
Related Pattern (Combines Builder)
Commentary on how Composite ombines with the Builder pattern......
Problem Solving Type (Deoupling)
Commentary on Deoupling relationship between patterns in a Creational
ontext......
Classiation type (Behavioural)
Commentary on Behavioural relationship between patterns......
Related Pattern (Combines Visitor)
Commentary on how Composite ombines with the Visitor pattern......
Table 4.4: Logial Information for a Generative Design Pattern - Iteration 3
Continued on next page.
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Problem Solving Type (Variant Management)
Commentary on Variant Management relationship between patterns in a Behavioural
ontext......
Related Pattern (Combines Iterator)
Commentary on how Composite ombines with the Iterator pattern......
Problem Solving Type (Deoupling)
Commentary on Deoupling relationship between patterns in a Behavioural
ontext......
Related Pattern (Used By Interpreter)
Commentary on how Composite is used by Interpreter pattern......
Problem Solving Type (Virtual Mahines)
Commentary on Virtual Mahines relationship between patterns in a Behavioural
ontext......
Related Pattern (Used By Command)
Commentary on how Composite is used by the Command pattern......
Related Pattern (Used By Chain of Responsibility)
Commentary on how Composite is used by the Chain of Responsibility pattern......
Problem Solving Type (Control)
Commentary on Control relationship between patterns in a Behavioural
ontext......
4.4 Pattern Map
As an be seen in Setion 4.3, the omposite pattern alone takes up a full page of text just to highlight
the known patterns with whih it will funtion. This itself is not a problem but, when desriptive
ommentary has been added the reader may have diÆulty in nding and visualising the related patterns
through the jumble of text. A quik and easy way to visualise the related patterns is to inlude at this
point a relational map, whih expands on the models desribed in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
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The Pattern map for the Composite pattern, desribed in Figure 4.6 provides a visual representation
of related patterns and the ategories into whih they fall.
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Figure 4.6: Patterns Related to Composite
The map itself in this urrent form is not over omplex but ould be if patterns from outside the Design
Patterns[45℄ atalogue were also dened as part of the Composite pattern. Also the map does not give
the full piture of relationships | it only desribes at this point a relationship to other patterns. The
map ould also inlude attributes of a pattern, for example the partiipating lasses of a partiular
pattern.
4.5 Desribing Relationships
In dening a meaningful desription of the relationship to other patterns, three levels of desription
have been identied.
 A desription of the lassiations of pattern.
 A desription of the problem solving lassiation of patterns.
 A desription of the relationship between patterns.
As disussed in setion 4.2.1 High Level Classiation eah pattern ould desribe a relationship to three
dierent lassiation types, assuming that a lassiation of pattern ould be related to a pattern of its
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own lass. To alleviate any possible onfusion and for reasons of pratiality, only those lassiations
attributed to related patterns should be disussed in the text of a pattern. For example, if a Creational
Pattern is not related to any Behavioural patterns then do not disuss the relationship between Cre-
ational and Behavioural lassiation types. To disuss non-essential relationships will waste time and
eort of the pattern reader and will ultimately serve no purpose other than to add onfusion.
4.5.1 Classiation
In dening a relationship or relationships, the pattern should dene its own lassiation and the
lassiation types to whih it is related, and what makes that relationship. The relationship between
lassiation types an be dened through an assessment of the intent of the pattern, and the intent
of the pattern to whih a relationship is proposed. For example, strutural patterns dene how lasses
and objets an be omposed to form larger strutures. Strutural patterns often use inheritane
to ompose interfaes. Through multiple inheritanes, two or more interfaes an be ombined to
form a omposite pattern (that is, a union of two or more patterns and not The Composite Pattern).
Therefore, strutural patterns often form a `ombines' relationship with other strutural patterns.
However, strutural patterns also use other strutural patterns, whih must be made expliit when
dening the relationship to other patterns.
Therefore, in the meaningful desription, the relationship between lassiation types should make
expliit that the relationship is a Combines relationship or a Uses relationship or a Used By relationship,
together with the intent of that relationship. Beause a Strutural pattern, suh as Composite, may
also be related to Creational and Behavioural patterns as well as to other Strutural, dening how the
patterns ooperate (Combines, Uses, Used By) needs to be done at a lower level than the lassiation
relationship level.
The related pattern information in Table 4.5, on the following page, is an example of the type of
ommentary that ould desribe the relationship between Strutural patterns within the setion on
related patterns for a generative design pattern.
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Related Patterns
Relational Classiation type (Strutural)
The onnetion of two or more Strutural Patterns serves to form a larger struture. For example,
multiple inheritanes will mix spei partiipants from a pattern into one partiipating lass.
The result is a single partiipating lass inherited from two or more patterns that ombines the
properties of its parent lasses.
Table 4.5: Conrete Information for a Generative Design Pattern - Iteration 1
4.5.2 Problem Solving
The seond level of desription is the problem type that a pattern may solve. Again the pattern should
be lear about the problem that it solves and its relationship to other problem solving types. Types are
mutually exlusive so it is unlikely that a pattern will solve more than one problem, although, aording
to Tihy, there are a few exeptions[104℄. Within this setion only those problems that are reognised
as being an attribute of the patterns in the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue are disussed.
Deoupling
A large proportion of patterns tend to deal with Deoupling whih helps to divide a system into
independent units. A system omposed of deoupled parts an easily be extended or adapted by
adding or modifying parts[104℄. Deoupling patterns are often strutural or behavioural and mostly
use or work in ombination with other strutural or behavioural patterns.
For a Deoupling pattern the pattern ould inlude:
 Why the deoupling takes plae.
 How the deoupling takes plae.
 What the deoupling will add to a system, or
 What the deoupling will modify.
Variant Management
Variant Management patterns treat dierent objets with a ommon purpose in a onsistent manner
by fatoring out their ommonality. However, Variant Management patterns are often dependent on
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the features of a programming language[104℄. Patterns that solve Variant Management problems ome
from all lassiation types and are usually an alternative to another pattern. Variant Management
patterns usually have a Combines relationships to other Variant Management patterns, whilst a few
patterns have a Used and a Used By relationship.
For Variant Management patterns the desription ould desribe:
 What objets are being manipulated.
 Why they are being manipulated.
 What objets will be manipulated through a Combines relationship and how the ombination will
aet the objet.
 How the pattern will use other patterns to manipulate an objet, or
 How the pattern will be used by other patterns to manipulate an objet.
State Handling
State Handling patterns manipulate the state of objets generially. This means that these patterns
work on the state of any objet, independent of their atual purpose. Like Variant Management
patterns, patterns that solve State Handling problems ome from all lassiation types. State Handling
patterns are most often used by patterns within their own lassiation type but rarely use or ombine
with other patterns.
The pattern desription for State Handling ould inlude:
 The state of an objet prior to a hange of state and after a hange of state.
 How the hange of state is aeted by the pattern that is using the urrent pattern, and
 How the urrent pattern might aet the state of the objets manipulated by a pattern that is being
used.
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Control
Control patterns deal with the ontrol of exeution and the seletion of appropriate methods. Control
patterns are mostly Behavioural patterns and use other patterns in their manipulation of system fun-
tionality. Although Control patterns are mostly behavioural, they do for the most part use Strutural
patterns. Oasionally, Control patterns will ombine to manipulate aspets of funtionality.
In desribing aspets of Control the desription ould dene:
 For what aspets of funtionality it is responsible.
 How it uses and/or ontrols the funtionality of other patterns, and
 How it will ombine with other patterns to enhane funtionality.
Virtual Mahines
A Virtual Mahine problem is derived from system proesses. It is mostly an element of funtionality
that interprets a program written in a spei language. Like Control problems, Virtual Mahine
problems are Behavioural. They also use other Behavioural and Strutural patterns, but are rarely
used or ombine with other patterns.
A Virtual Mahine problem ould desribe:
 How its internal funtionality is exeuted, and
 How it will use the funtionality provided by a related pattern.
Setion 4.5.2 gives a brief desription of the problem type under eah ategory of problem solving
relationships, as desribed by Tihy[104℄. This however, is inadequate to desribe the relationship
to other patterns. Eah brief desription above provides details of what should be desribed in the
relationship to other patterns for a given problem solving type. However, the How, What and Why of
the relationship will depend on the individual pattern. How Pattern `X' uses Deoupling with Pattern
`Y' may be dierent from how Pattern `X' uses Deoupling with Pattern `Z'. Therefore, this ner detail
of How, What and Why should be desribed in the Relational Assoiation Type setion.
The basi detail an now be added to the desription of the problem solving relationship under the
heading Related Patterns. The detail in Table 4.6, on the following page, is repeated from previous
setions to show how the denition is being built up.
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Related Patterns
Relational Classiation type (Strutural)
The onnetion of two or more Strutural Patterns serves to form a larger struture. For example,
multiple inheritanes will mix spei partiipants from a pattern into one partiipating lass.
The result is a single partiipating lass inherited from two or more patterns that ombines the
properties of its parent lasses.
Problem Solving Type (Deoupling)
Deoupling helps to divide a system into independent units. A system that inludes deoupled
elements an easily be extended or adapted by adding or modifying those elements[104℄.
Table 4.6: Conrete Information for a Generative Design Pattern - Iteration 2
4.5.3 Assoiation Type
The nal element in dening a relationship between related patterns is the type of assoiation and the
individual knowledge of how the partiipating patterns ommuniate. This desription should reet
the individuality of the pattern and its relations. The desription should enapsulate the How, What
and Why of the relationship as well as desribing what element of Pattern X Uses, is Used By or
Combines with Pattern Y. This ould be a general desription or ould be desribed at the oding level
with an example.
Again, we an now add this type detail to the denition of the relationship. The detail in Table 4.7 is
repeated from previous setions to show how the denition is being built up.
Related Patterns
Relational Classiation type (Strutural)
The onnetion of two or more Strutural Patterns serves to form a larger struture. For example,
multiple inheritanes will mix spei partiipants from a pattern into one partiipating lass.
The result is a single partiipating lass inherited from two or more patterns that ombines the
properties of its parent lasses.
Table 4.7: Conrete Information for a Generative Design Pattern - Iteration 3
Continued on next page.
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Problem Solving Type (Deoupling)
Deoupling helps to divide a system into independent units. A system that inludes deoupled
elements an easily be extended or adapted by adding or modifying those elements[104℄.
Assoiation Type (Combines (Deorator))
Why the deoupling takes plae.
How the deoupling takes plae.
What the deoupling will add to a system, or
What the deoupling will modify.
These desriptions an be supported by the generative modelling, disussed in Chapters Two and Five,
or more spei models attahed to an example. Further to this, more spei Pattern Maps an
support the whole setion on related Strutural patterns. Figure 4.6 on page 68 shows a omplete
pattern map for Composite as a whole. This an be used at the beginning of the setion in its urrent
form. To show greater detail in the map it an be broken down for eah individual pattern for whih
Composite has a relation | as is shown below in Figure 4.7.
Relational Map
Combines Decoupling()
Structural : Decorator
VariantMan()
Structural : Composite
Participants:
    Component
    ConcreteComponent
    Decorator
    ConcreteDecorator
Participants:
    Component
    Leaf
    Composite
    Client
Composite - Decorator Relationship
Figure 4.7: Relationship between Composite and Deorator
The setion on Related Patterns as it is dened above for the purpose of a generative pattern, is far
more detailed than the Related Patterns setion as it is dened in the Design Patterns atalogue, whih
is reprinted below.
Related Patterns[45℄
\Deorator is often used with Composite. When Deorators and Composites are used together, they will
usually have a ommon parent lass. So Deorators will have to support the Component interfae with
operations like Add, Remove, and GetChild"[45℄.
This ommentary does provide some information, but it is limited in detail. The orresponding text in
the Deorator pattern from the Design Patterns atalogue[45℄ has even less detail.
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4.6 Summary
The relationship between patterns has been disussed on three levels: rstly at a high level based on
the lassiation introdued by Gamma whih divides patterns into three types based on their purpose;
seondly at an intermediary level based on the problem solving lassiation introdued by Tihy; and
nally on the individual relationships between patterns as dened by Zimmer. These relationships are
entral to the generative design pattern as they desribe how dierent patterns interat based on the
type of interation dened by the pattern.
The relationship trees that have been dened break the patterns down into spei ategories, allowing
a pattern to be traed bak to its roots in the relational hierarhy. The trees provide the rationale
for the onditions that have been dened in determining the relations of the urrent pattern. The
onditions are supported by a pattern map, whih itself is based on the relational tree.
As a result of bringing together a lassiation from a popular book and two individual piees of researh
a way of dening relationships between individual patterns has been dened.
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Chapter 5
PATTERN MODELLING
5.1 Introdution
Chapter Five is an exploration of the modelling notation used in existing software design patterns,
partiularly the Class and Sequene diagrams. An important fator in a design pattern is the design
struture of the pattern itself. In existing design patterns suh as those produed by Gamma et
al[45℄ and many other pattern writers (for example the Pattern Oriented Software Arhiteture[20, 99℄
atalogues and the Pattern Language of Program Design series[31, 41, 76, 110, 111℄) the lass diagram
is a signiant feature of the pattern. However, it an be seen from these and other atalogues, that
other important models suh as the sequene diagram are not used as onsistently as the lass diagram.
Indeed, the wide range of models available in numerous software development methods and the Unied
Modelling Language[54℄, a standard modelling notation, are hardly given any onsideration at all.
It is shown in Chapter Five that the lass diagram is used extensively throughout software design
patterns but is not used onsistently throughout pattern atalogues. In some design patterns a lass
diagram is drawn but laks viable disussion[45℄, whilst diagrams within other design patterns are
given onsiderable thought, and are often disussed with the inlusion of sample ode suh as those by
Grand[48, 49℄ and Stelting[102℄. A similar situation an be seen with sequene diagrams in that there
is limited disussion in some design patterns whilst in others they are given a more important role to
play in the disussion of the pattern. For example, Bushmann[20, 99℄ makes signiant use of the
sequene diagram.
From looking at existing modelling notations that are used within design patterns, evidene is presented
in Setion 5.3 to show that not only are lass diagrams used inonsistently but what is being modelled
by pattern writers is not onsistent with what is being provided as an example. In most ases, the
model being used and desribed does not math the sample ode that is being provided by the pattern
writer (See Figures 5.10 and 5.11). To this end, it is reommended that what is being dened in a
model should be developed in the sample ode.
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5.2 Sequene Diagrams
Sequene diagrams may or may not be used in dierent pattern atalogues or in individual patterns.
When they are used in pattern atalogues, they may be used in some patterns but not in others.
In the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue, the sequene diagram is rarely used. There is an example of
a sequene diagram in the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue of the following patterns: Builder, Chain
of Responsibility, Command, Mediator, Memento, Observer and Visitor. The diagram is presented
mostly in the Collaborations setion of the design pattern notation and oasionally in the Motivation
setion. Six of the seven examples are dened within Behavioural patterns with the exeption being
Builder, whih is a Creational pattern. What this represents is the inonsisteny of use of a valuable
modelling tehnique in this partiular atalogue of patterns. However, in the POSA[20, 99℄ atalogues
the sequene diagram is used far more onsistently. Almost all the patterns present a sequene diagram
and it is always ontained within the Dynamis setion of the pattern, whih would appear to be an
appropriate plae to display the diagram as the sequene diagram is a dynami modelling artefat[54℄.
The sequene diagram that is presented with the Broker pattern from the POSA[20℄ atalogue is shown
in Figure 5.1 below. As well as providing the sequene diagram, the dynamis of the interation are
also disussed with a step-by-step aount of what is taking plae in the diagram.
Server Broker
Start
Main
event
loopInitialise
Register_service
Update_repository
Acknowlegement
Enter_main-loop
Possible
process
boundary
Figure 5.1: Sequene Diagram for the Broker Pattern
Additionally, most patterns from this atalogue will provide more than one example of the dynamis of
the pattern, whih is felt to be good pratie and whih is in keeping with the priniple of a minimum
of three known uses before being aepted as a pattern. For the Broker pattern, the Dynamis setion
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of the pattern presents three examples. Example number three from the Broker pattern, as dened in
the POSA[20℄ atalogue is shown in Figure 5.2 below.
Broker A Broker B
Forward
request
Find_server
Unpack_data
Forward_request
Transmit_message
Possible
process
boundary
Forward_message
Bridge A
Pack_data
Bridge B
Find_server
Figure 5.2: Sequene Diagram for the Broker Pattern
The two diagrams in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 represent dierent senarios on the use of the Broker pattern.
By presenting alternative dynamis for a pattern the reader of the pattern an explore dierent ap-
proahes to solving problems or indeed, developing systems. For example, if senario one does not meet
the needs of the reader then there are other senarios that may solve the problem or aid development.
A similar situation is evident in the J2EE[5℄ patterns atalogue where the sequene diagram is aompa-
nied by a number of oded examples. In the J2EE examples the pattern in question is regularly shown
interating with omponents from related patterns, although it has to be said, the separate patterns
often share the same individual omponents. Where the POSA[20℄ atalogue denes sequene diagrams
under the Dynamis heading of a pattern, in the J2EE[5℄ atalogue sequene diagrams are presented
under the heading Partiipants and Responsibilities. Along with the diagram eah omponent of the
diagram is aompanied by a short desription. Using the sequene diagram as part of a oded example
an make the pattern easier to understand, as the diagram itself is providing an objetive view that the
lass diagram annot portray. This type of diagram is a positive aspet for generative design patterns
as generative patterns are intended to be dynami in nature in that they will reate systems.
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The sequene diagram for the J2EE pattern shown in Figure 5.3 below shows the range of objets that
ould be used in this partiular pattern.
Client BusinessService<<Servlet>>Controller
<<JSP>>
View Helper Auth Helper
1: Request
1.2.1: Dispatch
1.2.1.1: Retrieve Content
1.2.1.1.1: Get Data
1.2.1.2: Get Property
Dispatcher ValueBean
1.2: Delegate
1.1: Authenticate
Figure 5.3: Sequene Diagram for the Dispather View Pattern
It is unlikely that all the omponents desribed in the diagram above will be utilized at any one time in
an implementation of the pattern, as is shown by Figures 5.4 and 5.5. The sequene diagram in Figure
5.4 below is an example from the Dispather View pattern and represents the rst of two dierent
strategies for its use.
Client BusinessService<<Servlet>>Controller
<<JSP>>
View Helper Helper
1: Request
1.1: Dispatch
1.1.1: Retrieve Content
1.1.1.1: Get Data
1.1.2: Get Property
Figure 5.4: Dispather in Controller Strategy
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Figure 5.5 below represents an alternative strategy for using the Dispather View pattern.
Client BusinessService<<Servlet>>Controller
<<JSP>>
View Helper Helper
1: Request
1.1: Dispatch
1.1.1: Retrieve Content
1.1.1.1: Get Data
1.1.2: Get Property
<<JSP>>
View
1.1: Delegate
Figure 5.5: Dispather in View Strategy
Within the setion on Partiipants and Responsibilities eah omponent of the sequene diagram shown
in Figure 5.3 is disussed, although in brief. However, unlike the POSA patterns the J2EE patterns
do not provide a step-by-step aount of what is taking plae in the diagram, although eah senario
is disussed in general. Also, unlike the POSA patterns the sample ode appears in a setion of the
pattern disonneted from the sequene diagram, although there is some disussion of the ode that
does relate to the diagram. However, the sample ode and disussion is onfusing as it appears to make
referenes to both strategies as if they were the same implementation. Although the use of sequene
diagrams representing alternative senarios is a step in the right diretion, its usefulness as applied
in the J2EE[5℄ atalogue is still not suÆient for providing adequate understanding for the reader,
partiularly when the disussion in the Sample Code setion is onfusing.
There are many other atalogues on design patterns: some are spei to Java[33, 48, 49, 50, 74, 102,
112℄, whilst others are spei to .NET[51, 81, 103℄, others suh as the PLoPD[31, 41, 76, 110, 111℄
atalogues have no allegiane to any spei language. What is onsistent among the many atalogues
is inonsisteny, not just in the use of sequene diagrams but in the way design patterns are desribed
in general. Many of the atalogues do not use standard UML diagrams whilst others will use UML
diagrams to emphasise a partiular point.
What an be seen in the POSA[20, 99℄ and J2EE[5℄ atalogues an be onsidered as good pratie in
providing knowledge and understanding for a pattern. Whilst some pattern atalogues provide only a
written desription of a pattern or a desription with a limited number of design onsiderations, the
POSA[20, 99℄ and J2EE atalogues provide good additional information that should be exploited in
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dening a generative pattern. Eah utilization of the sequene diagram that has been disussed has its
good and bad points. The good points from these separate ongurations an be ombined to make a
pattern easier to understand and use.
5.3 Class Diagrams
The lass diagram is a signiantly important UML omponent for modelling the attributes, operations
and relationships between separate omponents of a software artefat. Any person involved in the
development phase of a software system will use the models of design, partiularly the lass diagram,
as a blueprint for writing the software ode. Similarly, the lass diagram is a signiantly important
omponent of a design pattern; it models the omponents of what is being desribed in the pattern
itself, and the relationships between those omponents. Without the lass diagram the design pattern
would lak redibility as a omponent of expert knowledge beause there would be no key omponent to
hold the disussion together. That is, software is built from models of design and without that design
the end produt is open to interpretation.
Class diagrams represent an element of onsisteny throughout most pattern atalogues. In any pat-
tern atalogue there will be very few software patterns that do not ontain a lass diagram in their
notation. One suh exeption is the pattern `Identity Map' in the Patterns of Enterprise Appliation
Arhiteture[43℄ atalogue by Fowler. Indeed, even in individual patterns that are often presented at
onferenes and published in proeedings there will be few that do not ontain a lass diagram.
In the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue the notation of the pattern ontains an element `Struture' where
a high-level model of the pattern's omponents are displayed. Struture as dened in the Design
Patterns[45℄ atalogue is often nothing more than a single lass diagram. Whereas most pattern at-
alogues will inlude a disussion together with the model being displayed, or use a lass diagram to
emphasise a disussion, in the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue, the model is not onneted to any dis-
ussion of the design or indeed the proesses or ollaborations between any of the model's omponents.
However, the heading `Struture' where the model is displayed is followed up by the heading `Par-
tiipants', whih names eah omponent in the diagram and gives a brief summary of the role eah
partiipant plays. In defene of the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue, they do use additional lass diagrams
to further disuss elements of notation suh as `Motivation', where senarios of problems to be solved
are exemplied. However, the diagrams used in this area are often there to show how a partiular
system struture is being ineÆiently utilised. Figure 5.6 below is based on the strutural model of the
Composite pattern as dened in the Design Patterns atalogue.
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Operation()
Add(Component)
Remove(Component)
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Remove(Component)
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Composite
Operation()
Leaf
forall g in children
g.Operation()
Figure 5.6: Composite Class Diagram
The lass diagrams used in the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue are often used as benhmark designs by
other atalogues or people who ontribute to the disussion of design patterns through eduation or
other means. However, it an be shown that the model being used to disuss the pattern does not
always math the model that is reated from reverse engineering the supplied ode. In other words,
people are interpreting the design put forward in the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue, but not altering
the design to math the true implementation, whih adds signiant onfusion to the understanding of
design patterns, partiularly for novie developers.
From the book Patterns in Java: a Catalogue of Reusable Design Patterns Illustrated with UML[48℄, the
lass diagram desribed in the Fores and Solution setions of the Composite pattern are a simulation
of the lass diagram desribed in the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue. The only dierene in the diagram
desribed by Grand[48℄ and that desribed by Gamma et al[45℄ is that the Composite pattern by
Grand uses a Composition assoiation and not an Aggregation assoiation. This is understandable as
the example being desribed is a doument, whih requires a Composition assoiation. An illustration
of Grand's Composite lass diagram from the Solution setion of the design pattern an be seen in
Graphi A of Figure 5.7. on the following page.
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*
«interface»
ComponentIF
operation( )
...
Component1
operation( )
...
Component2
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...
AbstractComposite
add(AbstractComponent)
remove(AbstractComonent)
getChild(int)
ConcreteComposite1
operation( )
...
ConcreteComposite2
operation( )
...
A. Composite Pattern B. Implementation of Composite Pattern
Document Page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 Frame LineOfText
AbstractDocumentElement
...
getFont( ) : Font
setFont(font:Font)
getParent( ) : CompositeDocumentElement
setParent(parent:CompositeDocumentElement)
CompositeDocumentElement
getChild(index:int) : DocumentElement
addChild(child:DocumentElement)
removeChild(child:DocumentElement)
...
changeNotification( )
getCharLength( ) : int
Character
...
getCharLength( ) : int
Image
...
getCharLength( ) : int
*
«interface»
DocumentElementIF
...
getFont( ) : Font
setFont(font:Font)
getCharLength( ) : int
getParent( ) : CompositeDocumentElement
Figure 5.7: Grand's Composite Class Diagram[48℄
The minor dierene in the lass diagrams is not a ause for onern, the reader of the pattern, be it
novie or professional, should aept that what is being modelled in the lass diagram is the strutural
omposition of the pattern being desribed. However, further reading of the Composite design pattern as
desribed by Grand[48℄ reveals a dierent lass struture desribed in the Code Example setion to that
dened in the Solution setion of the pattern. The lass diagram shown in Graphi B of Figure 5.7 has
aquired an AbstratDoumentElement omponent that implements the interfae omponent. Hene,
the Leaf omponents and the Composite omponent extend the newly aquired Abstrat lass. Also
in the Code Example in Graphi B, the Composition assoiation has hanged bak to an Aggregation
assoiation, as an be found in the standard design of the Composite pattern. Also notieable in both
examples of the design is the lak of a olletion objet in the details of the Composite lass, despite
the model indiating that one exists.
Further to the hange in diagram struture to that desribed in the Solution setion of the pattern, the
ode examples are supplied to the reader from a Web site that ats as a ompanion to the book[48℄. On
reverse engineering the ode example of the Composite pattern, a dierent lass struture is revealed to
that desribed by Grand in Graphi B of Figure 5.7. Although the supplied ode does math, in part,
the ode written in the atalogue, the engineered diagram does not math the diagram that is modelled
in the Code Example setion of the pattern. What is revealed in the engineered diagram, shown in
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Figure 5.8, is a struture similar to that in Graphi A of Figure 5.7. Although these dierenes are
minor in this partiular example of a design pattern, there are inonsistenies and these inonsistenies
an be onfusing to a novie developer. Further examples are shown in the next few pages that an be
onfusing to both novie and experiened developer.
Document Page Column Frame LineOfText
Character
charLength:int
Image
charLength:int
DocumentElement
font:Font
Parent:CompositeDocumentElement
charLength:int
CompositeDocumentElement
-children:Vector
-cachedCharLength:int
+addChild:void
+removeChild:void
+changeNotification:void
child:DocumentElement[]
charLength:int
Figure 5.8: Reverse Engineered Composite Class Diagram[48℄
It is true to say that the lass diagrams of the Design Patterns[45℄ that are dupliated in the book by
Grand[48℄ are replias with, in some ases, minor modiations. It is also true to say that with few
exeptions, the physial lass diagram abstrated from the ode through reverse engineering does not
math the lass diagram desribed in the book. However, Grand is not alone in his interpretation of
modelling design patterns. Stelting and Massen[102℄ also interpret the Design Patterns[45℄ in the same
way. In this atalogue of patterns, the lassi model of the Design Patterns[45℄ is desribed in the book
but the resulting model that is abstrated from the supplied ode is signiantly dierent. It is plain to
see that in many of the patterns, several helper lasses have been added to the appliation to embellish
the example. However it is also plain to see that the models provided in the patterns themselves are
not desribing the real interpretation of the oded example.
This reworking of the dened struture is endemi throughout pattern atalogues and Internet related
eduational and informational disussion pages on design patterns. Consult the majority of web-sites
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that disuss patterns, and a struture that repliates the struture dened in the Design Patterns[45℄
atalogue will be found. Yet, the resulting ode, if ode is provided, will paint a dierent piture. For
example, the implementation of the Composite pattern on the Rie University[108℄ web-site reveals
the standard modelling struture repliated from the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue, but the resulting
model abstrated through reverse engineering the soure ode presents a distorted view of the model. A
further example[82℄ diretly uses the disussion and struture from the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue,
but the resulting struture of the supplied ode is dierent from the model.
Figure 5.9 below is a model of what pattern writers are desribing in their disussion of the Composite
pattern. This however, is not what is being reated in their examples. Quite often in examples of the
Composite pattern the aggregation assoiation from the omponent to the omposite will be missing or
will just be a ommon assoiation. Furthermore, the lient, if there is one, will be alling the omposite
and leaf lasses diretly. To follow the design that is being modelled, the lient should be interating
with the Component element of the pattern; delaration of Components within the Client lass should
be global; the Leaf and Composite lasses should extend the Component lass; and the assoiation
between the Component lass and the Composite lass should be an aggregation. The aggregation
ould be in the form of a stati array or a dynami vetor.
componentVector:Vector
composite:String
Composite
sampleOperation:void
Add:void
Remove:void
components:Enumeration
composite:Component
composite1:Component
composite2:Component
main:void
sampleOperation:void
Add:void
Remove:void
Component
Composite
leaf:String
Leaf
sampleOperation:void
Leaf
Client
Figure 5.9: Composite Pattern
To this point, only the Strutural pattern Composite has been disussed, but this situation where a
pattern is modelled in a partiular fashion, repliated from a popular book, is also evident in other
strutural patterns. Grand[48℄ again displays the struture dened in the Design Patterns[45℄ book for
the Deorator pattern, but does not implement that same struture in the oded example.
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Figure 5.10 provides a omparison of the model for the Deorator pattern as dened by Grand[48℄ and
the model abstrated from his oded example.
A. Decorator Pattern
AbstractDoorControllerWrapper
-wrapee:DoorControlerIF
AbstractDoorControllerWrapper
+requestOpen:void
+close:void
DoorControllerWrapperA
-camera:String
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+requestOpen:void
«interface»
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+viewNow:void
«interface»
DoorControllerIF
+requestOpen:void
+close:void
B. Implementation of Decorator Pattern
ConcreteService
Operation( )
Operation2( )
...
AbstractWrapper
Operation( )
Operation2( )
...
ConcreteWrapperA
Operation( )
Operation2( )
...
ConcreteWrapperB
Operation( )
Operation2( )
...
1
«interface»
AbstractServiceIF
Operation( )
Operation2( )
...
1
Extends
Figure 5.10: Grand's Deorator Class Diagrams
Changes to how a partiular pattern is modelled and to how the supplied examples are modelled lters
through to other lassiations of models. For example, the Creational pattern, Builder, whih is
dened in the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue, also reeives an implementation makeover at the hands of
numerous authors. This partiular pattern, as an be seen in Figure 5.11 below, reeives suh a hange
to that desribed in the book from whih it was extrated that it is unreognizable as a Builder pattern.
Similarly, the implemented struture of Behavioural patterns is aorded the same implementation shift
from that of the original desription. It would appear that the whole ethos of desribing known patterns
is to ignore the design written in the struture of the pattern.
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Figure 5.11: Grand's Builder Class Diagrams
The dierenes that are evident between the publishedmodel of a design pattern and that revealed in the
supplied ode examples is not restrited to Java based design patterns. The same disrepany in models
also applies to examples and patterns desribed in C# and other languages. The Composite patterns
desribed on various ommunity web-sites[87, 88, 32℄ also onstrut the model from the pattern as a
near replia of the Composite lass model desribed in the Design Patterns atalogue, yet the resulting
models abstrated from the supplied ode are dierent.
5.4 Summary
The disussion in Chapter Five began with a review of how sequene diagrams are used and presented
in a range of design pattern atalogues. It was soon established that while they are used in only a
subset of atalogues observed, how they are used and presented is an asset to the intended knowledge
onveyed in a design pattern. Whilst some design patterns only pay a passing interest in extending
knowledge with the aid of these diagrams, some pattern writers link the diagrams to dierent senarios
assoiated with the pattern and to alternative oded examples of the pattern in its use. From the
point of view of dening a design pattern, the use of sequene diagrams linked to multiple senarios
and oded examples is seen as good pratie and should be o-opted into the standard for dening a
generative pattern.
Where lass diagrams are onerned, it is easy to observe, through reading multiple atalogues, that
diagrams of this type are used in almost all desriptions of a software design pattern. However, what
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is not obvious is that what pattern writers are desribing with a lass diagram is not what they are
produing in a oded example. It an be seen that most examples of well-known design patterns, rst
produed in the Design Patterns atalogue, are rereating the lass diagrams used in that atalogue.
What annot be seen, until the oded examples have been investigated and re-engineered, is that writers
are not produing an example based on the lassi design they have desribed. They are reating an
example modied from that design but not mathing the ode to the modied design. What an be
seen in the desription of many patterns from a diverse range of soures is that the writer is desribing
one thing and onstruting another, whih suggests pattern writers are being led by a traditional
aeptane of the lass struture rst adopted in the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue. Writers therefore
are not hallenging the traditional view of design notation, whilst they are interpreting the onept
through example. Disussing patterns without aknowledging this interpretation is not onduive to
extending the knowledge and understanding that is the raison d'etre of design patterns. One of the
priniples of the design pattern is that they are easy for novies to use. However, beause there are
often disrepanies between the supplied ode and the design ontained in many design patterns, the
novie an easily be onfused and turned o the onept of the design pattern. Furthermore, by
being inonsistent, one ould all into question the usefulness of design patterns in aiding software
development. With this in mind, it is intended that the oded examples produed for the generative
design patterns desribed in this work will math the design.
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Chapter 6
A GENERATIVE DESIGN PATTERN
6.1 Introdution
In Setion Two of this hapter, the output from the four previous hapters is brought together to serve as
a reminder of the qualities that have been abstrated in order to dene a generative pattern. Methodial
qualities were disussed in Chapter 2 and a summary of the similarities that exist between software
development methods and design patterns is given. In Chapter Three a range of pattern styles and
atalogues were disussed and from these styles and atalogues a desired format for a pattern notation
has been abstrated. This desired notation is again summarised prior to applying the notation in
Setion 6.4. It was shown in Chapter Four that dierent types of lassiation are attributed to design
patterns and that these lassiations an be used to desribe the relationship between two dierent
generative patterns. Finally, a summary of Chapter Five is presented where modelling notation is
disussed.
In Setion 6.3 and 6.4 the main ontribution to this thesis is desribed in the format of a generative
pattern. (The format of the generative pattern an be ompared against the stati pattern example in
Appendix I). What distinguishes the generative pattern from a stati pattern is the additional knowledge
presented in the generative pattern. To present this extra knowledge, the generative pattern expands
upon the priniple of pattern lassiation by introduing a Problem Solving lassiation, as disussed
in Chapter Four. Also from Chapter Four the knowledge of how ollaborating patterns an ombine or
be used by other patterns is introdued. An additional ontribution to the generative pattern omes
from showing, in the oded examples, how patter `X' will ollaborate with pattern `Y'.
Having gathered the desired notation and the additional knowledge for a generative pattern, a generative
pattern is desribed. Within several of the previous hapters, several referenes are made towards the
Composite design pattern. For this reason, the Composite pattern is used here as an example of a
generative pattern. The Composite pattern, as desribed by several authors, is related to the Deorator
pattern. Not only is it related in terms of its appearane as a struture, it an be ombined with the
Deorator pattern to form a larger struture. The generative design pattern seen in Setion 6.4 is an
example of two individual patterns, the Composite and Deorator ombining to form a larger struture.
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6.2 Generative Proess
Software design patterns ome in many dierent styles and eah style has its own way of desribing
a pattern. Some styles use what is onsidered to be ommon forms of notation, ommon in that
the notation is used onsistently in dierent styles by dierent pattern writers. Other styles use less
ommon notations but make passing referene to notations that are used in other patterns. Some
pattern atalogues dene a pattern under a spei set of headings, while other atalogues dening
the same patterns will use some of the same headings but present them in a dierent order. Other
atalogues use a dierent set of headings altogether. The dening issue is that most atalogues will
use what is onsidered a popular design notation as well as obsure notations and it is these popular
notations that have been exploited in dening a generative design pattern.
6.2.1 Summary of Chapter Two
In Chapter Two, design patterns were desribed as having a lot in ommon with development methods
| the ommon fator being the elements of a life-yle. It was found through analysis of methods that
ertain aspets of methods will map to aspets of design patterns and this has served to re-enfore the
qualities obtained and disussed in Chapter Three. Some of the design models that are used in software
development methods are appropriate notation for a generative design pattern.
6.2.2 Summary of Chapter Three
Chapter Three sought to provide an understanding of pattern notation and showed how spei pattern
styles used dierent types of notation to format a pattern. Many of the notations are not used by all
pattern writers but the frequeny of use throughout dierent pattern notations suggests that the theme
is an element of good pratie and should be retained in a refatored pattern notation. The elements of
ommon notation that are attributed to a range of design pattern types are to be used in the denition
of a generative design pattern.
6.2.3 Summary of Chapter Four
In Chapter Four, two lassiation protools and a relationship protool were explored and a suitable
ommuniation diagram was dened, where a relationship between dierent lassiations of patterns
was established. It was also established how patterns an be lassied by the type of problem they
solve. This type of knowledge is used in deiding if a pattern is suitable to work with another pattern.
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It also provides some idea of the funtion of the pattern itself. Individual relationships between patterns
were disussed. From this, three relational types were established.
6.2.4 Summary of Chapter Five
Finally, Chapter Five took a loser look at modelling elements ontained within patterns with a view
to obtaining what may be onsidered as best pratie. An element of good pratie that was desribed
in Chapter Five was the use of dierent senarios within a pattern. This, it is felt, is in keeping with
one of the priniples of the design pattern in that there should be three known uses of the pattern.
Therefore, it is proposed that a generative pattern should desribe, as a minimum, three senarios of
the pattern in use.
6.3 Generative Pattern Format
The format of the generative pattern is based on what is already ontained within existing stati design
patterns - that of a simple methodial proess. Although design patterns do not present themselves as
methodial omponents, the analogy is there. There are analytial elements, design omponents and
implementation details enapsulated in what is the notation of a pattern. Many of these enapsulated
details have been onrmed by examining the details of a range of development methods.
A olletion of generative design patterns, if put to proper use, have the potential to produe a soft-
ware system or subsystem. Therefore, it is desirable that some methodial proess is engaged in the
development of that system or subsystem. Whilst generative patterns are not intended to represent a
methodial proess, the format of the generative pattern is written in suh a way that it mirrors the
life-yle aspets of a methodial proess in terms of analysis, design and development.
The ndings from Chapters Two to Five and summarised in Setion 6.2 above an now be integrated
into the prole of the generative pattern. As suh, the prole and the desired notation form the urrent
version of the struture of a generative design pattern. As an addition to urrent researh, it is envisaged
that through a proess of renements to the generative pattern prole a onrete and nal prole will
be established. From this, it is expeted that the prole itself will undergo mathematial srutiny from
the proess of Formal Speiation | see Chapter Nine, Future Work.
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Struture of a Generative Design Pattern
Name
Classiation Type
Problem Solving Type
Analysis
Intent (Introdution)
Problem
Solution
Design
Struture - Class diagram { (Classi View)
Implementation
Partiipants
Code example
Related Patterns (Dynamis - Three Examples of Generative Design)
Senarios 1, 2, 3
(Analysis)
Details of senario
(Design)
Use-Case Diagram { (if appliable)
Ativity Diagram { (if appliable)
Class Diagram { (Required as a model of the applied ode)
Sequene Diagram { (if appliable)
(Implementation)
Details of implementation
Partiipants
Coded Example
Consequenes
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6.4 Composite as a Generative Design Pattern
The following highlighted setions represent the notation of a generative design pattern. Eah setion
is a spei aspet of the pattern as desribed above in Setion 6.3. The soure ode for eah of the
senarios an be seen in Appendix F.
The highlighted setions on pages 94 - 98 represent the prole of the named pattern, whih is split
into four areas. The four areas represent pattern lassiation, analysis, design and implementation
{ those aspets that dene the pattern itself. The highlighted setions on pages 99 - 100 represent
the relationship that Composite has with the Deorator pattern. The nal setions, pages 100 - 104,
highlight the Dynamis of the generative pattern as applied in Senario 1.
Name { Composite
Classiation type Strutural.
Strutural patterns are an arrangement of lasses that together form a larger struture.
Solves Problem Type Variant Management.
Variant Management patterns treat dierent objets in a uniform manner by fatoring out
their ommon properties.
Analysis
Intent
Compose objets into a olletion or olletions of objets.
Composite desribes an objet that is omposed of Composite objets. The Composite objet is
built as a olletion of objets and an be dened by a Colletion, ArrayList, Vetor or simply
an Array among other artefats that dene a olletion of omponents. The Composite an be
desribed as being a tree-like struture.
Continued on next page.
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Problem
Often, developers require omplex objets that an be manipulated in a dynami fashion by
users during the exeution of a program. For example, in a drawing pakage drawn items
ome in dierent shapes and sizes and an be added to a drawing, removed from a drawing or
resized, reshaped or repositioned. Components of a drawing an be grouped together or
ungrouped; multiple grouped items an be olleted into a single group. A doument objet
may be omposed of text, images and drawings, whih an be grouped into Chapters, Setions
and Subsetions. The problem is to store these items in a uniform manner as individual items
in a olletion of items. Eah of these examples represent omplex objets that need to be
manipulated.
Solution
Provide a Composite objet to store individual or omposite objets. Clients an build and
aess the omposite through an interfae omponent that is implemented by all omponents
in the Composite struture. Colletions suh as ArrayList and Vetor make ideal omponents
to store omposite objets.
Design
Struture
The Struture represents the lassi view of Composite as desribed in the Design Patterns[45℄
atalogue.
Continued on next page.
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componentVector:Vector
composite:String
Composite
sampleOperation:void
Add:void
Remove:void
components:Enumeration
composite:Component
composite1:Component
composite2:Component
main:void
sampleOperation:void
Add:void
Remove:void
Component
Composite
leaf:String
Leaf
sampleOperation:void
Leaf
Client
Figure 6.1: Struture of the Composite Pattern
Partiipants
Client
A lient an reate or manipulate the omposed olletion through the interfae omponent.
Component
Represents an interfae for objets in the omposed olletion.
Denes ommon methods for hild omponents
Composite
Denes a omposite objet that has hildren
Stores the olletion objet.
Leaf
Represents an individual or leaf objet that has no hildren.
Continued on next page.
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Implementation
Sample Code
The following ode, in Java, is a demonstration of how the implementation follows the design:
Example 6.1 Client.java
publi lass Clientf
proteted stati Component omposite = new Composite(\Composite 0");
proteted stati Component omposite1 = new Composite(\Composite 1");
proteted stati Component omposite2 = new Composite(\Composite 2");
publi stati void main( String arg[℄ )f
tryf
Leaf leaf1 = new Leaf(\Leaf 1");
Leaf leaf2 = new Leaf(\Leaf 2");
omposite1.add(leaf1);
omposite1.add(leaf2);
Leaf leaf3 = new Leaf(\Leaf 3");
Leaf leaf4 = new Leaf(\Leaf 4");
omposite2.add(leaf3);
omposite2.add(leaf4);
omposite.add(omposite1);
omposite.add(omposite2);
omposite.sampleOperation();
gath( Exeption e )fe.printStakTrae();g
g
g
Continued on next page.
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Example 6.2 Component.java
publi lass Componentf
void add(Component omponent);
void sampleOperation()fSystem.out.println(\Component Operation");g
g
Example 6.3 Leaf.java
publi lass Leaf extends Componentf
private String leaf;
publi Leaf(String leaf)fthis.leaf = leaf;g
publi void sampleOperation()fSystem.out.println(leaf);g
g
Example 6.4 Composite.java
import java.util.Vetor;
import java.util.Enumeration;
publi lass Composite extends Componentf
private Vetor omponentVetor = new Vetor();
private String omposite;
publi Composite(String omposite) fthis.omposite = omposite;g
publi void sampleOperation()f
System.out.println(omposite);
Enumeration omponents = omponents();
while (omponents.hasMoreElements())f((Component)omponents.nextElement()).sampleOperation();g
g
publi void add(Component omponent)fomponentVetor.addElement(omponent);g
publi Enumeration omponents()freturn omponentVetor.elements();g
g
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Related Patterns
Deorator (See Deorator Pattern)
Provide a way of adding funtionality or deoration to an objet.
Classiation type (Strutural)
The onnetion of two or more Strutural Patterns serves to form a larger struture.
Problem Solving Type (Deoupling)
Why the deoupling takes plae.
Deoupling helps to divide a system into independent units. A system that inludes
deoupled elements an easily be extended or adapted by adding or modifying those
elements.[104℄.
What the deoupling will add to a system
The Deorator provides deorative or funtional embellishment of objets that were reated
separately. Deoration is applied to the objet rather than being part of the objet.
By providing a speied funtional onstrut, deoration of the objet an hange without
aeting the objet. That is, the deoration is deoupled from the objet.
How the deoupling takes plae.
An objet an be reated that is dened with spei funtionality. The deorative
omponent an be inluded in that funtionality. However if the objet is modied then
the deorative funtionality may have to be modied also. For this reason the deorative
omponent is deoupled from the objets onstrution by providing alternative lasses to
handle the deoration.
Assoiation Type (Combines (Deorator))
The interfae omponents of both Composite and Deorator ombine to form a single interfae.
The Composite element of the pattern supplies the olletion objet for the ombined patterns
whilst the Deorator element ats as an interfae to the ConreteDeorator omponents. The
Leaf elements of Composite retain their original purpose and funtionality.
Continued on next page.
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Combines Decoupling()
Structural : Decorator
VariantMan()
Structural : Composite
Participants:
    Component
    ConcreteComponent
    Decorator
    ConcreteDecorator
Participants:
    Component
    Leaf
    Composite
    Client
Composite - Decorator Relationship
Figure 6.2: Relationship between Composite and Deorator
Dynamis { Examples of Generative Design
Senario 1
Analysis
Senario 1 illustrates a simple drawing pakage where lines, squares and irles an be drawn
within a frame. Eah drawing item an be individually deorated or a group of drawing items
an be deorated. Eah individual item and or groups of items an be olleted into a omposite
objet.
Design
Use-Case Diagram
The use-ase diagram represents a business proess that denes the ativities that an be
applied to the drawing senario. In this ase, drawing omponents an be reated, deorated
and displayed.
Continued on next page.
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Create
Drawing
Objects
Add Objects to
Collection
Set Decoration
Object
Print Collection
Client
Compose
Objects
<<Extends>>
<<Extends>>
Figure 6.3: Use-Case Diagram - Composite ombines Deorator
The diagram on the following page shows the lass omponents that ollaborate to form the
struture of the Composite { Deorator drawing senario. Three dierent drawing omponents
an be reated and an be deorated with olour and or line weighting an be applied
(thikness of lines).
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Class Diagram
Client
comp : Shapecomponent
colour: Shapecomponent
size : Shapecomponent
paintComponent : void
 Shapecomponent
Draw : void
addDrawing : void
removeDrawing : void
Drawdecorator
Drawdecorator
Draw : void
Rectangleleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Rectangleleaf
Draw : void
Circleleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Circleleaf
Draw : void
Lineleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Lineleaf
Draw : void
Drawcomposite
Drawings : Vector <Shapecomponent>
Drawcomposite
addDrawing : void
removeDrawing : void
components : Enumeration
Draw : void
Colourdecorator
C : Color
Colourdecorator
Draw : void
Sizedecorator
S : setSize
Sizedecorator
Draw : void
Figure 6.4: Class Diagram - Composite ombines Deorator
Implementation
This example uses the Composite and Deorator patterns to demonstrate a simple drawing pakage.
For the purpose of demonstration the omponents are hard oded into the lient but in a live
appliation the omponents would be reated dynamially.
Continued on next page.
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Partiipants
Client
The Client omponent is a simple driver used to reate the drawn omponents. The lient
reates the omponent and deoration objets and adds them to the olletion objet.
Shapeomponent
The Shapeomponent lass speies an Abstrat interfae to the main omponents of the
Composite and Deorator. Shapeomponent denes three methods that an be implemented by
all sub-lasses. The addDrawing( Shapeomponent draw )and removeDrawing( Shapeomponent draw ) methods
are implemented in the Composite lass and the Draw( Graphis g ) method is implemented in all
sub-lasses.
Drawomposite
Drawomposite has two funtions; one is to add or remove items from the Colletion objet
(the Vetor) - private Vetor<Shapeomponent> drawings; and the other is to all bak the items from
the olletion (print to the frame) - (( Shapeomponent )omponents.nextElement()).Draw(g). In this example
items are only added to the olletion - addDrawing( Shapeomponent draw )fdrawings. addElement( draw )g.
Lineleaf, Cirleleaf, Retangleleaf
Leaf omponents represent the drawing objets that are added to the omposite olletion.
Eah omponent denes its own type of drawing objet, whih is alled in the Draw method
- g.drawLine(x, y, x1, y1).
Drawdeorator
Drawdeorator speies an Abstrat interfae whose Draw method is implemented in the Colour
and Size sub-lasses. Like the Shapeomponent lass Drawdeorator is something of a Faade
in that aess to sub-lasses is only made through the Faade.
Continued on next page
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Colourdeorator, Linestyledeorator
The deoration objets that are used to set the deoration for the drawn omponents. Eah
omponent denes its own type of deoration, whih is alled in the Draw method
- g.setColor(olour). Beause they are Shapeomponents deoration is added to the
omposite olletion as an objet.
Consequenes
The main benet of linking Composite and Deorator together is the separation of funtionality into
spei lass omponents. This itself will bring easier maintenane to the system in that leaf items
an be added or removed without aeting the deoration and deoration an be hanged without
aeting leaf items. The drawbak to this is the level of funtionality required within the lient to
manipulate the drawing objets within the olletion.
The soure ode for this senario and the remaining two senarios an be seen in
Appendix F.
6.5 Conlusion
Redening design patterns as generative has not been as simple a proess as deiding to add some
detail to a pattern and alling it generative. What has been onduted is a systemati study of
design patterns to nd out how to dene them appropriately, onsistently and how to implement the
relationships between the ollaborating patterns.
There are a number of obvious dierenes between stati design patterns and the generative pattern
examples presented in Chapter Six and the Appendies. Notably:
 The generative pattern identies a life-yle proess (a mini methodial proess) that is not readily
reognisable in a stati pattern.
 Some stati patterns are quite omplex and it is diÆult to identify within these patterns what
aspets of the notation are the Problem and the Solution. In the generative pattern the Problem
and Solution have a prominent position in the notation of the pattern.
 Most patterns oer only one oded example of a working pattern whilst the generative pattern
has three suh
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 Studies have shown that design patterns do work well together[22, 77, 91, 98℄, but do not desribe
openly a method of pattern integration. Therefore, whilst stati patterns fous diretly on the
named pattern, the generative pattern identies other patterns with whih it will ommuniate
and the omponents of the ollaborating patterns that failitate that ommuniation.
 Although stati patterns desribe some problem in their narrative, the pattern only desribes
what the problem is in relation to the stati nature of the named pattern. The generative pattern
introdues a problem type whih oers an idea of the funtionality of other ollaborating patterns,
thereby failitating a possible solution in onjuntion with another pattern.
 In stati design patterns the setion on Related Patterns is extremely brief. The generative
design pattern by its very nature treats Related Patterns as being the signiant ontribution to
the pattern itself.
The above points highlight the dierenes between the stati design pattern and the generative design
pattern. An evaluation of the generative design pattern and the example experiments that were arried
out on ollaborating patterns is disussed in Chapter Seven, Evaluation.
6.6 Summary
The onluding aspet for this Chapter is the denition of a generative design pattern. To this end a
pattern has been written that shows the denition in use. The Composite pattern has been dened in the
reated format for the generative pattern and is shown as an example of generative design, ollaborating
with the Deorator pattern. In omposing the Composite pattern in this generative format a signiant
observation an be made. The reader will notie that there is a lak of detail in the pattern ompared
to other denitions of software design patterns ontained in prominent pattern atalogues. There are
two reasons for this; rstly, the generative design pattern desribed in this Chapter is not about the
knowledge or the ontent of the pattern, it is about the framework of the pattern and how it is dened
in a generative format; seondly, the ontent of the notation as it is written is not intended to be read
in a book-based atalogue, therefore ne detail has been omitted. That is, if detail is required for
distribution in atalogue form, then detail an be added. However, there is suÆient detail to reognise
the proess of generative design.
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Chapter 7
EVALUATION
7.1 Introdution
Studies have shown that design patterns do work well together[22, 77, 91, 98℄, but do not desribe
openly a method of pattern integration. Although there have been a few attempts to take standard
design patterns and dene them as generative, these attempts are related to tool development that will
generate ode from design patterns[17, 18, 40, 73℄. The term generative in this ontext relates only to
the fat that patterns are used to generate ode.
This hapter onludes the work undertaken in dening a generative pattern for the purpose of gener-
ating systems. The groundwork has been laid for the re-engineering of design patterns with a view to
using the dened notation as a template for design and development. Currently, stati design patterns
are used as a solution to an individual problem in the development of a system, but with generative
design patterns multiple problems an be brought together to simplify the development of a system.
However, redening design patterns as generative is not as simple a proess as deiding to add some
detail to a pattern and alling it generative. What has been onduted is a systemati study of design
patterns to nd out how patterns do or do not work well together, how to dene them onsistently and
how to implement the relationships between ollaborating patterns.
In Chapter Seven, the patterns that have been onsidered in the main text and the appendies of this
study are evaluated for their appropriate quality and usefulness as a development artefat. This quality
and usefulness is determined by omparing the use of stati and then generative design patterns in
several simple and more omplex ase-studies. Firstly, the omposite and deorator design patterns are
evaluated in a simple desktop based senario. Seondly, the use of three and then four design patterns
are evaluated using the same simple desktop based senario. Finally, a more omplex appliation is
developed and ompared using the same olletion of stati and generative design patterns. Three
additional paired pattern ase-studies are evaluated in Appendix H, whih ontribute to the overall
results of the evaluation. The stati and generative senarios are evaluated and ompared using metris
to establish the quality of the developed appliations in terms of the basi software priniples of oupling,
ohesion and omplexity.
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7.1.1 Evaluation Strategy
In an ideal situation the generative design patterns would be independently tested by teams of software
developers. Team A would develop test appliations using generative patterns and team B develop test
appliations using stati patterns. However, this is not a realisti proposition. It is unlikely that a
software ompany would alloate teams of developers to an evaluation proess for an aademi study
without payment.
However, there are alternatives to seuring the assistane of professional developers. As a seond resort
the evaluation ould be put in the hands of omputing students who ould at as study groups for the
testing of software development projets. However, this itself has its own set of problems:
 The students may not be willing to partiipate.
 They may lak the neessary eduation in design patterns.
 Separate ontrol groups may be unbalaned.
 A single group will develop prior learning from the stati or generative pattern development
proess, whih will enhane the students' ability with the seond example study, thereby reating
an unbalaned omparison.
As a neessary alternative to evaluation by independently onduted experiments, dependant experi-
mentation an be onduted on the ase-studies. In this instane, the author of the generative design
patterns an develop the ase-studies, ondut the experiments and evaluate the results. A problem
with this is the author ould deliberately or unonsiously put a bias on ensuring the results of any
experiments were in favour of the generative patterns. To ounter this problem the ode and test results
an be independently heked and / or the ode and results made available for publi srutiny.
The pragmatis of ase-studies and the evaluation proess an be awed for many reasons and at-
tempting to overome those aws to ensure unbiased or independent results an be a major task in
itself. Seuring the assistane of independent developers, whether industrial or aademi, is initially
dependant on the willingness or availability of the persons approahed to do the task. Time is the real
problem in seuring independent evaluation.
Self evaluation, although not ideal, is from a pratial point of view the best that an be ahieved given
the limited time available. Given more time a more independent approah ould have been taken.
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However, this approah was not available. Therefore, a self evaluation has been onduted on the
generative design patterns.
7.2 Metris
Metris as the priniple evaluation riteria have been used to determine the usefulness of generative
design patterns. The Borland Together[16℄ modelling tool that was used for modelling the generative
design patterns lists eighty eight dierent metris tests. The full list of these metris an be seen in
Appendix G. Rosenberg and Hyatt[93℄ propose a range of both traditional and objet-oriented metris
for testing objet oriented systems. The metris they use are useful in a wide range of models and
evaluate the following attributes:
 EÆieny
 Complexity
 Understanding
 Reuse
 Testing
 Maintenane
The metris used for the evaluation of the generative design patterns dened in this thesis are a sub-
set of the metris proposed by Rosenberg and Hyatt. Although the metris used here are borrowed
from Rosenberg and Hyatt based on what they onsider to be appropriate metris in objet-oriented
environments, the metris used are ommonly disussed throughout many papers[8, 21, 90℄ and texts[57,
68, 71℄.
The following metris are used in this study to evaluate the generative design patterns:
1. Coupling Between Objets (CBO) CBO represents the number of other lasses to whih a
lass is oupled. It ounts the number of referene types that are used in attribute delarations,
formal parameters, return types, throws delarations, loal variables, and types from whih at-
tribute and method seletions are made. Exessive oupling between objets is detrimental to
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modular design and prevents reuse. The more independent a lass is, the easier it is to reuse it in
another appliation. The larger the CBO gure for a lass, the higher the sensitivity to hanges
in other parts of the design, and therefore maintenane is more diÆult. A measure of oupling is
useful to determine how omplex the testing of various parts of a design is likely to be. The higher
the inter-objet oupling, the more rigorous the testing needs to be. CBO evaluates eÆieny
and reusability. The Together modelling tool reommends an upper limit of 30 for this metri,
where a higher number represents a higher degree of required testing.
2. Cylomati Complexity (CC) Cylomati Complexity[78℄ is used to evaluate the omplexity
of methods within a lass rather than the lass itself for reasons of inheritane. Ideally, a low
number should be returned, preferably below ten. However, there is a slight drawbak to CC in
that a low gure ould be returned beause deisions are deferred through message passing, not
beause the method is not omplex[93℄.
3. Lak Of Cohesion Of Methods (LCOM) LCOM[57℄ measures the degree of similarity be-
tween methods in a lass. A low value indiates good lass subdivision, implying simpliity and
high reusability. A high lak of ohesion inreases omplexity, thereby inreasing the likelihood of
errors during the development proess[16℄. Cohesion an be measured by alulating the perent-
age of methods that use a data eld. Average the perentages, then subtrat from 100. Lower
perentages indiate greater data and method ohesion within the lass. High ohesion indiates
good lass subdivision. Lak of ohesion or low ohesion inreases omplexity, thereby inreasing
the likelihood of errors during development. Classes with low ohesion ould probably be subdi-
vided into two or more sublasses with inreased ohesion. This metri evaluates eÆieny and
reusability[71, 93℄. The Together modelling tool reommends an upper limit of 101 and a lower
limit of 30 for this metri, where a higher number represents lower ohesion.
4. Lines Of Code (LOC) Lines Of Code is the number of lines of ode in a lass, inluding
omments and empty lines. A large lass may pose a higher risk to understandability, reusability,
and maintainability[71, 93℄. There are no reommended gures for how many lines of ode there
should be in a lass, although the Together[16℄ modelling tool defaults to a 1000 line upper limit.
5. Response For Class (RFC) The size of the response for the lass inludes methods in the
lass's inheritane hierarhy and methods that an be invoked on other objets. A lass, whih
provides a larger response, is onsidered to be more omplex and require more eort in testing
than one with a smaller response gure[16℄. If a large number of methods an be invoked in
response to a message, testing and debugging the lass requires a greater understanding on the
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part of the tester. This metri evaluates understandability, maintainability, and testability[71, 93℄.
The Together modelling tool reommends an upper limit of 50 for this metri, where a higher
number represents a higher degree of required testing.
6. Weighted Methods Per Class (WMPC)WMPC is the sum of the omplexity of all methods
for a lass, where eah method is weighted by its ylomati omplexity. The number of methods
and the omplexity of the methods involved is a preditor of how muh time and eort is required
to develop and maintain the lass[16℄. A lass with a large numbers of methods is likely to be
spei to an appliation, whih will limit its possibility of reuse[93℄. This metri measures under-
standability, reusability, and maintainability[71, 93℄. The Together modelling tool reommends
an upper limit of 30 for this metri, where a higher number represents greater omplexity.
7. Number of Classes The NOC metri is very simple, it ounts the number of lass and interfae
omponents in the appliation.
8. Exeutable Size The size of the binary les in Kilobytes. Although this is not a spei metri it
is used by Arnout[7℄ in her omparison of systems that do and do not use omponentised patterns.
In her thesis she presents a set of patterns that have been omponentised into a set of library
lasses. A system is then ompared with and without these lasses and the size of the exeutable
appliation is measured.
7.3 Stati vs. Generative Patterns
7.3.1 Introdution
The following evaluation provides statistis and a disussion of eah ase-study / experiment onduted
on the generative patterns using metris. In eah ase-study, the same generative patterns are ompared
against the same stati patterns in the same senario. The senario is a representation of a oee shop
where a drink an be purhased. When the drink is purhased a desription of the drink and the ost
are displayed on the output window of the appliation.
All the patterns used in these ase-studies were rst disussed in Chapter Six and Appendies A to
D. The rst ase-study in this hapter and the three ase-studies in Appendix H onsist of pairs of
patterns. The seond and third ase-studies ontain three and four patterns respetively. The nal
ase-study uses all four patterns but in a larger appliation.
For eah ase-study, a omparative model of the generative and stati design patterns is provided.
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The rst table in eah ase-study provides the general statistis for the ompared appliations. The
Together modelling tool that provides the metris uses the highest value obtained from the individual
lass omponents as the benhmark gure for the appliation as a whole. Therefore the gures in the
rst table represent the overall projet statistis.
The seond table provides the statistis for two types of individual lass omponents:
1. Those that have a like-for-like omponent in the omparative appliation but show dierent
statistial results.
2. Those that have no orresponding omponent in the omparative appliations, where a omparison
annot be made.
Both the rst and seond table of eah ase-study indiates whether there is a positive or negative
dierene between the omparative examples or whether there is no dierene at all.
Table Key
 + Represents a positive result in favour of the generative pattern.
 { Represents a negative result against the generative pattern.
 / Indiates that there is no dierene between the omparative examples.
 * Indiates that there is no orresponding omponent with whih to ompare.
 A blank spae indiates that the metris ompiler did not return a value.
 GP A omponent from a generative pattern.
 SP A omponent from a stati pattern.
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7.3.2 A Simple Case Study using Composite and Deorator
Generative Design Example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Figure 7.1: Generative vs. Stati { Composite and Deorator
Figure 7.1 above provides a lass diagram for the omparative examples of the omposite and deorator
patterns used in a generative and stati pattern environment. As an be seen from the diagram, the
generative example on the left has an interfae that is ombined from the two interfae omponents
that are used in the stati example on the right. The four sub-omponents of the DeoratorComponent
from the stati pattern example are now leaf omponents to the DrinkComposite lass in the generative
pattern example.
In order for the two patterns to work together in the stati environment, a deorator objet is reated and
added to a olletion objet in the DrinkLeaf omponent of the omposite pattern. As suh, multiple
deorator objets an be added to one or more DrinkLeaf omponents and one or more DrinkLeaf
omponents an be added to a DrinkComposite omponent. DrinkComposite omponents an be added
to other DrinkComposite omponents as is intended with a omposite pattern.
In the generative example, beause any deorator objet that is reated is now a leaf omponent to the
DrinkComposite omponent, it an be added diretly to a DrinkComposite objet.
Table 7.1 shows the overall results of the metris that were produed from the generative and stati
examples of the omposite and deorator patterns desribed above.
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Metri Generative Patterns Stati Patterns Dierene (%)
CBO 11 13 +
CC 2 2 /
LCOM 100 100 /
LOC 242 278 +12.9%
RFC 31 33 +
WMPC 5 6 +
NOC 12 14 +
EXE SIZE 10.0 12.1 +17.4%
Table 7.1: General statistis for the Generative and Stati versions of Composite and Deorator
What the statistis in Table 7.1 indiate, whih is onrmed by the CBO and RFC metris, is that the
generative pattern example will require slightly less testing than the stati pattern example. As an be
seen in Table 7.2 the higher values for the CBO and RFC metris omes from the lient of the stati
example, whih is having to ommuniate with two interfae omponents instead of just one interfae
omponent in the generative example.
Whilst a like-for-like omparison annot be made between omponents that have no ounterpart, the
additional omponents in the stati example have something of an overhead in terms of omplexity.
The overall value of the WMPC metri suggests that the generative example is slightly less omplex.
The higher omplexity value in the stati example omes from the CompositeComponent, whih de-
nes two sets of methods (add(Component drink) and remove(Component drink) in the omposite, and
add(CoeeProdut drink) and remove(CoeeProdut drink) in the leaf) for the olletion omponents
dened in eah sublass of the interfae. Signiantly, the joint values for the interfae omponents in
the stati example are double that of the single interfae in the generative example.
Where the two separate interfaes are onerned (DeoratorComponent and CompositeComponent) in
the stati example, the statistis in Table 7.2 show that the overall testing gures for the CBO and
RFC values are double that of the CombinedIF interfae omponent of the generative example. So,
whilst the lient in the stati example will require more testing than that of the generative example,
the stati example, yet again, will require more testing in the individual interfae omponents plus
some additional testing for the DrinkLeaf omponent.
Three other signiant points in favour of the generative example are the redution in the number of
lines of ode, the redution in the number of lasses and the size of the exeutable le. As an be seen
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in this example, the exeutable le for the stati patterns is over 17% higher, whilst it has almost 13%
more ode and two extra lasses.
Class CBO CC LCOM LOC RFC WMPC
GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP
Client 11 13 1 1 86 86 56 56 31 33 5 5
+ / / / + /
Class CBO CC LCOM LOC RFC WMPC
GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP
CombinedIF 0 * 1 * * 7 * 4 * 4 *
* * * * * *
Composite * 1 * 1 * * 10 * 6 * 6
Component * * * * * *
Deorator * 0 * 1 * * 5 * 2 * 2
Component * * * * * *
Drink * 4 * 2 * 0 * 28 * 8 * 5
Leaf * * * * * *
Table 7.2: Individual statistis for the Generative and Stati versions of Composite and Deorator
The individual lass statistis for the like-for-like omponents in the examples are idential throughout
all metri ategories, therefore they are not inluded in Table 7.2. In this example this equates to
the omponents that make up the deorator and the omposite lass elements of the appliation. The
reason for this is modularity, in that eah orresponding omponent provides idential funtionality.
The only exeption in like-for-like omponents is the lient. For the lient there is a minor dierene
in that it ommuniates with two separate interfaes.
Three additional paired pattern ase-studies an be seen in Appendix H.
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7.3.3 A Simple Case Study using Composite, Command and Builder
Generative Design Example
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Figure 7.2: Generative vs. Stati { Command + Composite + Builder
Figure 7.2 above provides a lass diagram for the omparative examples of the omposite, ommand
and builder patterns used in a generative and stati pattern environment. This example of the three
patterns is very similar to the ommand and builder examples seen in Figure H.2 of Appendix H.
However, other than the inlusion of the omposite pattern, there are some slight dierenes.
In the generative example, both the ommand and builder patterns are being ombined with the
omposite pattern, but the builder pattern is still only using the InvokeButton from the ommand
pattern. Additionally, although ConreteCommand4 from the ommand pattern shares an interfae
with the omposite pattern, ConreteCommand4 is not stritly a leaf omponent of the omposite as it
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is not pratial to add ConreteCommand4 to the omposite objet. ConreteCommand4 in this instane
is using the omposite to extrat information for later use.
The builder and ommand patterns are ollaborating as they do in the ommand and builder example
seen earlier, exept in this example the CoeeProdut objet that is being reated is now being stored
in the omposite objet.
In order for the patterns to work together in the stati environment, a produt objet is built and
reated when a ConreteCommand is issued through an InvokeButton ommand. The ConreteCommand
instruts the ConreteBuilder to build the produt; the produt is then added to a olletion objet in
the Leaf omponent of the omposite pattern. As suh, multiple produt objets an be added to one
or more Leaf omponents and one or more Leaf omponents an be added to a Composite omponent.
Composite omponents an be added to other Composite omponents as is intended with a omposite
pattern.
In the generative example, beause any produt objet that is reated is now a leaf omponent to the
Composite omponent, it an be added diretly to a Composite objet.
Table 7.3 shows the overall results of the metris that were produed from the generative and stati
examples of the omposite, ommand and builder patterns desribed above.
Metri Generative Patterns Stati Patterns Dierene (%)
CBO 20 26 +
CC 17 17 /
LCOM 88 88 /
LOC 428 478 +10.5%
RFC 14 11 {
WMPC 14 11 {
NOC 11 17 +
EXE SIZE 18 20.7 +12.1%
Table 7.3: Code statistis for the Generative and Stati versions of Command + Composite + Builder
The statistis in Table 7.3 show that the stati pattern will require more testing in respet of the
CBO metri than that of the generative pattern. With three patterns in these examples, the lient
in the stati example has to ommuniate with two more interfae omponents than the lient in the
generative example. As suh the CBO metri in the stati example is thirty perent higher than that
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in the generative pattern example. This represents a higher degree of oupling in the stati example
and a higher degree of testing of the lient.
However, as an be seen from Table 7.3, the RFC metri of the generative pattern is thirty perent higher
than the stati pattern. This higher value omes from the CombinedIF omponent of the generative
pattern, whih is listed in Table 7.4. This is a result of the CombinedIF omponent dening methods
for three dierent types of subomponent. As a result, there will be a need for more testing of the
CombinedIF omponent. Additionally, the WMPC metri shows that the omplexity of the generative
example is higher than the stati example. Again the higher value for this metri omes from the
CombinedIF omponent whih is ating as a ommuniation hub between the lient and the remaining
lass omponents in the example.
A signiant negative aspet of the generative example is shown in the statistis of the InvokeButton,
whih an be seen in Table 7.4. The InvokeButton as it is used in the generative example is providing
two sets of methods that are used to set the ommands for the ConreteCommand4 omponent and the
ConreteBuilder omponents:
publi void setCommand(CoeeDiretor omd);
publi CoeeDiretor getCommand();
publi void setPrieCommand(CombinedIF omd);
publi CombinedIF getPrieCommand();
In a regular ommand pattern there would only be one pair of set and get methods. As suh, the
LCOM value is signiantly higher for the generative example - indiating that the InvokeButton of the
generative example is less ohesive than the stati example. Likewise, the CommandHolder interfae
whih provides the implementation details for the InvokeButton also exhibits the negative values for its
metris.
Whilst the three separate interfaes (Builder, Command and Component) in the stati example still have
olletive values lower than the CombinedIF interfae of the generative example, the stati example
will require some additional testing and maintenane for the ConreteCommand and Leaf omponents.
Although the generative pattern returns a higher omplexity value, the additional omponents in the
stati example have some degree of omplexity, whih has to be taken into aount.
Whilst there are some negative aspets relating to the InvokeButton in the generative example, the
generative example exhibits better olletive values in its metri than the stati pattern. This takes
into aount the redution in the number of lines of ode, the redution in the number of lasses and
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the size of the exeutable le, whih are in favour of the generative example.
Class CBO CC LCOM LOC RFC WMPC
GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP
Client 20 26 17 17 130 130 2 2 2 2
+ / / / /
Button 7 9 17 17 49 45 14 14 17 17
Handler + / { / /
Command 2 1 1 1 7 5 4 2 4 2
Holder { / { { {
Invoke 2 1 1 1 66 0 26 17 4 2 5 3
Button { / { { { {
Conrete 1 2 1 1 14 14 3 3 2 2
Command4 + / / / /
Class CBO CC LCOM LOC RFC WMPC
GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP
CombinedIF 1 * 1 * * 21 * 14 * 14 *
Component * 1 * 1 * * 12 * 5 * 5
Command * 0 * 1 * * 4 * 1 * 1
Builder * 1 * 1 * * 10 * 6 * 6
Leaf * 4 * 2 * 0 * 29 * 8 * 5
Conrete * 1 * 1 * * 9 * 2 * 2
Commands * * * * * *
Table 7.4: Individual statistis for the Generative and Stati versions of Command, Composite and
Builder
Like in the previous example, the individual lass statistis for the like-for-like omponents in the
examples are idential throughout all metri ategories, therefore they are not inluded in Table 7.4.
In this example this equates to the ConreteBuilder omponents, the CoeeProdut, the Diretor and
the Composite lass. Again, like the previous examples the reason for this is modularity, in that eah
orresponding omponent provides idential funtionality.
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7.3.4 A Case Study using Composite, Command, Deorator and Builder
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Figure 7.3: Generative vs. Stati { Command + Composite + Builder + Deorator
Figure 7.3 above provides a lass diagram for the omparative examples of the omposite, ommand,
deorator and builder patterns used in a generative and stati pattern environment. This example
of the four patterns is very similar to the omposite, ommand and builder examples seen in Figure
7.2. However, with the inlusion of the deorator pattern, there are some minor hanges to how the
examples operate.
Like the previous example on the generative side of the diagram, both the ommand and builder
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patterns are being ombined with the omposite pattern, but the builder pattern is still only using the
InvokeButton from the ommand pattern. Again, similar to the previous example, ConreteCommand4
from the ommand pattern shares an interfae with the omposite pattern, but is not stritly a leaf
omponent of the omposite as it is not pratial to add ConreteCommand4 to the omposite objet.
The builder and ommand patterns are ollaborating as they do in the previous example, exept in
this example it is not the CoeeProdut objet that is being stored in the omposite objet. In this
example it is a deorator objet that is being stored in the omposite objet. With this dierene, the
deorator omponent is taking as a parameter a CoeeProdut objet. This in eet means that the
CoeeProdut is a leaf in the deorator pattern, whilst the Deorator is a leaf in the omposite pattern.
However, the CoeeProdut is still a leaf in the omposite pattern as it ould be added to the omposite
objet without having deoration applied to it.
The situation desribed in the previous paragraph is diÆult to ahieve in the stati example as the
leaf omponent has been dened to take deorator omponents only in its olletion objet.
In order for the patterns to work together in the stati environment, the user has to deide whether
the sale of a oee is to be a drink indoors or a drink out option. Depending on the deision, one
of the deorator objets is reated. Following this, a produt objet is built and reated when a
ConreteCommand is issued through an InvokeButton ommand. The ConreteCommand instruts the
ConreteBuilder to build the produt; the produt is then added as a parameter to the previously reated
deorator objet. The deorator objet is added to a olletion objet in the Leaf omponent of the
omposite pattern. As suh, multiple deorator objets an be added to one or more Leaf omponents
and one or more Leaf omponents an be added to a Composite omponent. Composite omponents an
be added to other Composite omponents as is intended with a omposite pattern.
Table 7.5 shows the overall results of the metris that were produed from the generative and stati
examples of the omposite, ommand, deorator and builder patterns desribed above.
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Metri Generative Patterns Stati Patterns Dierene (%)
CBO 21 28 +
CC 23 23 /
LCOM 88 88 /
LOC 487 543 +10.1%
RFC 14 11 {
WMPC 14 11 {
NOC 13 20 +
EXE SIZE 20.5 23.8 +13.9%
Table 7.5: Code statistis for the Generative and Stati versions of Command, Composite, Deorator
and Builder
The statistis in Table 7.5 show that the stati pattern will require more testing in respet of the CBO
metri than that of the generative pattern. With four patterns in these examples, the lient in the
stati example is ommuniating with four interfae omponents whereas the lient in the generative
example only ommuniates with one. As suh the CBO metri in the stati example is onsiderably
higher than that in the generative pattern example. This represents a higher degree of oupling in the
stati example and a higher degree of testing and maintenane of the lient.
Like the previous example, the RFC metri of the generative pattern is higher than the stati pattern.
This higher RFC value omes from the CombinedIF omponent of the generative pattern, whih is listed
in Table 7.6. This is a result of the CombinedIF omponent dening methods for four dierent types
of subomponent. As a result, there will be a need for more testing of the CombinedIF omponent.
Again, like in previous examples, the WMPC metri shows that the omplexity of the generative
example is higher than the stati example. The higher value for this metri again omes from the
CombinedIF omponent whih is ating as a ommuniation point between the lient and the remaining
lass omponents in the example.
The signiant negative aspet in this generative example omes from the InvokeButton whih, as is
shown in Table 7.6, is quite high in terms of RFC and WMPC metris. This is a result of it providing
two sets of methods to set the ommands for the ConreteCommand4 omponent and the ConreteBuilder
omponents, as desribed in the previous example.
Whilst the four separate interfaes (Builder, Command, Component and DeoratorComponent) in the
stati example still have olletive values lower than the CombinedIF interfae of the generative example,
the dierene is marginal. When taking all the additional omponents of the stati example into
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onsideration, the stati example will require some additional testing and maintenane. Although the
generative pattern returns a higher omplexity value, the additional omponents in the stati example
have some degree of omplexity, whih has to be taken into aount.
Whilst there are some negative aspets relating to the InvokeButton in the generative example, the
generative example exhibits better olletive values in its metri than the stati pattern. This takes
into aount the redution in the number of lines of ode and the size of the exeutable le, whih are
in favour of the generative example.
Beause the general metris in this example are so similar to the previous example, it appears that
the addition of the deorator pattern has not added to the overall value of the general metris, other
than the lient. However, the addition of extra omponents has inreased the olletive values of the
metris, whih inreases additional work that may need to be applied in terms of the attributes listed
in Setion 7.2.
Class CBO CC LCOM LOC RFC WMPC
GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP
Client 21 28 23 23 151 151 2 2 2 2
+ / / / /
Button 9 12 23 23 59 55 16 15 23 23
Handler + / { { /
Command 2 1 1 1 7 5 4 2 4 2
Holder { / { { {
Invoke 2 1 1 1 66 0 26 17 4 2 5 3
Button { / { { { {
Conrete 1 2 1 1 14 14 3 3 2 2
Command4 + / / / /
Conrete 0 1 1 1 14 14 2 2 2 2
Deorators { / / / /
Continued on next page.
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Class CBO CC LCOM LOC RFC WMPC
GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP
CombinedIF 1 * 1 * * 21 * 14 * 14 *
Component * 1 * 1 * * 12 * 5 * 5
Command * 0 * 1 * * 4 * 1 * 1
Builder * 1 * 1 * * 10 * 6 * 6
Deorator * 1 * 1 * * 5 * 1 * 1
Component * * * * * *
Leaf * 4 * 2 * 0 * 29 * 8 * 5
Conrete * 1 * 1 * * 9 * 2 * 2
Commands * * * * * *
Table 7.6: Individual statistis for the Generative and Stati versions of Command, Composite, Deo-
rator and Builder
Like in previous examples, the individual lass statistis for the like-for-like omponents in the examples
are idential throughout all metri ategories, therefore they are not inluded in Table 7.6 above. In
this example this equates to the ConreteBuilder omponents, the CoeeProdut, the Diretor and the
Composite lass. Again, like the previous examples the reason for this is modularity, in that eah
orresponding omponent provides idential funtionality.
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The examples illustrated by the designs in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5 uses the same four patterns as
in the previous examples. However, where the design patterns in the previous examples supported a
single funtional aspet of an appliation, the patterns in these examples support several independent
funtions within the ontext of a touh sreen ash register.
Other than the omposite pattern that is used to store data relating to dierent types of sales, the
deorator, ommand and builder pattern eah represents a dierent sales type:
 The deorator pattern reates a small, medium or large drink of oee that an be deorated with
a range of dierent additives.
drink = new Espresso(new SteamedMilk(new ChoolateSprinkle(new WhippedCream(new Small()))));
 The ommand pattern represents the sale of a single item.
InvokeCommand ommOne = new InvokeCommand();
Command eggs = new EggCommand();
ommOne.setCommand(eggs);
 The builder pattern represents the sale of several dierent types of meal that an be built up from
a range of dierent items.
BuildEggs()fmealProdut.setBuildEggs("One Egg");g
BuildSausage()fmealProdut.setBuildSausage("One Sausage");g
BuildBeans()fmealProdut.setBuildBeans("Small Beans");g
BuildChips()fmealProdut.setBuildChips("Small Chips");g
BuildToast()fmealProdut.setBuildToast("One Toast");g
BuildPrie()fmealProdut.setBuildPrie(3.50);g
Although the three patterns that are mentioned in the list above work together for the appliation as a
whole, they do not work together to support a single funtional aspet of the appliation. This approah
to using the patterns was deliberate in an attempt to demonstrate how patterns an still ollaborate
whilst supporting dierent funtionality, whih is dierent to how the previous examples have been
applied. There is an exeption to this in that two dierent implementations of a ConreteCommand
have been used. One implementation supports its own funtionality, whilst the seond implementation
reates a deorator objet.
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The generative example shown in Figure 7.5 provides a single interfae omponent to all four of the
patterns as it did in the previous example. However this interfae has four dierent lients, one for eah
pattern. In this respet, the TillComponentIF omponent is ating like a faade[45℄ pattern, providing
aess to sub-omponents of the appliation.
In the stati pattern example, eah objet that is reated from eah dierent pattern has two methods
that return a ost and a desription. A get method is used to extrat the ost and desription from
eah objet and is passed into an instane of a leaf omponent of the omposite pattern, whih an
then be added to the omposite objet.
Table 7.7 below shows the metri values that were returned for eah of the generative and stati
examples of the appliation.
Metri Generative Patterns Stati Patterns Dierene (%)
CBO 30 30 /
CC 4 8 +
LCOM 100 100 /
LOC 1322 1312 -0.76%
RFC 47 47 /
WMPC 31 25 {
NOC 25 28 +
EXE SIZE 56.1 58.4 +3.9%
Table 7.7: Code statistis for the Generative and Stati versions of a touh sreen ash register
The statistis in Table 7.7 show that the testing requirements in respet of the CBO metri are exatly
the same. In previous examples the value of the CBO metri in the general statistis table has ome
from the lient, whih in all ases has been higher in the stati example. However, the examples in
Figures 7.4 and 7.5 have a slight dierene in the lient omponent, partiularly with the stati example,
in that the lient for eah of the dierent patterns is a dierent JPanel. Where the generative example
is onerned, eah JPanel lient mathes the funtionality that is provided by the patterns that are used
in the stati example. Therefore, both examples have been developed with the same funtionality in
relation to the patterns.
The CBO value in eah of the examples omes from the CashTillGUI omponent where the graphial user
interfae is built. Beause both CashTillGUI omponents are built in exatly the same way, leaving the
JPanel extended omponents to maintain funtionality, the CBO values are the same. The value of the
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RFC metri in the general statistis also omes from the CashTillGUI omponent and is of equal value for
the same reasons as the CBO metri mentioned above. Like in previous examples, the WMPC metri
shows that the omplexity of the generative example is higher than the stati example. The higher
value for this metri again omes from the CombinedIF omponent whih is ating as a ommuniation
point between the lient and the remaining lass omponents in the example. This metri, for the
generative pattern, is above the upper value reommended by the modelling tool where the metris
were taken. This suggests that it may be better to separate some of the funtionality into separate
interfae omponents.
In the generative example, the patterns do not share any omponents other than the CombinedIF in-
terfae beause eah of the patterns in the generative example is supporting separate funtionality.
Therefore, the subomponents in the stati example math the subomponents in the generative exam-
ple. However, in the generative example there are three extra ConreteCommand omponents, whih
exeute the reation of the deorator pattern objets. So, whilst there is a redution in the number of
interfae omponents in the generative example there is an inrease in subomponents. For this reason,
there is virtually the same number of lines of ode in eah of the examples.
The four separate interfaes (Builder, Command, CompositeComponent and DeoratorComponent) in the
stati example have a olletive value of thirty for both the WMPC and RFC metri. Although this
value is lower than in the generative example, the dierene is marginal. As suh, the oupling and
omplexity aspets of the two examples are very similar. Additionally, the testing and maintenane
aspets are also very similar. There are some minor dierenes in some of the omponents, whih an
be seen in Table 7.8. These dierenes are brought about by how the patterns handle the funtionality.
In the generative pattern funtionality is aessed or provided through the CombinedIF omponent. In
the stati example, funtionality is handled through one or more dierent interfae omponents.
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Class CBO CC LCOM LOC RFC WMPC
GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP
Builder 13 12 2 2 130 123 12 11 2 2
Panel { / { { /
Button 7 6 2 2 20 15 12 9 2 2
Handler { / { { /
Drinks 11 10 4 8 100 100 132 178 15 12 3 3
Panel { + / + { /
Button 8 15 4 8 23 50 7 20 4 8
Handler + + + + +
Invoke 10 11 2 2 100 100 115 115 14 14 3 3
Panel + / / / / /
Button 7 8 2 2 12 12 8 8 2 2
Handler + / / / /
Baon 1 2 1 1 18 18 5 5 2 2
Command + / / / / /
Egg 1 2 1 1 18 18 5 5 2 2
Command + / / / / /
Continued on next page.
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Class CBO CC LCOM LOC RFC WMPC
GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP
CombinedIF 2 * 1 * * 43 * 31 * 31 *
Conrete 3 * 1 * * 15 * 8 * 2 *
Commands * * * * * *
Composite * 1 * 1 * * 22 * 13 * 13
Component * * * * * *
Command * 1 * 1 * * 4 * 1 * 1
Builder * 1 * 1 * * 28 * 13 * 13
Deorator * 0 * 1 * * 5 * 2 * 2
Component * * * * * *
Table 7.8: Individual statistis for the Generative and Stati versions of Command, Composite, Deo-
rator and Builder
Like in previous examples, the individual lass statistis for many of the like-for-like omponents in the
examples are idential throughout all metri ategories, therefore they are not inluded in Table 7.8
above. In this example this equates to the ConreteBuilder omponents, MealProdut and MealDiretor,
the Composite and Leaf omponents, the Deorator and ConreteDeorator omponents, the SalesPanel,
the CommandHolder and the CashTillGUI. Again, like the previous examples the reason for this is
modularity, in that eah orresponding omponent provides idential funtionality.
7.4 Conlusion
From the evidene presented in the evaluation a number of observations an be made. On the whole
there is a positive set of results, as indiated by the metris, in favour of the generative patterns when
ompared to the metris for the stati patterns. Where dierent patterns have been used there are
minor dierenes in metri values and in some ases the metris favour the stati patterns, partiularly
where individual omponents are onerned. However, taking the metris as a whole the generative
patterns have more plus points than negative points. Where multiple patterns have been used, the gap
between the positive and negative aspets of the metris for the ollaborating patterns omes down.
It would be evident at this point to suggest that using pairs of patterns is more eÆient than using
multiple patterns. To onlude that as a fat for the majority of patterns would require onsiderably
more testing with pairs and multiples of patterns. However, from the patterns used for this thesis and
the way they have been used, they are better used in pairs.
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Where the four patterns have been used in a single appliation there is a dierene in results between the
generative example that supports a single funtion and the generative example that supports multiple
funtions. In the nal ase-study the four patterns used eah supported a dierent funtion. What
was found was that there was little dierene between the stati and generative example. Whereas
in the previous ase-study using four patterns where the patterns supported a single funtion, it was
found that there was a favourable result for the generative example. Again, a fatual onlusion annot
be drawn from a single ase-study, but for the patterns used in this thesis, generative patterns that
support a single funtion give better results than generative patterns that support multiple funtions.
In any development proess, there is always a balaning at between obtaining good oupling, ohesion
and omplexity in a system. Coupling problems ould be eliminated by putting all aspets of funtion-
ality in one lass, but this would not be good programming pratie and would adversely aet testing
and maintenane of the appliation. On the opposite side of this there ould be multiple lasses eah
with a small piee of funtionality. Again, this would not be good pratie and would serve to inrease
the overall omplexity of the appliation. What is evident from the generative patterns is that there are
a redued number of lasses without any signiant loss of integrity in the aspets of oupling, ohesion
and omplexity. There are some minor losses in ertain omponents, mainly the ombined interfae,
but overall, the generative patterns provide a better option than stati patterns when multiple stati
patterns are used to support a single funtion.
The nal result to these experiments is to onlude, that for the patterns used:
they are better used in small numbers to support a single funtion,
there is an overall improvement in the oupling, ohesion and omplexity measures.
A positive aspet that has ome from the ase-studies and the evaluation is that onduting multiple
experiments has provided information that an be used in providing knowledge that an be supplied
with the generative patterns. For example, it was found that when the ommand pattern is used with
the builder pattern it is easier to use the Diretor omponent of the builder pattern as a subomponent
of the ombined interfae. However, when builder is ombined with the omposite pattern it is better
to use the Produt omponent of the builder pattern as a subomponent of the ombined interfae. The
reason for this is that the Produt is a leaf of the omposite omponent and an be added diretly to
the omposite objet.
Therefore, there are ertain pros and ons that an be disussed in patterns as a result of ondut-
ing multiple experiments. For example, the ase-study with the four patterns in Figure 7.3 showed
that the InvokeCommand had grown in omplexity beause it was supporting two dierent types of
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ConreteCommand. Therefore this an be disussed as a on, with a reommendation to provide one
InvokeCommand for eah type of ConreteCommand.
7.5 Summary
Dening generative patterns an only be done when it is known how two partiular patterns work
together. The ombinations desribed above are only a small proportion of all possibilities for rela-
tionships, but are a start. These pairings and multiple ombinations are desribed with the design
knowledge of how they ombine, therefore it is possible to extrapolate a desriptive relationship from
that design. In the Design Patterns atalogue there are many referenes to ombinations of patterns
working together, suh as the Iterator pattern being used to traverse the Composite pattern, but the
design knowledge for this is not provided. Some pattern users might say that the design knowledge
ontained in a design pattern is the Struture (Class diagram). Others might say that the design pat-
tern is more than a lass diagram and some implementation knowledge. If the priniple of the pattern
is to be maintained then the pattern should onvey more knowledge than the design. This however, is
one of the problems with urrent patterns, in that they do not onvey suÆient knowledge[59℄. The ex-
periments onduted above are an attempt to provide some of the extra knowledge that an be written
into a design pattern. Although the experiments onduted have been a omparison of two dierent
development styles, the experiments have shown that ombining patterns as a generative omponent
an provide some additional knowledge for pattern users.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSION
The priniple ontributions of this thesis in dening patterns as a generative development omponent
are:
 The notation required for a generative design pattern. This is the ontribution of the work in
progress. The notation ontained in a standard design pattern denes a stati struture of a
reusable omponent. To provide patterns with a dynami struture, quality driven proesses have
been examined, and elements of these proesses have been integrated into the generative design
patterns. Independent elements of pattern lassiations have also been examined and inluded
in the generative pattern desription.
 The relationships between ollaborating design patterns. There are three primary denitions of
relationship between design patterns, Combines, Uses and Used By. Of these three relationships
the Combines relationship has been applied in the experiments on implementing a relationship
between patterns. From this it was determined that a Uses relationship was more appropriate in
one of the experiments.
 The appliation of generative design patterns. The re-engineered pattern notation has been applied
to four separate patterns in seven examples of how to use the notation. The generative patterns
that have been written using the generative notation are inluded within this thesis in Chapter
Six and Appendies A to D.
Therefore, this hapter onludes the work undertaken in dening a generative pattern. The intro-
dution in Chapter One made the point that the goal of generative programming is the seletion of
reusable omponents from a oded library for the automation of appliation development. However,
the point was also made that in the sheme of appliation development, the preursor to development
is design. In order to failitate the onept of generative programming the preursor to this ought to
be generative design.
The aim of this thesis has been met through the refatoring of a stati design pattern notation to
produe a dynami pattern notation for the purpose of generative design.
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A generative design pattern framework has been onstruted through identifying aspets of ommon
notation and has been applied in the denition of a number of generative design patterns. The gener-
ative design patterns published in this thesis represent a small number of experiments that have been
onduted into nding how these stati design patterns will work together in a generative format. By
ontinuing with experimentation on design patterns rules an be established that will allow pattern
writers to stipulate riteria for their own patterns to be onsidered as a generative design pattern.
As a subtext to the framework, a signiant ontribution to the output of the work onduted in this
thesis is the implementation details required to support the dynami aspets of the pattern. Relational
qualities have been applied that supports the onept of a relationship that Combines patterns through
ollaboration between individual or multiple omponents of the ollaborating patterns.
However, it was found that ontrary to published material, in a Uses relationship, ertain patterns
do not use other patterns in their entirety, they may only use an individual omponent from another
pattern in their ollaboration with that pattern. In addition it was found that the Uses relationship may
be better suited to ertain patterns when attempting to form a ollaboration between those patterns. It
is not essential when ombining patterns that all aspets of the ollaborating patterns have to utilized
in the ollaboration. In this respet the use of an individual omponent from a pattern will be suÆient
to form the ollaboration.
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Chapter 9
FUTURE WORK
9.1 Introdution
A thesis an be looked upon as being an apprentieship where skills are rst developed. After the
apprentieship has been ompleted, these skills are expanded upon and rened until the pratitioner
beomes the expert they aspire to be. This thesis represents the apprentieship and should be seen as a
beginning on whih renements an be made. Although design patterns have ontinued to be published
over the years sine Design Patterns[45℄ was rst released in 1995, the patterns in the book have not
hanged and very little has been done to hange them. Henney's[58℄ view is that renements did not
happen with Design Patterns[45℄.
Although a generative pattern has been dened there is still muh work to be done. The template for the
notation an hange and there is every possibility that as renements are made to generative patterns
that the template will hange. To date, only a small number of experiments have been onduted on
a small number of patterns from one atalogue of patterns. There is the potential for years of future
work experimenting with ombinations of patterns. Given the seven strutural patterns in the Gamma
atalogue, there are twenty one possible ombinations of onnetivity.
Calulating the number of potential experiments on patterns uses the formula:
((n * (n - 1)) / 2) e.g. 7 x 6 / 2 = 21. Where n = number of patterns.
In the Gamma atalogue as a whole, there are twenty three dierent patterns. If we were to experiment
with ombining every pattern with every other pattern there would be 253 experiments. Maintaining
the priniple of three examples for every possible ombination there are 759 possible experiments. The
Gamma atalogue mentions the MVC pattern, add that into the gures and there are 828 possible
experiments. The list of patterns presented by Tihy alone has the potential for almost ve thou-
sand experiments on paired ombinations of patterns. As more experiments are onduted so a learer
understanding of whih patterns will ollaborate and whih should not will be developed and an un-
derstanding of best pratie will be developed. This will possibly lead to a revision of the template for
the generative pattern.
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The summary of future work in pursuit of update and revision is as follows:
 To label patterns by their Classiation type, Problem type and Assoiation type.
 A denitive standard or formula for ombining or exluding ombinations of patterns.
{ Obtained through developing oded examples from related patterns.
 Develop a Computer Aided Software Engineering tool for the proess of arhitetural design with
generative design patterns.
The following aspets of future work represent projets separate from the above that ould be under-
taken in respet of the development of generative design patterns.
 A generative pattern development method.
 A formal mathematial speiation of generative design patterns.
9.2 To label patterns by their Classiation, Problem and Assoiation type
9.2.1 Problem type
For many patterns a Problem type lassiation is already known | Tihy, who is mentioned in this
thesis, has lassied approximately one hundred patterns. However, Tihy published his work in 1998
and sine that time many other patterns have been published but have not been subjeted to the same
srutiny as patterns were from that period. Therefore, known software patterns that have not been
subjet to problem solving srutiny need to be examined and lassied. To do this, publiations that
relate to appropriate software patterns an be analysed for their ontent and problem solving intent.
9.2.2 Classiation type
In looking at the problem solving intent of patterns the lassiation type of a pattern an also be deter-
mined. The patterns dened by Gamma[45℄ are already lassied and are the inspiration for lassifying
patterns by this type of labelling. However, most patterns, inluding those lassied by Tihy, are not
identied by the Gamma lassiation. Although some patterns, other than the Gamma patterns, have
been given a lassiation, analysing published material on patterns will, along with determining the
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Problem type lassiation, provide valuable information towards the knowledge ontained within a
generative pattern and as suh, work in this area should ontinue.
9.2.3 Relational type
Although Zimmer has not instigated an investigation into nding ommon attributes between patterns
he has, through his investigation of the Design Patterns atalogue, detailed a quantity of known re-
lationships. However it is evident, through studying the literature on patterns, that there are some
relationships between patterns that are not desribed by Zimmer. For example the Composite / Com-
mand ombination in Appendix A has not been identied by Zimmer and is not mentioned in the
Design Patterns atalogue.
Of the nine possible ombinations of unidiretional ooperation (See Table 4.2), only six are revealed
by Zimmer's lassiation of relationships. The relationships suggest, as revealed by Zimmer, that
strutural patterns do not use behavioural patterns, whilst behavioural patterns do use strutural
patterns. However, this does not mean that other uses relationships do not exist and further experiments
with patterns will assist in revealing aeptable relationships between patterns that are not urrently
dened.
The relationships between patterns dened by Zimmer are only a small proportion of the relationships
that ould exist between all known software design patterns. Zimmer onentrated only on those rela-
tionships that were mentioned in the Design Patterns atalogue, negleting other possible relationships.
For example, it is reasonable to expet that there might be some form of relationship between the Fa-
ade pattern and the Singleton pattern. The fat that this relationship is not doumented is not an
indiator that the relationship does not exist. Therefore, further experiments between patterns will
reveal as yet undened relationships that may exist between patterns { not only the patterns from the
design patterns atalogue, but patterns from other atalogues and proeedings.
There is also additional work to be onsidered in this area. The experiment with Builder ombines
Command revealed that the Builder pattern does not ombine with the Command pattern, it only Uses
the Invoke objet from the Command pattern. Further analysis may reveal that other Uses relationships
between patterns may not be as they have been
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9.3 A denitive standard or formula for ombining or exluding ombinations of patterns
To overome the potential volume of work in dening relationships between every pattern, some ommon
ground ould be found that denes the relationship between spei pattern types. In nding ommon
ground it an be shown that two previously unrelated patterns an be dened as related, beause the
two patterns meet on the ommon ground. The objetive therefore is not to set out and dene the
relationship between every possible ombination of patterns, but to nd the ommon attributes of
patterns and map them to the attributes of other patterns. However, this task requires experimenting
with ombinations of patterns to determine what, if any, relationship exists between any given patterns,
and what attributes an be abstrated from the relationships that are ommon to other patterns and
their relationships.
It is not enough to say that there is, or should be, a relationship between patterns. The proposed
relationship has to be applied and doumented, primarily to be aepted as a generative pattern.
Dening a universal relationship between patterns requires rules in order to meet the needs of the
individual pattern(s) to whih the relationship applies. It ould be the ase that the `uses' relationship
between Pattern X and Pattern Y is dierent to the `uses' relationship between Pattern Y and Pattern
X. In this situation the rules may dene default or illegal ombinations. However, dening relationships
to other patterns as a universal property of the patterns lassiation will not aount for any unique
irumstanes in a relationship or exeptions to the rule.
Zimmer reveals in his work that the `Uses' relationship an have two separate meanings. The standard
meaning is Pattern X uses Pattern Y in its solution. However, the relationship ould be: Pattern
X must use Pattern Y in its solution, or Pattern X might use Pattern Y in its solution. This, as
Zimmer relates, indiates the strength of the relationship. Noble[83℄, reveals twelve dierent types of
relationship between patterns: three primary relationships and nine seondary. Through observation
it an be onluded that most of the relationships are renements of a Uses or Combines lassiation,
whilst others indiate that two patterns are similar.
It ould be said that there is only one type of relationship between patterns and that is a Combines
relationship. This is stated on the grounds that: if two or more patterns work together to form a
solution, then the patterns `Combine' their resoures to solve the problem. For a generative pattern
this train of thought ould make the desription of the pattern easier to dene.
It may be the ase that Variant Management patterns of the type Behavioural should not work in
ombination. Until signiant testing has been done on these types of patterns a denitive answer is
not known and rules that will exlude them in ombination annot be dened.
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The intended future work should bring forth rules for dening relationships between spei patterns.
By applying the rules to the patterns it should make it a simple task to identify whih patterns will
work together to build an arhiteture. However, the rules will not reveal themselves. A ontinuous
searh of new and existing literature an be onduted to nd examples of patterns working together.
Hands on experimentation an be onduted by developing examples of appliations onstruted from
related patterns. This type of work will also provide sample ode for inlusion within a generative
pattern.
This therefore represents the body of future work. By dening examples, ommon attributes an be
abstrated from the designs of related patterns, and utilized in the denition of generative patterns.
9.4 Develop a ase tool for design using generative patterns
There are many CASE tools on the market that an be used to design software. Some are sophistiated
Integrated Development Environments that an be purhased at a signiant prie, whilst others are
free or open soure with an emphasis on simpliity. However, design tools of whatever standard have one
thing in ommon. They annot be used to develop arhitetures by ombining design patterns. Several
tools do have support for design patterns, suh as Together[16℄ but there is no means of generating an
arhiteture from those patterns. The patterns when applied to a design have to be modied in order
to work together.
The ultimate output from the work onduted in this thesis ould be a tool that an be used to
apply generative pattern design. Although generative design patterns are as yet a proposition under
ontinued investigation, a tool an be instigated that will apply generative patterns to a design. As more
generative patterns are dened, so the tool an be expanded to inlude additional design omponents.
One interesting fator in this proess would be to design the tool from generative design patterns.
9.5 Formal Mathematial Speiation of generative patterns
One aspet of quality assurane for generative design patterns would be to provide a formal math-
ematial speiation for generative design patterns. Again, like a generative pattern development
method this is an oshoot to the urrent projet but is dependent on developing a signiant number
of generative design patterns.
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9.6 Consideration of design patterns for denition and usability
Many relationships between the patterns in the Design Patterns atalogue have not been dened | not
beause they don't exist, but beause the patterns themselves may be laking in the quality required to
dene the relationships. Henney[59℄ gave a tutorial on the patterns from the Design Patterns atalogue
in whih he:
Reets on them, deonstruts them and re-evaluates them from a pratitioner's perspetive.
His disussion was aimed at, in his own words:
Why patterns suh as Abstrat Fatory, Builder, Flyweight, Command and others are miss-
ing vital ingredients to be proper parts of an arhitetural voabulary.
He disusses:
Why Singleton dereases a system's exibility and testability.
Why Iterator is not always the best solution for traversing aggregates.
Why State is not the only state pattern.
Why some patterns, suh as Bridge, are more than one pattern.
Henney onludes that Design Patterns[45℄ was a start to the design pattern ulture and not the end
result; that improvements in design knowledge has lead to a greater understanding of design patterns,
and that the Design Patterns atalogue is dated[58℄.
In Appendix A the Composite pattern is ombined with the Command pattern. However, aording to
Gamma[45℄ and Zimmer[119℄ the Command pattern an use the Composite pattern in its implementa-
tion. In reality what the Command pattern uses, if it does use the Composite in its implementation,
is the Composite objet and not the Composite pattern. This emphasizes the point made earlier by
Henney[59℄ that the Design Patterns[45℄ atalogue is not a omprehensive referene guide to design
patterns. In fat there is one visible anomaly presented by Gamma in their desription of the Com-
mand pattern. The sequene diagram shows an interation between the Client and the Invoke objet,
whih does not appear in the lass struture.
To this end, the re-engineering of standard design patterns should not only look at how patterns an
be dened as generative but should also look at the pattern itself.
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Appendix A
COMPOSITE COMBINES COMMAND
Related Patterns
Command (See Command Pattern)
Add behaviour to an appliation or system by enapsulating a request in an objet.
Classiation type (Behavioural)
Behavioural patterns apply responsibility to objets.
Problem Solving Type (Control)
 For what aspets of funtionality is the Command pattern responsible?
The Command pattern deals with the ontrol of exeution, and the seletion of appropriate methods.
 How the Command pattern uses and/or ontrols the funtionality of other patterns.
The Command pattern adds funtionality to an appliation or system. The Command pattern an
take ontrol of spei aspets of other pattern omponents by oering an alternative to ontrolling
behaviour.
 How it will ombine with other patterns to enhane funtionality
The Command pattern will usually share an interfae. This ould be a ombination of the two interfaes
of the ombining patterns or ould be an interfae that has ommon methods.
Assoiation Type (Combines (Command))
The interfae omponents of both Composite and Command ombine to form a single interfae. The
Composite element of the pattern supplies the olletion objet for the ombined patterns whilst the
Command element invokes funtionality on the Leaf elements of Composite. The reality is that the
Leaf omponents beome ConreteCommands that are invoked by a lient that issues a ommand.
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Composite - Command Relationship
Combines
Control()
Behavioural : Command
VariantMan()
Structural : Composite
Participants:
    Command
    ConcreteCommand
    Invoker
    Receiver
    Client
Participants:
    Component
    Leaf
    Composite
    Client
Figure A.1: Relationship between Composite and Command
Examples of Generative Design
Senario 1
Analysis
Senario 1 illustrates a simple drawing pakage where lines, squares and irles an be drawn within
a frame. Eah drawing item an be individually added to the drawing area by the lik of a button,
whih issues a ommand to draw the item. Eah drawn item an be added to the omposite objet
where it an be used to repaint the drawing area.
Design
Use-Case Diagram
The use-ase diagram represents a business proess that denes the ativities that an be applied to
the drawing senario. In this ase, drawing omponents are reated on ommand and displayed in the
drawing area.
Create Drawing
Objects
Add Objects to
Collection
Execute Command
Client
<<Include>> <<Extends>>
Invoke Command
<<Include>>
Could execute
one of several
commands
Figure A.2: Use-Case Diagram - Composite ombines Command
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Class Diagram
The diagram below shows the lass omponents that ollaborate to form the struture of the Composite
{ Command drawing senario. Three dierent buttons are reated that are used to issue the ommands.
interface
CommandHolder
getCommand
setCommand
 Shapecomponent
Draw : void
addDrawing : void
removeDrawing : void
Rectangleleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Rectangleleaf
Draw : void
Circleleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Circleleaf
Draw : void
Drawcomposite
Drawings : Vector <Shapecomponent>
Drawcomposite
addDrawing : void
removeDrawing : void
components : Enumeration
Draw : void
Lineleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Lineleaf
Draw : void
InvokeButton
getCommand
setCommand
Client
comp : Shapecomponent
obj: CommandHolder
draw : InvokeButton
line : Lineleaf
Figure A.3: Class Diagram - Composite ombines Command
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Sequene Diagram
The interation diagram shows the sequene of events that our between the various omponents that
are utilized in this pattern ombination. It also shows that the Command deouples the invoking objet
from the reeiving objet. When the drawing objet has been reated it is then added to the Composite
objet.
Client Command Invoke Receive
line Command
new Command(this)
store Command(line)
Draw(g)
Draw(g)
Compose
addDrawing(line)
Figure A.4: Sequene Diagram - Composite ombines Command
Implementation
This example uses the Composite and Command patterns to demonstrate a simple drawing pakage.
For the purpose of demonstration the omponents are hard oded into the lient but in a live appliation
the omponents would be reated dynamially.
Partiipants
Client
The Client omponent is a simple GUI used to reate the drawn omponents. The lient implements
the Command objets and adds the omponents reated on ommand to the olletion objet.
Shapeomponent
The Shapeomponent lass speies an Abstrat interfae to the omponents of the Composite and
Command. Shapeomponent denes three methods that an be implemented by all sub-lasses. The
addDrawing( Shapeomponent draw ) and removeDrawing( Shapeomponent draw ) methods are implemented in the
Composite lass and the Draw( Graphis g ) method is implemented in all sub-lasses.
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Drawomposite
Drawomposite has two funtions; one is to add or remove items from the Colletion objet (the Vetor):
- private Vetor<Shapeomponent> drawings;
and the other is to all bak the items from the olletion (print to the frame)
- (( Shapeomponent )omponents.nextElement()).Draw(g).
In this example items are only added to the olletion:
- addDrawing( Shapeomponent draw )fdrawings. addElement( draw )g.
Lineleaf, Cirleleaf, Retangleleaf
Leaf omponents represent the drawing objets that are added to the drawing area when issued with
a ommand to do so. Eah omponent denes its own type of drawing objet, whih is alled in the
Draw method:
- g.drawLine(x, y, x1, y1).
InvokeCommand
The InvokeCommand stores the ConreteCommand objet whih is passed to InvokeCommand as a
parameter in a setCommand() method. The InvokeCommand omponent asks the Command to arry
out a request.
CommandHolder
CommandHolder ats as an interfae to one or more omponents that an invoke a ommand. In this
example there is only one Invoke omponent that ativates a button ommand but there ould be others
suh as menu items.
Reeiver
The reeiver in this ase is the panel on whih the drawing objets are drawn
ClientCommand.java (Client)
import java.awt.*;
import java.awt.event.*;
import javax.swing.*;
publi lass ClientCommand implements AtionListener
f
Shapeomponent omposite = new Drawomposite();
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CommandHolder obj;
InvokeButton drawline;
Lineleaf line;
publi ClientCommand()
f
super("Draw ommands");
JPanel jp = new JPanel();
getContentPane().add(jp);
jp.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
JPanel bp = new JPanel();
jp.add("South", bp);
PaintPanel p = new PaintPanel();
jp.add("Center", p);
drawline = new InvokeButton("Draw Line", this);
line = new Lineleaf(30, 30, 50, 50);
drawline.setCommand (line);
bp.add(drawline);
drawline.addAtionListener(this);
setBounds(200,200,400,200);
setVisible(true);
g
publi void ationPerformed(AtionEvent e)
f
Graphis g = getGraphis();
obj = (CommandHolder)e.getSoure();
if(obj == drawline)
f
obj.getCommand().Draw(g);
omposite.addDrawing(line);
g
g
publi lass PaintPanel extends JPanel
f
publi void paint(Graphis g)
f
omposite.Draw(g);
g
g
stati publi void main(String argv[℄)
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f
new ClientCommand();
g
g
Shapeomponent.java (Component)
import java.awt.*;
publi abstrat lass Shapeomponent
f
publi void Draw(Graphis g) fg
publi void addDrawing(Shapeomponent draw) fg
publi void removeDrawing(Shapeomponent draw) fg
g
Drawomposite.java (Composite)
import java.awt.*;
import java.util.Vetor;
import java.util.Enumeration;
publi lass Drawomposite extends Shapeomponent
f
private Vetor<Shapeomponent> drawings;
publi Drawomposite()fdrawings = new Vetor<Shapeomponent>();g
publi void addDrawing(Shapeomponent draw)fdrawings.addElement(draw);g
publi void remove(Shapeomponent draw)fdrawings.removeElement(draw);g
publi Enumeration omponents()freturn drawings.elements();g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)
f
Enumeration omponents = omponents();
while (omponents.hasMoreElements())
f
((Shapeomponent)omponents.nextElement()).Draw(g);
g
g
g
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Lineleaf.java (Leaf)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass Lineleaf extends Shapeomponent
f
private int x, y, x1, y1;
publi Lineleaf(int x, int y, int x1, int y1)
f
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.x1 = x1;
this.y1 = y1;
g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)fg.drawLine(x, y, x1, y1);g
g
CommandHolder.java (An interfae Component)
publi interfae CommandHolder
f
publi void setCommand(Shapeomponent omd);
publi Shapeomponent getCommand();
g
InvokeButton.java (Invoker)
import java.awt.*;
import javax.swing.*;
publi lass InvokeButton extends JButton implements CommandHolder
f
private Shapeomponent btnCommand;
publi InvokeButton(String name)
f
super(name);
g
publi void setCommand(Shapeomponent omd) fbtnCommand = omd;g
publi Shapeomponent getCommand() freturn btnCommand;g
g
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Appendix B
COMPOSITE COMBINES BUILDER
Related Patterns
Builder (See Builder Pattern)
Simplify omplex objet reation by dening a lass whose purpose is to build instanes of another
lass.
Classiation type (Creational)
Creational patterns provide exibility for what gets reated, what reates it, how it gets reated and
when[45℄.
Problem Solving Type (Variant Management)
Variant Management patterns treat dierent objets with a ommon purpose in a onsistent manner
by fatoring out their ommonality.
 What objets are being manipulated.
In this example, the Leaf omponents of the Composite pattern are being manipulated. Several dierent
objets are being used by one builder to reate a pre-dened drawing.
 Why they are being manipulated.
In this instane the system an provide aess to ommon graphial strutures.
 What objets will be manipulated through a Combines relationship and how the ombination will
aet the objet.
The Composite and Builder share an interfae and the Builder uses the Leaf omponents of Composite
as a produt. An instane of the Composite objet is passed through the Builder to store the drawing.
Assoiation Type (Combines (Builder))
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The interfae omponents of both Composite and Builder ombine to form a single interfae. The
Composite element of the pattern supplies the olletion objet for the ombined patterns whilst the
Builder element builds objets from the Leaf elements of Composite.
Composite - Builder Relationship
Combines
VariantMan()
Structural : Composite
Participants:
    Component
    Leaf
    Composite
    Client
Varient Management()
Creational : Builder
Participants:
    Builder
    ConcreteBuilder
    Director
    Product
    Client
Figure B.1: Relationship between Composite and Builder
Examples of Generative Design
Senario 1
Analysis
Senario 1 illustrates a simple drawing pakage where pre-dened graphis an be drawn within a frame.
Dierent graphial representations an be added to the drawing area when the builder objet is alled.
Eah graphi item is be added to the omposite objet where it an be used to paint the drawing area.
Design
Use-Case Diagram
The use-ase diagram represents a business proess that denes the ativities that an be applied to
the drawing senario. In this ase, a graphial is built on request and displayed in the drawing area.
Build Object
Call Object
Add to Collection
Client
<<Include>>
Construct Object
<<Include>>
Multiple objects could be
constructed at start-up and
called on request
Figure B.2: Use-Case Diagram - Composite ombines Builder
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Class Diagram
The diagram below shows the lass omponents that ollaborate to form the struture of the Composite
{ Builder drawing senario.
 Shapecomponent
Draw : void
addDrawing : void
removeDrawing : void
buildLine() : void
buildCircle() : void
buildRectangle() : void
getComposite() : void
Rectangleleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Rectangleleaf
Draw : void
Circleleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Circleleaf
Draw : void
Drawcomposite
Drawings : Vector <Shapecomponent>
Drawcomposite
addDrawing : void
removeDrawing : void
components : Enumeration
Draw : void
Lineleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Lineleaf
Draw : void
DrawDirector
Builder : Shapecomponent
Construct : void
DrawHouseConcreteBuilder
buildLine() : void
buildCircle() : void
buildRectangle() : void
composite : Shapecomponent
Client
composite : Shapecomponent
PainPanel
Figure B.3: Class Diagram - Composite ombines Builder
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Sequene Diagram
The interation diagram shows the sequene of events that our between the various omponents that
are utilized in this pattern ombination. When the drawing objet has been built it is added to the
Composite objet.
Client ConcreteBuilder Director
new ConcreteBuilder(Composite)
New Director(ConcreteBuilder)
BuildLine()
Construct()
getComposite()
BuildCircle()
BuildRectangle()
Product
new Line(w,x,y,z)
new Circle(w,x,y,z)
new Rectangle(w,x,y,z)
Composite
Composite.add(Product)
Figure B.4: Sequene Diagram - Composite ombines Builder
Implementation
This example uses the Composite and Builder patterns to demonstrate a simple drawing pakage. The
omponents are hard oded into the ConreteBuilder and ould be in a live appliation. Alternatively,
the omponents ould be reated dynamially and stored for future use.
Partiipants
Client
The Client omponent is a simple GUI used to display the drawn omponents. The lient implements
the Builder whih reates the objet and adds it to the olletion objet.
Shapeomponent
The Shapeomponent lass speies an Abstrat interfae to the omponents of the Composite and
the ConreteBuilder. Shapeomponent denes seven methods that are a ombination of the methods
required by both patterns. The addDrawing( Shapeomponent draw ) and removeDrawing( Shapeomponent draw )
methods are implemented in the Composite lass and the Draw( Graphis g ) method is implemented in all
sub-lasses of the Composite part of the ombined patterns. The remaining methods are implemented
by the Builder part of the ombined patterns.
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Drawomposite
Drawomposite has two funtions; one is to add or remove items from the Colletion objet (the Vetor):
- private Vetor<Shapeomponent> drawings;
and the other is to all bak the items from the olletion (print to the frame)
- (( Shapeomponent )omponents.nextElement()).Draw(g).
In this example items are only added to the olletion
- addDrawing( Shapeomponent draw )fdrawings. addElement( draw )g.
Lineleaf, Cirleleaf, Retangleleaf
Leaf omponents represent the drawing objets that are added to the drawing area when issued with
a ommand to do so. Eah omponent denes its own type of drawing objet, whih is alled in the
Draw method - g.drawLine(x, y, x1, y1).
DrawDiretor
The DrawDiretor alls the reational methods on its builder instane to have the dierent parts of the
graphial objet built.
DrawHouseConreteBuilder
DrawHouseConreteBuilder implements all the methods required to reate the produt - in this ase
the graphial objet.
ClientCommand.java (Client)
import java.awt.*;
import java.awt.event.*;
import javax.swing.*;
publi lass ClientBuilder extends JFrame
f
Shapeomponent omposite = new Drawomposite();
publi ClientBuilder()
f
super("Draw Builder");
JPanel jp = new JPanel();
getContentPane().add(jp);
jp.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
JPanel bp = new JPanel();
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jp.add("South", bp);
PaintPanel p = new PaintPanel();
jp.add("Center", p);
setBounds(200,200,400,400);
setVisible(true);
g
publi lass PaintPanel extends JPanel
f
publi void paint(Graphis g)
f
Shapeomponent omposite = new Drawomposite();
Shapeomponent houseBuilder = new DrawHouseConreteBuilder(omposite);
DrawDiretor draw = new DrawDiretor(houseBuilder);
draw.onstrut();
omposite = houseBuilder.getComposite();
omposite.Draw(g);
g
g
stati publi void main(String argv[℄)
f
new ClientBuilder();
g
g
Shapeomponent.java (Component)
import java.awt.*;
publi abstrat lass Shapeomponent
f
publi void Draw(Graphis g) fg
publi void addDrawing(Shapeomponent draw) fg
publi void removeDrawing(Shapeomponent draw) fg
publi void buildLine() fg
publi void buildCirle() fg
publi void buildRetangle() fg
publi Shapeomponent getComposite() freturn null;g
g
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Drawomposite.java (Composite)
import java.awt.*;
import java.util.Vetor;
import java.util.Enumeration;
publi lass Drawomposite extends Shapeomponent
f
private Vetor<Shapeomponent> drawings;
publi Drawomposite()fdrawings = new Vetor<Shapeomponent>();g
publi void addDrawing(Shapeomponent draw)fdrawings.addElement(draw);g
publi void remove(Shapeomponent draw)fdrawings.removeElement(draw);g
publi Enumeration omponents()freturn drawings.elements();g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)
f
Enumeration omponents = omponents();
while (omponents.hasMoreElements())
f
((Shapeomponent)omponents.nextElement()).Draw(g);
g
g
g//The Leaf omponents of Composite are all very similar. The Retangleleaf will have g.drawRet(x, y, x1, y1);
Lineleaf.java (Leaf)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass Lineleaf extends Shapeomponent
f
private int x, y, x1, y1;
publi Lineleaf(int x, int y, int x1, int y1)
f
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.x1 = x1;
this.y1 = y1;
g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)fg.drawLine(x, y, x1, y1);g
g
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DrawDiretor.java (Diretor)
lass DrawDiretor
f
private Shapeomponent builder;
publi DrawDiretor( Shapeomponent builder ) fthis.builder = builder;g
publi void onstrut()
f
builder.buildLine();
builder.buildCirle();
builder.buildRetangle();
g
g
DrawHouseConreteBuilder.java (ConreteBuilder)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass DrawHouseConreteBuilder extends Shapeomponent
f
Shapeomponent omposite;
publi DrawHouseConreteBuilder(Shapeomponent omposite) fthis.omposite = omposite;g
publi void buildLine()
f
Lineleaf roof1 = new Lineleaf(100, 100, 175, 50);
Lineleaf roof2 = new Lineleaf(175, 50, 250, 100);
omposite.addDrawing(roof1);
omposite.addDrawing(roof2);
g
publi void buildCirle()
publi void buildRetangle()
f
Retangleleaf walls = new Retangleleaf(100, 100, 150, 150);
omposite.addDrawing(walls);
g
publi Shapeomponent getComposite() freturn omposite;g
g
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Appendix C
BUILDER COMBINES COMMAND COMBINES COMPOSITE
The Composite in this example is supplemental to the ombining patterns Builder and Command.
Related Patterns
Command (See Command Pattern)
Composite (See Composite Pattern)
Add behaviour to an appliation or system by enapsulating a request in an objet.
Classiation type (Behavioural)
Behavioural patterns apply responsibility to objets.
Problem Solving Type (Control)
 For what aspets of funtionality is the Command pattern responsible?
The Command pattern deals with the ontrol of exeution, and the seletion of appropriate methods.
 How the Command pattern uses and/or ontrols the funtionality of other patterns.
Adds funtionality to an appliation or system. The Command pattern an take ontrol of spei
aspets of other pattern omponents by oering an alternative to ontrolling behaviour.
 How it will ombine with other patterns to enhane funtionality
Will usually share an interfae. This ould be a ombination of the two interfaes of the ombining
patterns or ould be an interfae that has ommon methods.
Assoiation Type (Combines (Command) Combines (Composite))
The interfae omponents of both Builder and Command ombine to form a single interfae. However,
in addition the interfae from the Composite pattern adds to the ombination. The Composite element
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of the pattern supplies the olletion objet for the ombined patterns. The Command element invokes
funtionality on the Diretor element of Builder, whih supplies the method alls on the Conrete-
Builders. The Leaf omponents of Composite work as ConreteCommands / Produts that are invoked
by a lient that issues a ommand.
Builder - Command - Composite Relationship
Combines
VariantMan()
Structural : Composite
Participants:
    Component
    Leaf
    Composite
    Client
Control()
Behavioural : Command
Participants:
    Command
    ConcreteCommand
    Invoker
    Receiver
    Client
Combines Combines
Varient Management()
Creational : Builder
Participants:
    Builder
    ConcreteBuilder
    Director
    Product
    Client
Figure C.1: Relationship between Builder, Command and Composite
Examples of Generative Design
Senario 1
Analysis
Senario 1 illustrates a simple drawing pakage where lines, squares and irles an be drawn within a
frame. The drawing artefats are reated by the Builder pattern but are not drawn on the frame until
they invoked by the Command pattern. Eah drawing item an be individually added to the drawing
area by the lik of a button, whih issues a ommand to draw the item. Eah drawn item an be
added to the omposite objet where it is used to paint the drawing area.
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Design
Use-Case Diagram
The use-ase diagram represents a business proess that denes the ativities that an be applied to
the drawing senario. In this ase, drawing omponents are reated by the lient and only alled when
an invoke ation is ativated.
Add Objects to
Collection
Execute Command
Client
<<Extends>>
Invoke Command
<<Include>>
Could execute
one of several
commands
Build Drawing
Objects
Figure C.2: Use-Case Diagram - Builder ombines Command ombines Composite
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The diagram below shows the lass omponents that ollaborate to form the struture of the Builder
{ Command { Composite drawing senario. Three dierent buttons are reated that are used to issue
the ommands.
Class Diagram
interface
CommandHolder
getCommand
setCommand
Rectangleleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Rectangleleaf
Draw : void
Circleleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Circleleaf
Draw : void
Drawcomposite
Drawings : Vector <Shapecomponent>
Drawcomposite
addDrawing : void
removeDrawing : void
components : Enumeration
Draw : void
Lineleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Lineleaf
Draw : void
InvokeButton
getCommand
setCommand
Client
comp : Shapecomponent
obj: CommandHolder
draw : InvokeButton
line : Lineleaf
DrawHouseConcreteBuilder
buildLine() : void
buildCircle() : void
buildRectangle() : void
composite : Shapecomponent
DrawDirector
Builder : Shapecomponent
Construct : void
 Shapecomponent
Draw : void
addDrawing : void
removeDrawing : void
Figure C.3: Class Diagram - Composite ombines Command
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Sequene Diagram
The interation diagram shows the sequene of events that our between the various omponents that
are utilized in this pattern ombination. The objets are built and stored in the Composite objet until
they are drawn on demand. It also shows that the Command deouples the invoking objet from the
Produt. When the a button is ativated a ommand is invoked and the omposite objet is alled.
Client ConcreteBuilder Director
new ConcreteBuilder(Composite)
New Director(ConcreteBuilder)
BuildLine()
Construct()
getComposite()
Product
new Line(w,x,y,z)
Composite
Composite.add(line)
Invoke
new Command(this)
setCommand(ConcreteBuilder)
Draw(g)
new Composite()
Figure C.4: Sequene Diagram - Composite ombines Command
Implementation
This example uses the Builder and Command patterns to demonstrate a simple drawing pakage. The
full Composite pattern is used in the senario. The omposite objet holds the drawing objets whilst
the Leaf objets of Composite at as Produt omponents. For the purpose of demonstration the
omponents are hard oded into the lient but in a live appliation the omponents would be reated
dynamially.
Partiipants
Client (Reeiver)
The Client omponent is a simple GUI used to build the drawn omponents. The drawing objets are
reated automatially and added to the olletion objet. The lient implements the Command objets,
whih alls the olletion objet to display the drawing. The reeiver in this ase is the panel on whih
the drawing objets are drawn.
Shapeomponent
The Shapeomponent lass speies an Abstrat interfae to the omponents of the Command, Builder
and Composite. Shapeomponent denes three methods that an be implemented by all sub-lasses.
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The addDrawing( Shapeomponent draw ) and removeDrawing( Shapeomponent draw ) methods are implemented
in the Composite lass and the Draw( Graphis g ) method is implemented in all sub-lasses.
Drawomposite
Drawomposite has two funtions; one is to add or remove items from the Colletion objet (the Vetor):
- private Vetor<Shapeomponent> drawings;
and the other is to all bak the items from the olletion (print to the frame)
- (( Shapeomponent )omponents.nextElement()).Draw(g).
In this example items are only added to the olletion
- addDrawing( Shapeomponent draw )fdrawings. addElement( draw )g.
Lineleaf, Cirleleaf, Retangleleaf (Produt)
Leaf omponents represent the drawing objets that are added to the Composite objet during the
build operation. Eah omponent denes its own type of drawing objet, whih is alled in the Draw
method - g.drawLine(x, y, x1, y1). The Leaf omponents of Composite at as Produt omponents in the
Builder element of the generative pattern.
InvokeButton
The InvokeButton stores the ConreteCommand objet whih is passed to InvokeButton as a parameter
in a setCommand() method. The InvokeButton omponent asks the Command to arry out a request.
CommandHolder
CommandHolder ats as an interfae to one or more omponents that an invoke a ommand. In this
example there is only one Invoke omponent that ativates a button ommand but there ould be others
suh as menu items.
DrawDiretor
The DrawDiretor alls the reational methods on its builder instane to have the dierent parts of the
graphial objet built.
DrawHouseConreteBuilder
DrawHouseConreteBuilder implements all the methods required to reate the produt - in this ase
the graphial objet.
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ClientCommand.java (Client)
import java.awt.*;
import java.awt.event.*;
import javax.swing.*;
publi lass ClientCommand extends JFrame
f
Shapeomponent omposite = new Drawomposite();
CommandHolder obj;
InvokeButton drawhouse;
DrawHouseConreteBuilder houseBuilder = new DrawHouseConreteBuilder(omposite);
DrawDiretor drawHouseDiretor = new DrawDiretor(houseBuilder);
publi ClientCommand()
f
super("Draw Builder - Command");
JPanel jp = new JPanel();
getContentPane().add(jp);
jp.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
JPanel bp = new JPanel();
jp.add("South", bp);
JPanel dp = new JPanel();
jp.add("Center", dp);
drawhouse = new InvokeButton("Draw House");
drawhouse.setCommand (drawHouseDiretor);
drawHouseDiretor.onstrut();
bp.add(drawhouse);
ButtonHandler handler = new ButtonHandler();
drawhouse.addAtionListener(handler);
setBounds(200,200,800,400);
setVisible(true);
g
private lass ButtonHandler implements AtionListener
f
publi void ationPerformed(AtionEvent e)
f
Graphis g = getGraphis();
obj = (CommandHolder)e.getSoure();
if(obj == drawhouse)fomposite.Draw(g);g
g
g
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stati publi void main(String argv[℄)
f
new ClientCommand();
g
g
Shapeomponent.java (Component)
import java.awt.*;
publi abstrat lass Shapeomponent
f
publi void Draw(Graphis g) fg
publi void addDrawing(Shapeomponent draw) fg
publi void removeDrawing(Shapeomponent draw) fg
publi void buildLine() fg
publi void buildCirle() fg
publi void buildRetangle() fg
publi Shapeomponent getComposite() freturn null;g
g
Drawomposite.java (Composite)
import java.awt.*;
import java.util.Vetor;
import java.util.Enumeration;
publi lass Drawomposite extends Shapeomponent
f
private Vetor<Shapeomponent> drawings;
publi Drawomposite()fdrawings = new Vetor<Shapeomponent>();g
publi void addDrawing(Shapeomponent draw)fdrawings.addElement(draw);g
publi void remove(Shapeomponent draw)fdrawings.removeElement(draw);g
publi Enumeration omponents()freturn drawings.elements();g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)
f
Enumeration omponents = omponents();
while (omponents.hasMoreElements())
f
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((Shapeomponent)omponents.nextElement()).Draw(g);
g
g
g
The Leaf omponents of Composite are all very similar. The Retangleleaf will have g.drawRet(x, y, x1, y1);
Lineleaf.java (Leaf)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass Lineleaf extends Shapeomponent
f
private int x, y, x1, y1;
publi Lineleaf(int x, int y, int x1, int y1)
f
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.x1 = x1;
this.y1 = y1;
g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)fg.drawLine(x, y, x1, y1);g
g
CommandHolder.java (An interfae Component)
publi interfae CommandHolder
f
publi void setCommand(Shapeomponent omd);
publi Shapeomponent getCommand();
g
InvokeButton.java (Invoker)
import java.awt.*;
import javax.swing.*;
publi lass InvokeButton extends JButton implements CommandHolder
f
private Shapeomponent btnCommand;
publi InvokeButton(String name)
f
super(name);
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g
publi void setCommand(Shapeomponent omd)
f
btnCommand = omd;
g
publi Shapeomponent getCommand()
f
return btnCommand;
g
g
DrawDiretor.java (Diretor)
lass DrawDiretor
f
private Shapeomponent builder;
publi DrawDiretor( Shapeomponent builder )
f
this.builder = builder;
g
publi void onstrut()
f
builder.buildLine();
builder.buildCirle();
builder.buildRetangle();
g
g
DrawHouseConreteBuilder.java (ConreteBuilder)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass DrawHouseConreteBuilder extends Shapeomponent
f
Shapeomponent omposite;
publi DrawHouseConreteBuilder(Shapeomponent omposite)
f
this.omposite = omposite;
g
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publi void buildLine()
f
Lineleaf roof1 = new Lineleaf(100, 100, 175, 50);
Lineleaf roof2 = new Lineleaf(175, 50, 250, 100);
omposite.addDrawing(roof1);
omposite.addDrawing(roof2);
g
publi void buildCirle()
publi void buildRetangle()
f
Retangleleaf walls = new Retangleleaf(100, 100, 150, 150);
omposite.addDrawing(walls);
g
publi Shapeomponent getComposite()
f
return omposite;
g
g
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Appendix D
BUILDER USES COMMAND
Related Patterns
Command (See Command Pattern)
Add behaviour to an appliation or system by enapsulating a request in an objet.
Classiation type (Behavioural)
Behavioural patterns apply responsibility to objets.
Problem Solving Type (Control)
 For what aspets of funtionality is the Command pattern responsible?
The Command pattern deals with the ontrol of exeution, and the seletion of appropriate methods.
 How the Command pattern uses and/or ontrols the funtionality of other patterns.
Adds funtionality to an appliation or system. The Command pattern an take ontrol of spei
aspets of other pattern omponents by oering an alternative to ontrolling behaviour.
 How it will ombine with other patterns to enhane funtionality.
Will usually share an interfae. This ould be a ombination of the two interfaes of the ombining
patterns or ould be an interfae that has ommon methods.
Assoiation Type (Uses (Command))
The Builder pattern is not using the whole of the Command pattern, it is only using the Invoke
omponent of Command. The build operation of the Builder pattern has a strong inuene over the
funtionality of the ombined patterns and as suh there is little need for muh of the Command
omponents. As suh, the Invoke operation works on the Diretor from the Builder pattern and not a
ConreteCommand from the Command pattern.
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Uses
Varient Management()
Creational : Builder
Participants:
    Builder
    ConcreteBuilder
    Director
    Product
    Client
Control()
Behavioural : Command
Participants:
    Invoker
Figure D.1: Relationship between Builder and Command
Builder - Command Relationship
Examples of Generative Design
Senario 1
Analysis
Senario 1 illustrates a simple operation where partiular styles of oee an be seleted. Eah style of
oee is seleted at the push of a button, whih is intended to simulate the seletion proess that an
be seen on modern ash registers.
Design
Use-Case Diagram
The use-ase diagram represents a business proess that denes the ativities that an be applied to
the drinks seletion senario. In this ase, drinks are seleted by the lient at the touh of a button,
whih is ontained in the invoke objet.
Execute Director
Client
<<Include>>
Invoke Command
<<Include>>
Could execute
one of several
commands
Build Drink Type
Figure D.2: Use-Case Diagram - Builder uses Command
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Class Diagram
The diagram below shows the lass omponents that ollaborate to form the struture of the Builder
uses Command oee shop senario. Three dierent buttons are reated that are used to issue the
ommands.
interface
CommandHolder
getCommand
setCommand
InvokeCommand
getCommand
setCommand
CoffeeDirector
coffeeBuilder : CoffeeBuilder
constructCoffee : void
CoffeeBuilder
BuildCoffee
BuildMilk
BuildTopping
BuildSprinkle
BuildPrice
LatteConcreteBuilder
BuildCoffee: void
BuildMilk: void
BuildTopping: void
BuildSprinkle: void
BuildPrice: void
Client
obj: CommandHolder
latte: InvokeCommand
latteBuilder: LatteConcreteBuilder
latteDirector: CoffeeDirector
latteProduct: CoffeeProduct
CoffeeProduct
coffee: String
milk: String
topping: String
sprinkle: String
price: int
Figure D.3: Class Diagram - Builder uses Command
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Sequene Diagram
The interation diagram shows the sequene of events that our between the various omponents that
are utilized in this pattern ombination. The objets are built and stored in the Composite objet until
they are drawn on demand. It also shows that the Command deouples the invoking objet from the
Produt. When the a button is ativated a ommand is invoked and the omposite objet is alled.
Client ConcreteBuilder Director
new ConcreteBuilder()
New Director(ConcreteBuilder)
construct()
setCommand(Director)
getProduct()
Product
Build()
Invoke
setProduct()
Figure D.4: Sequene Diagram - Builder uses Command
Implementation
This example uses the Builder and Command patterns to demonstrate a simple drink seletion pakage.
The Client reates a ConreteBuilder and Diretor and uses the buttons of the Invoke ommand to
selet a given type of oee. The Invoke buttons all the onstrut method of the Diretor, whih issues
the ation to build the drinks.
Partiipants
Client
The Client omponent is a simple GUI used to implement the Invoke ommands. Drinks are built and
displayed when a button is seleted.
CoeeBuilder
The CoeeBuilder lass speies an Abstrat interfae to the omponents of the ConreteBuilder.
CoeeBuilder denes ve methods that an be implemented by all CoeeBuilder sub-lasses.
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CommandHolder
CommandHolder ats as an interfae to one or more omponents that an invoke a ommand. In this
example there is only one Invoke omponent that ativates a button ommand but there ould be others
suh as menu items.
InvokeButton
The InvokeButton stores the Diretor objet whih is passed to InvokeButton as a parameter in a
setCommand() method. the InvokeButton omponent returns a CoeeBuilder on request.
CoeeDiretor
The CoeeDiretor alls the reational methods on its builder instane to have the dierent parts of
the graphial objet built.
LatteConreteBuilder
LatteConreteBuilder implements all the methods required to reate the produt - in this ase the a
representation of the sale of a drink.
Produt
A produt is reated from the speied methods that are alled to reate partiular drink. The produt
is alled by the lient and shown in the display area of the lient.
CoeeClient.java (Client)
import java.awt.*;
import java.awt.event.*;
import javax.swing.*;
publi lass CoeeClient extends JFrame
f
CoeeCommand obj;
InvokeCommand latte;
LatteConreteBuilder latteBuilder = new LatteConreteBuilder();
CoeeDiretor latteDiretor = new CoeeDiretor(latteBuilder);
CoeeProdut latteProdut = new CoeeProdut();
proteted JTextArea textArea = new JTextArea(20,60);
private nal stati String newline = "nn";
JSrollPane srollPane = new JSrollPane(textArea);
publi CoeeClient()
f
super("Builder Command Coee House");
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JPanel jp = new JPanel();
getContentPane().add(jp);
jp.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
JPanel bp = new JPanel();
jp.add("South", bp);
JPanel dp = new JPanel();
jp.add("Center", dp);
dp.add(srollPane);
latte = new InvokeCommand("Latte");
latte.setCommand (latteDiretor);
latteProdut = latteBuilder.getCoeeProdut();
bp.add(latte);
ButtonHandler handler = new ButtonHandler();
latte.addAtionListener(handler);
setBounds(200,200,800,400);
setVisible(true);
g
private lass ButtonHandler implements AtionListener
f
publi void ationPerformed(AtionEvent e)
f
obj = (CoeeCommand)e.getSoure();
if(obj == latte)
f
latteDiretor.onstrutCoee();
textArea.append(latteProdut.getCoee() + newline);
textArea.append(latteProdut.getMilk() + newline);
textArea.append(latteProdut.getTopping() + newline);
textArea.append(latteProdut.getSprinkle() + newline);
textArea.append("" + latteProdut.getPrie() + newline);
textArea.append(newline);
g
g
g
stati publi void main(String argv[℄)
f
new CoeeClient();
g
g
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CoeeBuilder.java (Builder)
publi abstrat lass CoeeBuilder
f
publi void buildCoee()
publi void buildMilk()
publi void buildTopping()
publi void buildSprinkle()
publi void buildPrie()
g
CommandHolder.java (An interfae Component)
publi interfae CommandHolder
f
publi void setCommand(CoeeBuilder omd);
publi CoeeBuilder getCommand();
g
InvokeCommand.java (Invoker)
import javax.swing.*;
publi lass InvokeCommand extends JButton implements CommandHolder
f
private CoeeBuilder btnCommand;
publi InvokeButton(String name)
f
super(name);
g
publi void setCommand(CoeeBuilder omd)
f
btnCommand = omd;
g
publi CoeeBuilder getCommand()
f
return btnCommand;
g
g
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CoeeDiretor.java (Diretor)
lass CoeeDiretor
f
private CoeeBuilder builder;
publi CoeeDiretor( CoeeBuilder builder )
f
this.builder = builder;
g
publi void onstrutCoee()
f
builder.buildPrie();
builder.buildCoee();
builder.buildMilk();
builder.buildTopping();
builder.buildSprinkle();
g
g
LatteConreteBuilder.java (ConreteBuilder)
publi lass LatteConreteBuilder extends CoeeBuilder
f
proteted CoeeProdut oeeProdut = new CoeeProdut();
publi LatteConreteBuilder()
publi void buildCoee()
f
oeeProdut.setCoee("Latte");
g
publi void buildMilk()
f
oeeProdut.setMilk("Steamed Milk");
g
publi void buildTopping()
f
oeeProdut.setTopping("");
g
publi void buildSprinkle()
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f
oeeProdut.setSprinkle("Vanilla");
g
publi void buildPrie()
f
oeeProdut.setPrie(200);
g
publi CoeeProdut getCoeeProdut()
f
return oeeProdut;
g
g
publi lass CoeeProdut
f
private String oee = "";
private String milk = "";
private String topping = "";
private String sprinkle = "";
private int prie = 0;
publi CoeeProdut() fg
publi void setCoee(String oee) fthis.oee = oee;g
publi void setMilk(String milk) fthis.milk = milk;g
publi void setTopping(String topping) fthis.topping = topping;g
publi void setSprinkle(String sprinkle) fthis.sprinkle = sprinkle;g
publi void setPrie(int prie) fthis.prie = prie;g
publi String getCoee() freturn oee;g
publi String getMilk() freturn milk;g
publi String getTopping() freturn topping;g
publi String getSprinkle() freturn sprinkle;g
publi int getPrie() freturn prie;g
g
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Appendix E
RELATIONSHIP TREES
E.0.1 Strutural
State HandlingVariantManagement Decoupling
FlyweightComposite
Structural
Facade Bridge Proxy Adapter Decorator
Figure E.1: Strutural Hierarhy
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E.0.2 Creational
Variant
Management State Handling
Creational
Abstract
Factory Builder
Factory
Method Prototype Singleton
Figure E.2: Creational Hierarhy
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E.0.3 Behavioural
Strategy MementoVisitor
Behavioural
State HandlingControl VariantManagement Decoupling Virtual Machines
Mediator Iterator
InterpreterTemplateMethod
ObserverCh of RespState Command
Figure E.3: Behavioural Hierarhy
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Appendix F
PATTERN SOURCE CODE AND SCENARIOS
F.1 Soure Code { Senario 1
DrawPanel.java (Client)
import java.awt.*;
import javax.swing.*;
lass DrawPanel extends JPanel
f
proteted stati Shapeomponent omposite1 = new Drawomposite();
proteted stati Shapeomponent omposite2 = new Drawomposite();
proteted stati Shapeomponent omposite3 = new Drawomposite();
proteted stati Shapeomponent olour1 = new Colourdeorator(Color.BLUE);
proteted stati Shapeomponent olour2 = new Colourdeorator(Color.RED);
proteted stati Shapeomponent olour3 = new Colourdeorator(Color.YELLOW);
proteted stati Shapeomponent style1 = new Linestyledeorator(8);
proteted stati Shapeomponent style2 = new Linestyledeorator(4);
proteted stati Shapeomponent leaf1 = new Lineleaf(10, 10, 20, 20);
proteted stati Shapeomponent leaf2 = new Retangleleaf(20, 20, 40, 40);
proteted stati Shapeomponent leaf3 = new Cirleleaf(50, 40, 20, 20);
publi void paintComponent(Graphis g)
f
omposite1.addDrawing(olour1);
omposite1.addDrawing(style2);
omposite1.addDrawing(leaf1);
omposite2.addDrawing(omposite1);
omposite2.addDrawing(olour2);
omposite2.addDrawing(style1);
omposite2.addDrawing(leaf2);
omposite3.addDrawing(omposite2);
omposite3.addDrawing(olour3);
omposite3.addDrawing(leaf3);
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omposite3.Draw(g);
g
g
Shapeomponent.java (Component)
import java.awt.*;
publi abstrat lass Shapeomponent
f
publi void Draw(Graphis g) fg
publi void addDrawing(Shapeomponent draw) fg
publi void removeDrawing(Shapeomponent draw) fg
g
Drawomposite.java (Composite)
import java.awt.*;
import java.util.Vetor;
import java.util.Enumeration;
publi lass Drawomposite extends Shapeomponent
f
private Vetor<Shapeomponent> drawings;
publi Drawomposite()fdrawings = new Vetor<Shapeomponent>();g
publi void addDrawing(Shapeomponent draw)fdrawings.addElement(draw);g
publi void remove(Shapeomponent draw)fdrawings.removeElement(draw);g
publi Enumeration omponents()freturn drawings.elements();g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)
f
Enumeration omponents = omponents();
while (omponents.hasMoreElements())
f
((Shapeomponent)omponents.nextElement()).Draw(g);
g
g
g
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Lineleaf.java (Leaf)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass Lineleaf extends Shapeomponent
f
private int x, y, x1, y1;
publi Lineleaf(int x, int y, int x1, int y1)
f
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.x1 = x1;
this.y1 = y1;
g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)fg.drawLine(x, y, x1, y1);g
g
Cirleleaf.java (Leaf)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass Cirleleaf extends Shapeomponent
f
private int x, y, x1, y1;
publi Cirleleaf(int x, int y, int x1, int y1)
f
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.x1 = x1;
this.y1 = y1;
g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)fg.drawOval(x, y, x1, y1);g
g
Retangleleaf.java (Leaf)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass Retangleleaf extends Shapeomponent
f
private int x, y, x1, y1;
publi Retangleleaf(int x, int y, int x1, int y1)
f
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this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.x1 = x1;
this.y1 = y1;
g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)fg.drawRet(x, y, x1, y1);g
g
Drawdeorator.java (Deorator)
import java.awt.*;
publi abstrat lass Drawdeorator extends Shapeomponent
f
publi Drawdeorator()fg
publi void Draw(Graphis g) fg
g
Colourdeorator.java (onreteDeorator)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass Colourdeorator extends Drawdeorator
f
private Color olour;
publi Colourdeorator(Color olour)fthis.olour = olour;g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)fg.setColor(olour);g
g
Linestyledeorator.java (onreteDeorator)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass Linestyledeorator extends Drawdeorator
f
private int width;
publi Linestyledeorator(int width)fthis.width = width;g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)
f
Graphis2D g2=(Graphis2D)g;
g2.setStroke(new BasiStroke(width));
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g
g
F.2 Senario 2
Senario two is very similar to senario one. The dierene in the two patterns is in how the Composite
and Deorator lass has been ombined into a single lass in senario two.
Analysis
Senario 2 illustrates a simple drawing pakage where lines, squares and irles an be drawn within a
frame. Eah drawing item an be individually deorated or a group of drawing items an be deorated.
Eah individual item and or groups of items an be olleted into a omposite objet.
Design
Use-Case Diagram
The use-ase diagram represents a business proess that denes the ativities that an be applied to
the drawing senario. In this ase, drawing omponents an be reated, deorated and displayed.
Create
Drawing
Objects
Add Objects to
Collection
Set Decoration
Object
Print Collection
Client
Compose
Objects
<<Extends>>
<<Extends>>
Figure F.1: Use-Case Diagram - Composite ombines Deorator
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The diagram below shows the lass omponents that ollaborate to form the struture of the Composite
{ Deorator drawing senario. Three dierent drawing omponents an be reated and an be deorated
with olour and or line sizes an be applied (thikness of lines).
Class Diagram
Client
comp : Shapecomponent
colour: Shapecomponent
size : Shapecomponent
paintComponent : void
 Shapecomponent
Draw : void
addDrawing : void
removeDrawing : void
Rectangleleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Rectangleleaf
Draw : void
Circleleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Circleleaf
Draw : void
Lineleaf
x : int
y : int
x1 : int
y1 : int
Lineleaf
Draw : void
CompositeDecorator
Drawings : Vector <Shapecomponent>
Drawcomposite
addDrawing : void
removeDrawing : void
components : Enumeration
Draw : void
Colourdecorator
C : Color
Colourdecorator
Draw : void
Sizedecorator
S : setSize
Sizedecorator
Draw : void
Figure F.2: Class Diagram - Composite ombines Deorator
Implementation
This example uses the Composite and Deorator patterns to demonstrate a simple drawing pakage.
For the purpose of demonstration the omponents are hard oded into the lient but in a live appliation
the omponents would be reated dynamially.
Partiipants
Client
The Client omponent is a simple driver used to reate the drawn omponents. The lient reates the
omponent and deoration objets and adds them to the olletion objet.
Shapeomponent
The Shapeomponent lass speies an Abstrat interfae to the main omponents of the Composite
and Deorator. In this respet Shapeomponent is something of a Faade. Shapeomponent denes
three methods that an be implemented by all sub-lasses. The addDrawing( Shapeomponent draw ) and
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removeDrawing( Shapeomponent draw ) methods are implemented in the Composite lass and the Draw( Graphis
g ) method is implemented in all sub-lasses.
CompositeDeorator
CompositeDeorator has two funtions; one is to add or remove items from the Colletion objet (the
Vetor) - private Vetor<Shapeomponent> drawings; and the other is to all bak the items from the olletion
(print to the frame) - (( Shapeomponent )omponents.nextElement()).Draw(g).
In this example items are only added to the olletion - addDrawing( Shapeomponent draw )fdrawings. addEle-
ment( draw )g.
Additionally, CompositeDeorator is the parent lass to the onreteDeorator omponents.
Lineleaf, Cirleleaf, Retangleleaf
Leaf omponents represent the drawing objets that are added to the omposite olletion. Eah
omponent denes its own type of drawing objet, whih is alled in the Draw method - g.drawLine(x, y,
x1, y1).
Colourdeorator, Linestyledeorator
The deoration objets that are used to set the deoration for the drawn omponents. Eah omponent
denes its own type of deoration, whih is alled in the Draw method - g.setColor(olour). Beause they
are Shapeomponents, deoration is added to the omposite olletion as an objet.
DrawPanel.java (Client)
import java.awt.*;
import javax.swing.*;
lass DrawPanel extends JPanel
f
proteted stati Shapeomponent omposite1 = new Drawomposite();
proteted stati Shapeomponent omposite2 = new Drawomposite();
proteted stati Shapeomponent omposite3 = new Drawomposite();
proteted stati Shapeomponent olour1 = new Colourdeorator(Color.BLUE);
proteted stati Shapeomponent olour2 = new Colourdeorator(Color.RED);
proteted stati Shapeomponent olour3 = new Colourdeorator(Color.YELLOW);
proteted stati Shapeomponent style1 = new Linestyledeorator(8);
proteted stati Shapeomponent style2 = new Linestyledeorator(4);
proteted stati Shapeomponent leaf1 = new Lineleaf(10, 10, 20, 20);
proteted stati Shapeomponent leaf2 = new Retangleleaf(20, 20, 40, 40);
proteted stati Shapeomponent leaf3 = new Cirleleaf(50, 40, 20, 20);
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publi void paintComponent(Graphis g)
f
omposite1.addDrawing(olour1);
omposite1.addDrawing(style2);
omposite1.addDrawing(leaf1);
omposite2.addDrawing(omposite1);
omposite2.addDrawing(olour2);
omposite2.addDrawing(style1);
omposite2.addDrawing(leaf2);
omposite3.addDrawing(omposite2);
omposite3.addDrawing(olour3);
omposite3.addDrawing(leaf3);
omposite3.Draw(g);
g
g
Shapeomponent.java (Component)
import java.awt.*;
publi abstrat lass Shapeomponent
f
publi void Draw(Graphis g) fg
publi void addDrawing(Shapeomponent draw) fg
publi void removeDrawing(Shapeomponent draw) fg
g
CompositeDeorator.java (Composite/Deorator)
import java.awt.*;
import java.util.Vetor;
import java.util.Enumeration;
publi lass CompositeDeorator extends Shapeomponent
f
private Vetor<Shapeomponent> drawings;
publi Drawomposite()fdrawings = new Vetor<Shapeomponent>();g
publi void addDrawing(Shapeomponent draw)fdrawings.addElement(draw);g
publi void remove(Shapeomponent draw)fdrawings.removeElement(draw);g
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publi Enumeration omponents()freturn drawings.elements();g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)
f
Enumeration omponents = omponents();
while (omponents.hasMoreElements())
f
((Shapeomponent)omponents.nextElement()).Draw(g);
g
g
g
Lineleaf.java (Leaf)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass Lineleaf extends Shapeomponent
f
private int x, y, x1, y1;
publi Lineleaf(int x, int y, int x1, int y1)
f
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.x1 = x1;
this.y1 = y1;
g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)fg.drawLine(x, y, x1, y1);g
g
Cirleleaf.java (Leaf)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass Cirleleaf extends Shapeomponent
f
private int x, y, x1, y1;
publi Cirleleaf(int x, int y, int x1, int y1)
f
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
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this.x1 = x1;
this.y1 = y1;
g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)fg.drawOval(x, y, x1, y1);g
g
Retangleleaf.java (Leaf)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass Retangleleaf extends Shapeomponent
f
private int x, y, x1, y1;
publi Retangleleaf(int x, int y, int x1, int y1)
f
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.x1 = x1;
this.y1 = y1;
g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)fg.drawRet(x, y, x1, y1);g
g
Colourdeorator.java (onreteDeorator)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass Colourdeorator extends CompositeDeorator
f
private Color olour;
publi Colourdeorator(Color olour)fthis.olour = olour;g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)fg.setColor(olour);g
g
Linestyledeorator.java (onreteDeorator)
import java.awt.*;
publi lass Linestyledeorator extends CompositeDeorator
f
private int width;
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publi Linestyledeorator(int width)fthis.width = width;g
publi void Draw(Graphis g)
f
Graphis2D g2=(Graphis2D)g;
g2.setStroke(new BasiStroke(width));
g
g
F.3 Senario 3, based on Ekel[39℄
Analysis
Senario 3 illustrates a simple oee shop where drinks an be ordered to a partiular taste. The basi
drink ontained within a small, medium or large mug an be deorated with partiular types of oee,
milk and additives. The ost of individual drinks is omposed and via the deorator objets and stored
in the omposite objet. The omposite objet will display a total sale and the total sales for the day.
Design
Use-Case Diagram
The use-ase diagram represents a business proess that denes the ativities that an be applied to the
oee shop senario. In this ase, basi drinks an be reated and extended (deorated) with spei
ingredients.
Select Size Select Coffee
Display Sales
Total
Display All
Sales Total
Client
Select
Additions
<<Extends>><<Includes>>
Total Stored
in Composite
Contained in
Decorator
Components
Figure F.3: Use-Case Diagram - Composite ombines Deorator
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The diagram below shows the lass omponents that ollaborate to form the struture of the Com-
posite { Deorator oee shop senario. The size of mug an be seleted and deorated with required
ingredients.
Class Diagram
Small
getDescription : String
getTotalCost : double
Large
getDescription : String
getTotalCost : double
Medium
getDescription : String
getTotalCost : double
SteamedMilk
cost : double
description : String
SteamedMilk
getTotalCost : double
getDescription : String
WhippedCream
cost : double
description : String
WhippedCream
getTotalCost : double
getDescription : String
ChocolateSprinkle
cost : double
description : String
ChocolateSprinkle
getTotalCost : double
getDescription : String
Espresso
cost : double
description : String
Espresso
getTotalCost : double
getDescription : String
FoamedMilk
cost : double
description : String
FoamedMilk
getTotalCost : double
getDescription : String
DrinkComposite
DrinkComposite
add : void
remove : void
getTotalCost : double
cost : ArrayList
item: DrinkComponent
DrinkDecorator
component : DrinkComponent
DrinkDecorator
getDescription : String
getTotalCost : double
CafeClient
decorator : DrinkComponent
composite : DrinkComponent
main : void
DrinkComponent
getDescription : String
getTotalCost : double
add : void
remove : void
Figure F.4: Class Diagram - Composite ombines Deorator
Implementation
This example uses the Composite and Deorator patterns to demonstrate a simple drinks maker. For
the purpose of the demonstration the omponents are hard oded into the lient but in a live appliation
the omponents would be reated dynamially.
Partiipants
Client
The Client omponent is a simple driver used to reate the drinks omponents. The lient reates
the drinks as a deoration objet. Eah omponent of the deoration objet is aessed through the
DrinkComponent abstrat interfae. The lient reates the omposite omponent, whih is used to
store the deorator objets.
DrinkComponent
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The DrinkComponent lass speies an abstrat interfae to the Abstrat lass DrinkDeorator and
Leaf omponents of the Deorator. DrinkComponent denes two methods that are implemented by
all deorator sub-lasses. The getTotalCost() and getDesription(). DrinkComponent also speies two
other methods add(DrinkComponent item) and remove(DrinkComponent item), whih are implemented by the
Composite objet.
DrinkDeorator
DrinkDeorator speies an Abstrat interfae whose methods are implemented in the Deorator sub-
lasses. The getTotalCost() and getDesription() methods are delared abstrat in the Deorator lass as
they have no required return value of their own.
SteamedMilk, WhippedCream, ChoolateSprinkle, Espresso, FoamedMilk
Eah omponent denes a spei type of deoration. getTotalCost() returns the ost of the deoration
and getDesription() returns a name for the deoration. The onstrutor of eah deoration objet takes
as a parameter a DrinkComponent, whih an be another deoration objet or a Leaf objet of the
Deorator. A drink is built up as a omposed objet, with the objet being losed o by a Leaf node
that takes no parameters.
Small, Medium, Large
These omponents are Leaf omponents to the Deorator (DrinkDeorator), whih in this example is the
dominant pattern of the ombination. The Leaf omponent represents an end node of the omposed
objet. As suh the omponent does not take a parameter in its onstrutor. Like the Deoration
omponents, eah method in the Leaf returns a value relative to its purpose.
DrinkComposite
DrinkComposite has two funtions; one is to add or remove items from the Colletion objet (the
ArrayList):
- private ArrayList ost = new ArrayList();
and the other is to all bak the items from the olletion:
- DrinkComponent item = (DrinkComponent)items.next();
- total += item.getTotalCost();
It is in eet only a storage area for DrinkComponents.
CafeClient.java (Client)
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publi lass CafeClient
f
private DrinkComponent appuino;
private DrinkComponent moha;
private DrinkComponent latte;
private DrinkComponent java;
private DrinkComponent sale1 = new DrinkComposite();
private DrinkComponent sale2 = new DrinkComposite();
private DrinkComponent total = new DrinkComposite();
publi stati void main(String[℄ args)
f
new CafeClient();
g
publi CafeClient()
f
Sale1();
Sale2();
Total();
g
publi void Sale1()
f
appuino = new Espresso(new FoamedMilk(new Small()));
System.out.println(appuino.getDesription().trim() + ": GBP " + appuino.getTotalCost());
sale1.add(appuino);
moha = new Espresso(new SteamedMilk(new ChoolateSprinkle(new WhippedCream(new Medium()))));
System.out.println(moha.getDesription().trim() + ": GBP " + moha.getTotalCost());
sale1.add(moha);
System.out.println("Sale 1 Sub Total = " + sale1.getTotalCost());
g
publi void Sale2()
f
latte = new Espresso(new SteamedMilk(new Medium()));
System.out.println(latte.getDesription().trim() + ": GBP " + latte.getTotalCost());
sale2.add(latte);
java = new Espresso(new FoamedMilk(new ChoolateSprinkle(new WhippedCream(new Large()))));
System.out.println(java.getDesription().trim() + ": GBP " + java.getTotalCost());
sale2.add(java);
System.out.println("Sale 2 Sub Total = " + sale2.getTotalCost());
g
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publi void Total()
f
total.add(sale1);
total.add(sale2);
System.out.println("All Sales Sub Total" + total.getTotalCost());
g
g
DrinkComponent.java (Component)
publi abstrat lass DrinkComponent
f
publi String getDesription() freturn "";g
publi oat getTotalCost() freturn 0.0;g
publi void add(DrinkComponent item) fg
publi void remove(DrinkComponent item) fg
g
DrinkDeorator.java (Deorator)
abstrat lass DrinkDeorator extends DrinkComponent
f
proteted DrinkComponent omponent;
DrinkDeorator(DrinkComponent omponent)
f
this.omponent = omponent;
g
publi abstrat double getTotalCost();
publi abstrat String getDesription();
g
Espresso.java (ConreteDeorator)
lass Espresso extends DrinkDeorator
f
private oat ost = 2.75;
private String desription = " Espresso";
publi Espresso(DrinkComponent omponent)
f
super(omponent);
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g
publi oat getTotalCost()
f
return omponent.getTotalCost() + ost;
g
publi String getDesription()
f
return omponent.getDesription() + desription;
g
g
FoamedMilk.java (ConreteDeorator)
lass FoamedMilk extends DrinkDeorator
f
private oat ost = 0.25;
private String desription = " Foamed Milk";
publi FoamedMilk(DrinkComponent omponent)
f
super(omponent);
g
publi oat getTotalCost()
f
return omponent.getTotalCost() + ost;
g
publi String getDesription()
f
return omponent.getDesription() + desription;
g
g
SteamedMilk.java (ConreteDeorator)
lass SteamedMilk extends DrinkDeorator
f
private oat ost = 0.25;
private String desription = " Steamed Milk";
publi SteamedMilk(DrinkComponent omponent)
f
super(omponent);
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g
publi oat getTotalCost()
f
return omponent.getTotalCost() + ost;
g
publi String getDesription()
f
return omponent.getDesription() + desription;
g
g
WhippedCream.java (ConreteDeorator)
lass WhippedCream extends DrinkDeorator
f
private oat ost = 0.25;
private String desription = " Whipped Cream";
publi WhippedCream(DrinkComponent omponent)
f
super(omponent);
g
publi oat getTotalCost()
f
return omponent.getTotalCost() + ost;
g
publi String getDesription()
f
return omponent.getDesription() + desription;
g
g
ChoolateSprinkle.java (ConreteDeorator)
lass ChoolateSprinkle extends DrinkDeorator
f
private oat ost = 0.25;
private String desription = " Choolate Sprinkle";
publi ChoolateSprinkle(DrinkComponent omponent)
f
super(omponent);
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g
publi oat getTotalCost()
f
return omponent.getTotalCost() + ost;
g
publi String getDesription()
f
return omponent.getDesription() + desription;
g
g
Small.java (Leaf)
lass Small extends DrinkComponent
f
publi String getDesription()
f
return "Small Mug";
g
publi oat getTotalCost()
f
return 0.5;
g
g
Medium.java (Leaf)
lass Medium extends DrinkComponent
f
publi String getDesription()
f
return "Medium Mug";
g
publi oat getTotalCost()
f
return 0.75;
g
g
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Large.java (Leaf)
lass Large extends DrinkComponent
f
publi String getDesription()
f
return "Large Mug";
g
publi oat getTotalCost()
f
return 1.0;
g
g
DrinkComposite.java (Composite)
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.Iterator;
lass DrinkComposite
f
private ArrayList ost = new ArrayList();
private DrinkComponent item;
publi DrinkComposite() fg
publi void add(DrinkComponent element)fost.add(element);g
publi void remove(DrinkComponent element)fost.remove(element);g
publi oat getTotalCost()
f
double total = 0;
Iterator items = ost.iterator();
while(items.hasNext())
f
item = (DrinkComponent)items.next();
total += item.getTotalCost();
g
return total;
g
g
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Appendix G
SOFTWARE METRIC SUITE
The metris desribed below are the suite of metris ontained in the Together Arhitet[16℄ modelling
tool that was used for design omponents seen in the generative patterns. The desriptions below are
those ontained in the help le of the tool.
G.1 Basi[16℄
 Class Interfae Width (CIW) CIW is dened as the number of members of the lass that
belong to the interfae of the lass. The members that belongs to the interfae of the lass are
the publi, non-inherited methods and data members of a lass.
 Lines Of Code (LOC) LOC is the number of lines of ode in a namespae, lassier or method,
inluding omments and white-lines.
 Number Of Attributes (NOA) Counts the number of attributes. Inherited attributes may be
ounted optionally. If a lass has a high number of attributes, it may be wise to onsider whether
it would be appropriate to divide it into sublasses.
 Number Of Classes (NOC) NOC ounts the number of lasses.
 Number Of Construtors (NOCON) Counts the number of onstrutors. You an speify
whether to ount all onstrutors or only publi, or proteted, and so on.
 Number Of Import Statements (NOIS) Counts the number of imported pakages /lasses.
This measure an highlight exessive importing and an also be used as a measure of oupling.
 Number Of Members (NOM) Counts the number of members, i.e. attributes and operations.
Inherited members an optionally be inluded in the total. If a lass has a high number of
members, it might be wise to onsider whether it would be appropriate to divide it into sublasses.
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 Number Of Operations (NOO) NOO ounts the number of operations. Inherited operations
may be ounted optionally. If a lass has a high number of operations, it may be wise to onsider
whether it would be appropriate to divide it into sublasses.
 Number Of Parameters (NOP) NOP is the number of parameters that build the signature
of a method.
 Number Of Publi Attributes (NOPA) NOPA is dened as the number of non-inherited
attributes that belong to the interfae of a lass.
 Number of Aessor Methods (NAM) NAM is dened as the number of the non-inherited
aessor methods (properties) delared in the interfae of a lass. To nd aessor methods, NAM
relies on the name onventions.
 Pakage Interfae Size (PIS) PIS is the number of lasses in a pakage that are used from
outside the pakage . A lass uses a namespae if it alls methods, aesses attributes or extends
a lass delared in that namespae.
 Pakage Size (PS) PS is the number of lasses whih are dened in the measured pakage .
Inner lasses are not ounted.
G.2 Cohesion[16℄
 Aess of Loal Data (ALD) ALD ounts the number of the data aessed in the given method,
whih is loal to the lass where the method is dened. Inherited data should be ounted too.
 Class Loality (CL) CL is omputed as the relative number of dependenies that a lass has in
its own pakage. In order to ompute the metri the CBO value is divided by the total number
of lasses on whih the measured lass depends on. Inner lasses should not be ounted.
 Lak of Cohesion of Methods 1 (LCOM1) Takes eah pair of methods in the lass and
determines the set of elds they eah aess. If they have disjoint sets of eld aesses, inrease
the ount P by one. If they share at least one eld aess, then inrease Q by one. After
onsidering eah pair of methods:
RESULT = (P > Q) ? (P - Q) : 0
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A low value indiates high oupling between methods, whih indiates a high testing eort beause
many methods an aet the same attributes and potentially has low reusability. The denition
of this metri was provided by Chidamber and Kemerer[21℄.
 Lak of Cohesion Of Methods 2 (LCOM2) Counts the perentage of methods that do not
aess a spei attribute, averaged over all the attributes in the lass. A high value of ohesion (a
low lak of ohesion) implies that the lass is well designed. A ohesive lass will tend to provide
a high degree of enapsulation, whereas a lak of ohesion dereases enapsulation and inreases
omplexity.
 Lak Of Cohesion Of Methods 3 (LCOM3) Measures the dissimilarity of methods in a lass
by its attributes.
m - number of methods in a lass
a - number of attributes in a lass
mA - number of methods that aess an attribute
EmA - sum of mA for eah attribute
RESULT = 100*(EmA/a-m)/(1-m)
The denition of this metri was proposed by Henderson-Sellers[57℄. A low value indiates good
lass subdivision, implying simpliity and high reusability. A high laking of ohesion inreases
omplexity, thereby inreasing the likelihood of errors during the development proess.
If there are no more than one method in a lass, LCOM3 is undened. If there are no variables
in a lass, LCOM3 is undened. An undened LCOM3 is displayed as -1. Methods that do not
aess any lass variables are not taken into aount.
 Pakage Cohesion (PC) PC is dened as the relative number of lass pair from a pakage
between whih a dependeny exists.
 Tight Class Cohesion (TCC) TCC is dened as the relative number of diretly onneted
methods. Two methods are diretly onneted if they aess a ommon instane variable of the
lass.
G.3 Complexity[16℄
 Attribute Complexity (AC) Dened as the sum of eah attribute's weight in the lass. You
an set up weights for types, the enum type and the array type separately. Use \*" to dene
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types of a pakage with all its subpakages . For example, java.lang.* means that the row denes
all lasses of the java.lang pakage and its subpakages . To proess all types not listed in the
table, speify the last row as \*". The row order is important, beause heking of attributes goes
from the top of the table downwards. (Repetitions of a type aren't ounted, so if a spei type
follows a more general type that already inluded it, the spei type isn't ounted. For example,
java.lang.* won't be ounted if it omes after java.* .)
 Cylomati Complexity (CC) CC represents number of yles in the measured method. This
measure represents the ognitive omplexity of the lass. It ounts the number of possible paths
through an algorithm by ounting the number of distint regions on a owgraph, meaning the
number of if, for, and while statements in the operation's body. Case labels for swith statements
are ounted if the Case as branh property is ativated. A strit denition of CC (introdued by
MCabe[78℄) looks at a program's ontrol ow graph as a measure of its omplexity:
CC = L - N + 2P
where L is the number of links in the ontrol ow graph, N is the number of nodes in the ontrol
ow graph, and P is the number of disonneted parts in the ontrol ow graph. For example,
onsider a method whih onsists of an if statement:
if (x > 0)
f
x = x + 1;
g
else
f
x = x - 1;
g
CC = L - N + 2P = 4 - 4 + 2*1 = 2
A less formal denition is:
CC = D + 1
where D is the number of binary deisions in the ontrol ow graph, if it has only one entry and
exit. In other words, the number of if, for and while statements and number of logial and, and
or operators.
For the example above:
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CC = D + 1 = 1 + 1 = 2
 Maximum Number Of Branhes (MNOB) MNOB is dened as the maximum number of
if-else and/or ase branhes in the method.
 Number Of Loal Variables (NOLV) NOLV ounts how many loal variables are delared
within a method.
 Number Of Remote Methods (NORM) Proesses all methods and onstrutors and ounts
the number of various remote methods alled. A remote method is dened as a method that is
not delared in the lass itself or in its anestors.
 Response For Class (RFC) The size of the response set for the lass inludes methods in the
lass's inheritane hierarhy and methods that an be invoked on other objets. A lass, whih
provides a larger response set, is onsidered to be more omplex and require more eort in testing
than one with a smaller overall design omplexity. This measure is alulated as the 'Number Of
Operations' + 'Number Of Remote Methods'.
 Weight Of a Class (WOC) WOC is the number of non-aessor methods in the interfae of
the lass, divided by the total number of interfae members. Inherited members are not ounted.
The members that belong to the interfae of the lass are the publi, non-inherited methods and
elds of a lass.
 Weighted Methods Per Class 1 (WMPC1) This metri is the sum of the omplexity of all
methods for a lass, where eah method is weighted by its ylomati omplexity. The number of
methods and the omplexity of the methods involved is a preditor of how muh time and eort
is required to develop and maintain the lass. Only methods speied in a lass are inluded,
that is, any methods inherited from a parent are exluded.
 Weighted Methods Per Class 2 (WMPC2) This metri is intended to measure the om-
plexity of a lass, assuming that a lass with more methods than another is more omplex, and
that a method with more parameters than another is also likely to be more omplex. The metri
ounts methods and parameters for a lass. Only methods speied in a lass are inluded, that
is, any methods inherited from a parent are exluded.
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G.4 Coupling[16℄
 Aess Of Foreign Data (AOFD) AOFD represents the number of external lasses from whih
a given lass aesses attributes , diretly or via aessor methods . The higher the AOFD value
for a lass, the higher the probability that the lass is or is about to beome an unfoused-lass.
Inner lasses and superlasses are not ounted.
 Aess of Import Data (AID) AID the amount of data members aessed in a method diretly
or via aessor-methods , from whih the denition-lass of the method is not derived.
 Average Use of Interfae (AUF) AUF metri is dened as the average number of interfae
members of a lass that are used by another lass. AUF is omputed by totalling up the number
of used members for eah of lient-lasses and dividing it by the number of lient lasses (COC).
 Changing Classes (ChC) ChC metri is dened as the number of lient-lasses where the
hanges must be operated in result a hange in the server-lass.
 Changing Methods (CM) CM is dened as the number of distint methods in the system that
would be potentially aeted by hanges operated in the measured lass. The methods potentially
aeted are all those that aess an attribute and/or all a method and/or redene a method of
given lass.
 Clients Of Class (COC) COC is dened as the number of lasses that use the interfae of the
measured lass. Inner lasses are not ounted. In the ontext of this metri, lass A uses interfae
of a lass C if (at least) it alls a publi method or aesses a publi attribute of that lass.
 Coupling Between Objets (CBO) CBO represents the number of other lasses to whih a
lass is oupled to. Counts the number of referene types that are used in attribute delara-
tions, formal parameters, return types, throws delarations, loal variables, and types from whih
attribute and method seletions are made. Primitive types, types from java.lang pakage and
supertypes are not ounted.
Exessive oupling between objets is detrimental to modular design and prevents reuse. The
more independent a lass is, the easier it is to reuse it in another appliation. In order to improve
modularity and promote enapsulation, inter-objet lass oupling should be kept to a minimum.
The larger the number of oupling, the higher the sensitivity to hanges in other parts of the
design, and therefore maintenane is more diÆult. A measure of oupling is useful to determine
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how omplex the testing of various parts of a design is likely to be. The higher the inter-objet
lass oupling, the more rigorous the testing needs to be.
 Coupling Fator (CF) This measure is from the MOOD (Metris for Objet-Oriented Develop-
ment) suite. It is alulated as a fration. The numerator represents the number of non-inheritane
ouplings. The denominator is the maximum possible number of ouplings in a system.
 Data Abstration Coupling (DAC) DAC ounts the number of referene types used in the
attribute delarations. Primitive types, types from java.lang pakage and supertypes are not
ounted.
 Dependeny Dispersion (DD) DD is the number of other pakages on whih a lass depends.
The lass depends on a pakage if it depends on one of the lasses from that pakage.
 FanOut (FO) FO ounts the number of referene types that are used in attribute delarations,
formal parameters, return types, throws delarations and loal variables. Simple types and su-
pertypes are not ounted.
 Message Passing Coupling (MPC) MPC ounts the number of method all expressions made
into body of the measured method.
 Method Invoation Coupling (MIC) MIC is the (relative) number of other lasses to whih
a ertain lass sends messages.
MIC
norm
= n
MIC
/(N - 1)
where N is the total number of lasses dened in the projet, and n
MIC
the number of lasses to
whih messages are sent.
Viewpoints: (These viewpoints summarize the impat that oupling has on some external at-
tributes).
1. Maintainability. The maintenane of a strongly oupled lass (high MIC value) is more
diÆult to do beause of its dependeny on the lasses it is oupled to.
2. Comprehensibility. A strongly oupled lass is more diÆult to understand, as its un-
derstanding implies a partial (or sometimes total) understanding of the lasses it is oupled
to.
3. Error-prone and Testability. Errors in a lass is diretly proportional to the number of
ouplings to other lasses. Consequently high oupling has a negative impat on testability.
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Observations:
1. The proposed denition of MIC is obviously a normalized one. Although this has advantages,
but for some viewpoints, like maintainability, it is more important to operate on the absolute
values, i.e. the number of lasses to whih it is oupled.
2. For some viewpoints it might be important to ount only the ouplings of the system to
user-dened lasses, i.e. exlude the library lasses.
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 Number Of Client Pakages (NOCP) NOCP is the number of other pakages that use the
measured pakage. A pakage uses another pakage if at least one if its lasses is using that
pakage (i.e. alls methods, aesses attributes or extends a lass delared in that pakage).
 Number Of External Dependenies (NOED) NOED is the number of lasses from other
pakages on whih the measured lass depends on. A lass A depends on another lass B, if lass
A alls methods and/or aesses attributes and/or extends lass B.
 Number of Client Classes (NCC) NCC represents the number of lasses from other pakages
that use the measured pakage. A lass uses a pakage if it alls methods, aesses attributes or
extends a lass delared in that pakage.
 Number of import lasses (NIC) The NIC metri ounts the number of external lasses from
whih the given method uses data.
 Pakage Usage Ratio (PUR) The PUR metri is dened as the relative number of lasses from
the measured pakage that are used from outside that namespae. The number of uses lasses
will be divided by the total number of lasses in the pakage: inner lasses are exluded. Thus:
PUR =
PIS
PS
 Violations of Demeters Law (VOD)
Law of Demeter :
Denition 1 (Client) Method M is a lient of method f attahed to lass C, if insideM message
f is sent to an objet of lass C, or to C. If f is speialized in one or more sublasses, then M is
only a lient of f attahed to the highest lass in the hierarhy. Method M is a lient of some
method attahed to C.
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Denition 2 (Supplier) If M is a lient of lass C then C is a supplier to M. In other words, a
supplier lass to a method is a lass whose methods are alled in the method.
Denition 3 (Aquaintane Class) A lass C1 is an aquaintane lass of method M attahed
to lass C2, if C1 is a supplier to M and C1 is not one of the following:
1. the same as C2;
2. a lass used in the delaration of an argument of M
3. a lass used in the delaration of an instane variable of C2
Denition 4 (Preferred-aquaintane Class) A preferred-aquaintane lass of method M is
either:
1. a lass of objets reated diretly in M, or
2. a lass used in the delaration of a global variable used in M.
Realization note: Diret reation means that a given objet is reated via operator new.
Denition 5 (Preferred-supplier lass) Class B is alled a preferred-supplier to method M
(attahed to lass C) if B is a supplier to M and one of the following onditions holds:
1. B is used in the delaration of an instane variable of C,
2. B is used in the delaration of an argument of M, inluding C and its superlasses,
3. B is a preferred aquaintane lass of M.
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Figure G.1: The relation among the dierent types of supplier lasses
The lass form of Demeters Law has two versions: a strit version and a minimization version.
The strit form of the law states that every supplier lass of a method must be a preferred supplier.
The minimization form is more permissive than the rst version and requires only minimizing the
number of aquaintane lasses of eah method.
Observations.
1. The motivation behind the Law of Demeter is to ensure that the software is as modular as
possible. The Law eetively redues the ourrenes of ertain nested message sends and
simplies the methods.
2. The denition of the Law makes a dierene between the lasses assoiated with the delara-
tion of the method and the lasses used in the body of the method, i.e. the lasses assoiated
with its implementation. The former inludes the lass where the method is attahed, its
superlasses, the lasses used in the delarations of the instane variables and the lasses
used to delare the arguments of the method. In some sense, there are 'automati' onse-
quenes of the method delaration. They an be easily derived from the ode and shown
by a browser. All other supplier lasses to the methods are introdued in the body of the
funtion, whih means these ouples were reated at the time of onretely implementing
the method. They an only be determined by a areful reading of the implementation.
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Violations of Demeters Law - VOD
The denition of this metri is based on the minimization form of the Law of Demeter. Based
on the onepts dened there, and remembering that the minimization form of Demeters Law
requires that the number of aquaintane lasses should be kept low, the VOD metri is dened.
Denition 6 (VOD Metri) Being given a lass C and A the set of all its aquaintane lasses,
VOD(C) = jAj
Informally, VOD is the number of aquaintane lasses of a given lass. Keeping the VOD value
for a lass low oers a number of benets:
1. Coupling ontrol. A projet with a low VOD value is the sign of minimal \use" oupling
between abstrations. That means that a redued number of methods an be invoked. This
makes the methods more reusable.
2. Struture hiding. Reduing VOD represents in fat the reduing of the diret retrieval of
subparts of the \part-of" hierarhy. In other words, publi members should be used in a
restrited way.
3. Loalization of information. A low VOD value also means that the lass information is
loalized. This redues the programming omplexity.
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 Weighted Changing Methods (WCM) For eah method that would be ounted by the CM
metri, a \weight" is given to it. The weight is dened as the number of distint members from
the server-lass that are referened in that method. WCM is omputed as the sum of the weights
of all the methods aeted by hanges.
G.5 Enapsulation[16℄
 Attribute Hiding Fator (AHF) This measure is from the MOOD (Metris for Objet-
Oriented Development) suite. It is alulated as a fration. The numerator is the sum of the
invisibilities of all attributes dened in all lasses. The invisibility of an attribute is the perent-
age of the total lasses (exluding the lass owner of attribute) from whih this attribute is not
visible. The denominator is the total number of attributes dened in the projet.
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 Method Hiding Fator (MHF) This measure is from the MOOD (Metris for Objet-Oriented
Development) suite. It is alulated as a fration. The numerator is the sum of the invisibilities of
all methods dened in all lasses. The invisibility of a method is the perentage of the total lasses
(exluding the lass owner of method) from whih this method is not visible. The denominator
is the total number of methods dened in the projet.
G.6 Halstead[16℄
 Halstead DiÆulty (HDi) This measure is one of the Halstead Software Siene metris.
It is alulated as (`Number of Unique Operators' / 2) * (`Number of Operands' / `Number of
Unique Operands').
 Halstead Eort (HE) This measure is one of the Halstead Software Siene metris. It is
alulated as `Halstead DiÆulty' * `Halstead Program Volume'.
 Halstead Program Length (HPLen) This measure is one of the Halstead Software Siene
metris. It is alulated as `Number of Operators' + `Number of Operands'.
 Halstead Program Voabulary (HPVo) This measure is one of the Halstead Software Si-
ene metris. It is alulated as `Number of Unique Operators' + `Number of Unique Operands'.
 Halstead Program Volume (HPVol) This measure is one of the Halstead Software Siene
metris. It is alulated as `Halstead Program Length' * Log2(`Halstead Program Voabulary').
 Number of Operands (NOprnd) This measure is used as an input to the Halstead Software
Siene metris. It ounts the number of operands used in a lass.
 Number of Operators (NOprtr) This measure is used as an input to the Halstead Software
Siene metris. It ounts the number of operators used in a lass.
 Number of Unique Operands (NUOprnd) This measure is used as an input to the Halstead
Software Siene metris. It ounts the number of unique operands used in a lass.
 Number of Unique Operators (NUOprtr) This measure is used as an input to the Halstead
Software Siene metris. It ounts the number of unique operators used in a lass.
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G.7 Inheritane[16℄
 Attribute Inheritane Fator (AIF) This measure is from the MOOD (Metris for Objet-
Oriented Development) suite. It is alulated as a fration. The numerator is the sum of inherited
attributes in all lasses in the projet. The denominator is the total number of available attributes
(loally dened plus inherited) for all lasses.
 Depth Of Inheritane Hierarhy (DOIH) The length of the inheritane hain from the root
of the inheritane tree to the measured lass is the DOIH metri for the lass.
 Method Inheritane Fator (MIF) This measure is from the MOOD (Metris for Objet-
Oriented Development) suite. It is alulated as a fration. The numerator is the sum of inherited
methods in all lasses in the projet. The denominator is the total number of available methods
(loally dened plus inherited) for all lasses.
 Number Of Child Classes (NOCC) NOCC ounts the number of lasses diretly or indiretly
derived from the measured lass.
G.8 Inheritane-Based Coupling[16℄
 Inheritane Usage Ratio (IUR) The IUR metri is a metri dened between a sublass and one
of its anestor lasses. It is the relative number of inheritane-spei members from the anestor
lass used in the derived lass. A member of an anestor lass is an inheritane-spei member
if its usage is related to inheritane. There are two identied inheritane-spei members:
{ proteted data members and methods;
{ non-private virtual methods.
The IUR is omputed by ounting the number of inheritane-spei members of the anestor
lass that are used in the sublass, and then divide it by the total numbers of inheritane-spei
members from the anestor. The only usages that are ounted are: the aess of proteted data
members, the all of proteted methods and the redenition of a virtual method.
 Average Inheritane Usage Ratio (AIUR) AIUR is dened for a derived lass as the average
value of the IUR metri omputed between that lass and all its anestor lasses.
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 Total Reuse of Anestor perentage (TRAp) & Total Reuse of Anestor unitary
(TRAu) Reuse of Anestors.
The RA Metri
Denition 1 (Reuse of Anestor-lass - RA) The RA metri between a lass C and one of
its anestor lasses A.
Explanations The RA metri quanties the reuse from a super lass by totalizing this reuse from
all of its methods. The degree to whih a method reuses an anestor lass is variable. The way this
reuse degree is alulated depends on the goals of the measurement. The metri is parameterised
with a family of metris alled Reuse Degree of Anestor-lass (RDA) that evaluates this reuse
degree.
The RDA Metris
Denition 2 (Reuse Degree of Anestor-lass) A funtion expressing the measure of reuse
of an anestor lass A in method mth
i
of lass C is alled Reuse Degree of Anestor-lass A in
method mth
i
.
RDA : SMF
C
X SAC
C
{> [0; 1℄
where SMF
C
is the set of all member funtions (methods) in lass C and SAC
C
is the set of
anestors lasses A for lass C.
Observations Beause the stability of the anestor-lass plays an important role from the per-
spetive of the lient lass, the denition of RDA also onsiders the stability of anestors interfae.
The Total RA Metri - TRA
The RA metri has two parameters: a partiular lass and one of its anestor lasses. It is
neessary to have also a metri that expresses the total reuse (from all the anestors) for a given
lass. The denition of this new metri is based on the denition of the already dened RA
metri.
Denition 3 (Total Reuse from Anestors - TRA) The Total Reuse from Anestors metri
for a lass C is dened as the sum of all RA values between lass C and its superlasses.
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 Total Reuse in Desendants perentage (TRDp) & Total Reuse in Desendants uni-
tary (TRDu) Reuse in Desendants.
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The RD Metri
Denition 1 (Reuse in Desendant-lass - RD) The RD metri between a lass C and one
of its desendant lasses D.
Explanations The RD metri quantities the totalized reuse of all the members of a lass C, in
one of its desendant lasses. The degree to whih a partiular member is reused in a desendant
lass is variable. The way this reuse degree is alulated depends on the goals of the measurement.
Analogous to the RA metri, the RD metri is parameterised with a family of metris alled Reuse
Degree in Desendant-lass (RDD), that quantities this reuse degree.
The RDD Metris
Denition 2 (Reuse Degree in Desendant Class) A funtion expressing the measure of reuse of a
lass memberm
C
lass C in a desendent lass D is alled Reuse Degree ofm
C
in Desendant-lass
D.
RDD : SM
C
X SDC
C
{ [0; 1℄
where SM
C
is the set of all members in lass C and SDCC is the set of desendant lasses D for
lass C .
The Total RD Metri - TRD In the previous setions the RD metri was dened with two param-
eters: a partiular lass and a desendant of that lass. In the same way that the TRA is dened
it is onsidered neessary to dene a metri that expresses the total value for the reuse of a lass
by all its desendants. There are two viewpoints for the interpretation of this metri.
1. Maintainability. A high TRD value for a lass indiates that a hange in that lass has a
high impat on the underlying lass-hierarhy, i.e. its desendants.
2. Degree of Member Reuse. A high TRD for a lass indiates that the very most of its
members are reused in the sub-lasses.
It is observed that beause their fous is strongly dierent it would be quite impossible to have a
single denition for TRD. Therefore, a denition is proposed for eah one of the two viewpoints:
Denition 3 (Desendants-based Denition of TRD) The Total Reuse in Desendants
metri for a lass C is dened as the sum of all RD values between lass C and its desendants.
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G.9 Maximum[16℄
 Maximum Number Of Levels (MNOL) Counts the maximum depth of if, for and while
branhes in the bodies of methods. Logial units with a high number of nested levels might need
implementation simpliation and proess improvements, beause groups that ontain more than
seven piees of information are inreasingly harder for people to understand in problem solving.
 Maximum Number Of Parameters (MNOP) Counts the highest number of parameters
dened for a single operation, from among all the operations in the lass. Methods with many
parameters tend to be more speialized and so are less likely to be reusable.
 Maximum Size Of Operation (MSOO) Counts the maximum size of operations for a lass.
Method size is determined in terms of ylomati omplexity, meaning the number of if, for, and
while statements in the operation's body. Case labels for swith statements an be optionally
inluded.
G.10 Polymorphism[16℄
 Number Of Added Methods (NOAM) NOAM ounts the number of operations added by
a lass. Inherited and overridden operations are not ounted. Classes without parents are not
proessed. The large value of this measure indiates that the funtionality of the given lass
beomes inreasingly distint from that of the parent lasses. In this ase, it should be onsidered
whether this lass should genuinely be inheriting from the parent or if it ould be broken down
into several smaller lasses.
 Number Of Overridden Methods (NOOM) NOOM ounts the number of inherited oper-
ations, whih a lass overrides. Classes without parents are not proessed. High values tend to
indiate design problems, i.e. sublasses should generally add to and extend the funtionality of
the parent lasses rather than overriding them.
 Polymorphism Fator (PF) This measure is from the MOOD (Metris for Objet-Oriented
Development) suite. It is alulated as a fration. The numerator is the sum of overriding
methods in all lasses. This is the atual number of possible dierent polymorphi situations.
A given message sent to a lass an be bound, statially or dynamially, to a named method
implementation. The latter an have as many shapes (morphs) as the number of times this same
method is overridden in that lass's desendants. The denominator represents the maximum
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number of possible distint polymorphi situations for that lass as the sum for eah lass of
the number of new methods multiplied by the number of desendants. This maximum would be
the ase where all new methods dened in eah lass would be overridden in all of their derived
lasses.
G.11 Ratio[16℄
 Comment Ratio (CR) Counts the ratio of doumentation and/or implementation omments
to total lines of ode (omments are inluded in the ode ount). You an also speify whih type
of omments to use for the ratio.
{ Doumentation omments are Javado omments.
{ Implementation omments are any other type of omments.
 Perentage of Pakage Members (PPkgM) Counts the perentage of pakage members in
a lass.
 Perentage of Private Members (PPrivM) Counts the perentage of private members in a
lass.
 Perentage of Proteted Members (PProtM) Counts the perentage of proteted members
in a lass.
 Perentage of Publi Members (PPubM) Counts the proportion of vulnerable members in
a lass. A large proportion of suh members means that the lass has high potential to be aeted
by external lasses and means that inreased eort will be needed to test suh a lass thoroughly.
 True Comment Ratio (TCR) Counts the ratio of doumentation and/or implementation
omments to total lines of ode (all omments are exluded from the ode ount). You an also
speify whih type of omments to use for the ratio.
{ Doumentation omments are Javado omments.
{ Implementation omments are any other type of omments.
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G.12 Test Coverage[16℄
 JUnit test Coverage (JUC) JUC measures JUnit test overage for methods and lasses. For
a method, the value of JUC is 1 if the method is diretly or indiretly alled from any JUnit test
ase and 0 otherwise. For a lass, the value of JUC is the perentage of methods heked with
JUnit tests.
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Appendix H
ADDITIONAL CASE-STUDIES
H.1 A Simple Case Study using Composite and Builder
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Figure H.1: Generative vs. Stati { Composite and Builder
Figure H.1 above provides a lass diagram for the omparative examples of the omposite and builder
patterns used in a generative and stati pattern environment. As an be seen from the diagram,
the generative example on the left has an interfae (BuilderComponent) that is ombined from the two
interfae omponents that are used in the stati example on the right. The three sub-omponents of the
Builder interfae lass and the Produt lass from the stati pattern example are now leaf omponents
to the DrinkComposite lass in the generative pattern example.
In order for the two patterns to work together in the stati environment, a produt objet is reated
and added to a olletion objet in the DrinkLeaf omponent of the omposite pattern. As suh,
multiple produt objets an be added to one or more DrinkLeaf omponents and one or more DrinkLeaf
omponents an be added to a DrinkComposite omponent. DrinkComposite omponents an be added
to other DrinkComposite omponents as is intended with a omposite pattern.
In the generative example, beause any produt objet that is reated is now a leaf omponent to the
DrinkComposite omponent, it an be added diretly to a DrinkComposite objet.
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Table H.1 shows the overall results of the metris that were produed from the generative and stati
examples of the omposite and builder patterns desribed above.
Metri Generative Patterns Stati Patterns Dierene (%)
CBO 18 20 +
CC 17 17 /
LCOM 88 88 /
LOC 376 403 +6.7%
RFC 13 11 {
WMPC 13 11 {
NOC 8 10 +
EXE SIZE 14.8 16.1 +8.1%
Table H.1: General statistis for the Generative and Stati versions of Composite and Builder
The statistis in Table H.1 indiate that the generative pattern will require less testing in respet
of the CBO metri but will require more testing in respet of the RFC metri. As an be seen in
Table H.2, the higher value for the CBO metris omes from the lient of the stati example, whih
has to ommuniate with two interfae omponents instead of just one interfae omponent in the
generative example. However, the higher value of the RFC metri in the generative pattern omes from
the ComponentBuilder interfae, whih is now having to dene two sets of methods for dierent sub
omponents. The rst set of method denitions relate to the CoeeProdut lass, where values are set
for the reated objet. The seond set of method denitions relate to the ConreteBuilder lasses, whih
builds the values into the CoeeProdut objet.
Although there is less oupling in the generative example, as onrmed by the CBO metri, there is
a higher degree of omplexity. The higher value in the WMPC metri onrms that the Component-
Builder lass is more omplex and will therefore require more testing, and if required, more omplex
maintenane.
Whilst the two separate interfaes (Builder and Component) in the stati example still have olletive
values lower than the ComponentBuilder interfae of the generative example, the stati example will
require some additional testing for the DrinkLeaf omponent.
The overall viewpoint on this pair of patterns is that the generative example has more points in favour
than the stati example. This takes into aount the redution in the number of lines of ode, the
number of lasses and the size of the exeutable le, whih are in favour of the generative example.
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Class CBO CC LCOM LOC RFC WMPC
GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP
Client 18 20 17 17 118 120 2 2 2 2
+ / + / /
Button 6 7 17 17 43 44 11 13 17 17
Handler + / + + /
Class CBO CC LCOM LOC RFC WMPC
GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP
Component 1 * 1 * * 28 * 13 * 13 *
Builder * * * * * *
Component * 1 * 1 * * 11 * 5 * 5
* * * * * *
Builder * 1 * 1 * * 14 * 6 * 6
* * * * * *
Drink * 4 * 2 * 0 * 28 * 8 * 5
Leaf * * * * * *
Table H.2: Individual statistis for the Generative and Stati versions of Composite and Builder
Like the examples in Chapter Seven, the individual lass statistis for the like-for-like omponents in the
examples are idential throughout all metri ategories, therefore they are not inluded in Table H.2.
In this example this equates to the ConreteBuilder omponents, the CoeeProdut, the CoeeDiretor
and the DrinkComposite lass. Again, like the previous example the reason for this is modularity, in
that eah orresponding omponent provides idential funtionality. The only exeption in like-for-like
omponents is the lient. For the lient there is a minor dierene in that it ommuniates with two
separate interfaes.
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H.2 A Simple Case Study using Command and Builder
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Figure H.2: Generative vs. Stati { Command and Builder
Figure H.2 above provides a lass diagram for the omparative examples of the ommand and builder
patterns used in a generative and stati pattern environment. Although the generative example is being
onsidered as a ombination of the two patterns, this is inorret. In this example, the builder pattern
is atually using the ommand pattern, as dened by the term Pattern X uses Pattern Y in its solution,
desribed in Chapter Four. In striter terms the builder pattern is only using the InvokeButton lass
from the ommand pattern. The evidene for this omes from the CommandBuilder interfae, whih only
denes methods that are appliable to the ConreteBuilder lasses. As suh there is no method in the
ConreteBuilder lasses that ould be onsidered as being an Exeute method that would be appliable
to a ommand pattern.
Also note that in this instane of the builder pattern being used in a generative environment, the
diretor lass is a sublass of the interfae and not the produt, as in the previous example. In the
previous example, the produt omponent had to be a leaf omponent to the omposite so it ould be
added diretly to the omposite objet.
In order for the two patterns to work together in the stati environment, the ConreteCommand om-
ponents take as a parameter a Diretor:
Builder latteBuilder = new LatteConreteBuilder();
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CoeeDiretor latteDiretor = new CoeeDiretor(latteBuilder);
LatteCommand latteCommand = new LatteCommand(latteDiretor);
Now that the ConreteCommand has an instane of a Diretor, a all to the Exeute method in the
ConreteCommand will implement the Construt method that will build the Produt in the builder
pattern { Exeute()flatteDiretor.onstrutCoee();g.
Table H.3 shows the overall results of the metris that were produed from the generative and stati
examples of the ommand and builder patterns desribed on the previous page.
Metri Generative Patterns Stati Patterns Dierene (%)
CBO 18 22 +
CC 16 16 /
LCOM 88 88 /
LOC 342 375 +8.8%
RFC 11 11 /
WMPC 11 11 /
NOC 9 13 +
EXE SIZE 13.7 16.2 +15.4%
Table H.3: General statistis for the Generative and Stati versions of Command and Builder
From looking at Figure H.2, one might expet that the metris results for the generative example would
be onsiderably better than those of the stati example given the inreased number of lasses in the
stati example. However, the results for this experiment were not as expeted. The general statistis
in Table H.3 indiate that the generative pattern will require less testing and maintenane in respet
of the CBO metri only; all other metris, other than LCOM and EXE SIZE, are of equal value.
As an be seen in Table H.4 the higher value for the CBO metris omes from the lient of the
stati example, whih has to ommuniate with two interfae omponents instead of just one interfae
omponent in the generative example. The equal values in the RFC and WMPC metris seen in Table
H.3 ome from the builder lasses in both the generative and stati examples: namely the CoeeProdut
for the WMPC metri and the ConreteBuilder lasses for the RFC metri. Therefore in respet of
the general values the generative example is neither more nor less omplex than the stati example.
However, the general values are not taking into aount the ommand pattern omponents that do
not play a part in the generative pattern example. As suh, there is an overhead in terms of the six
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attributes itemised in setion 7.2, whih have to be taken into aount in omparing the examples.
Taking the olletive values of the ConreteCommand lasses and the Command interfae of the stati
example into aount, the stati example is ertainly more omplex than the generative example. Add
to this the redution in the number of lines of ode and the size of the exeutable le, the generative
example omes aross as an improvement on the stati example.
Class CBO CC LCOM LOC RFC WMPC
GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP
Client 18 22 16 16 115 117 2 2 2 2
+ / + / /
Button 7 8 16 16 39 40 10 12 16 16
Handler + / + + /
Class CBO CC LCOM LOC RFC WMPC
GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP
Command 1 * 1 * * 10 * 6 * 6 *
Builder * * * * * *
Command * 0 * 1 * * 4 * 1 * 1
* * * * * *
Builder * 1 * 1 * * 10 * 6 * 6
* * * * * *
Conrete * 1 * 1 * * 9 * 2 * 2
Commands * * * * * *
Table H.4: Individual statistis for the Generative and Stati versions of Command and Builder
Like previous examples, the individual lass statistis for the like-for-like omponents in the examples are
idential throughout all metri ategories, therefore they are not inluded in Table H.4. In this example
this equates to the CommandHolder interfae, the ConreteBuilder omponents, the CoeeProdut, and
the CoeeDiretor lass. Again, like the previous examples the reason for this is modularity, in that
eah orresponding omponent provides idential funtionality. The only exeption in like-for-like
omponents is the lient, whih is ommuniating with two separate interfaes.
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H.3 A Simple Case Study using Composite and Command
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Figure H.3: Generative vs. Stati { Command and Composite
Figure H.3 above provides a lass diagram for the omparative examples of the omposite and ommand
patterns used in a generative and stati pattern environment. As an be seen from the diagram, the
generative example on the left has an interfae (CommandComponent) that is ombined from the two
interfae omponents that are used in the stati example on the right. The four sub-omponents of the
Command interfae lass from the stati pattern example are now leaf omponents to the Composite
lass in the generative pattern example.
In order for the two patterns to work together in the stati environment, an objet is reated from the
ConreteCommand omponents and added to a olletion objet in the Leaf omponent of the omposite
pattern. As suh, multiple ommand objets an be added to one or more Leaf omponents and one or
more Leaf omponents an be added to a Composite omponent. Composite omponents an be added
to other Composite omponents as is intended with a omposite pattern.
In the generative example, beause any ConreteCommand objet that is reated is now a leaf omponent
to the Composite omponent, it an be added diretly to a Composite objet.
Table H.5 shows the overall results of the metris that were produed from the generative and stati
examples of the omposite and builder patterns desribed above.
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Metri Generative Patterns Stati Patterns Dierene (%)
CBO 18 20 +
CC 2 2 /
LCOM 90 90 /
LOC 249 294 +15.3%
RFC 10 10 /
WMPC 9 8 {
NOC 9 11 +
EXE SIZE 13.2 14.7 +10.2%
Table H.5: General statistis for the Generative and Stati versions of Command and Composite
The omposite and ommand examples above, are very similar to that of the omposite and builder
examples. Like the omposite and builder example the statistis in Table H.5 indiate that the gen-
erative pattern will require less testing and maintenane in respet of the CBO metri but in this
instane are quite even in respet of the RFC metri. Like all previous examples, the higher value
for the CBO metris omes from the lient of the stati example, whih has to ommuniate with two
interfae omponents instead of just one interfae omponent in the generative example. The value
of the RFC metri in both pattern examples omes from the Composite omponent. Although the
CommandComponent interfae has to dene dierent sets of methods to support the Composite lass
and the ConreteCommand lasses, the RFC value is less than that of the Composite.
Although there is less oupling in the generative example, as onrmed by the CBO metri, there is a
higher degree of omplexity. The higher value in the WMPC metri onrms that the CommandCom-
ponent lass is more omplex than other omponents in the stati example and will therefore require
more testing, and if required, more maintenane.
However, the two separate interfaes (Command and Component) in the stati example have olletive
values higher than the CommandComponent interfae of the generative example. In addition, the stati
example will require some additional testing for the Leaf omponent.
As in previous examples, the generative example has more points in favour than the stati example.
This takes into aount the redution in the number of lines of ode, the number of lasses and the size
of the exeutable le, whih are in favour of the generative example.
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Class CBO CC LCOM LOC RFC WMPC
GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP
Client 18 20 1 1 84 85 2 2 2 2
+ / + / /
Class CBO CC LCOM LOC RFC WMPC
GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP GP SP
Command 0 * 1 * * 13 * 9 * 9 *
Component * * * * * *
Component * 1 * 1 * * 12 * 5 * 5
* * * * * *
Command * 0 * 1 * * 10 * 7 * 7
* * * * * *
Leaf * 4 * 2 * 0 * 28 * 8 * 5
* * * * * *
Table H.6: Individual statistis for the Generative and Stati versions of Command and Composite
Like in previous examples, the individual lass statistis for the like-for-like omponents in the examples
are idential throughout all metri ategories, therefore they are not inluded in Table H.6 above. In
this example this equates to the ConreteCommand omponents, the InvokeButton, the CommandHolder
interfae and the Composite lass. Again, like the previous examples the reason for this is modularity, in
that eah orresponding omponent provides idential funtionality. The only exeption in like-for-like
omponents is the lient. For the lient there is a minor dierene in that it ommuniates with two
separate interfaes.
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Appendix I
AN EXAMPLE DESIGN PATTERN
I.1 Faade (Based on Gamma[45℄)
Name
Faade
Intent
Provide a unied interfae to a set of interfaes in a subsystem. Faade denes a higher-level interfae
that makes the subsystem easier to use.
Motivation[45, 48, 102℄
Struturing a system into subsystems helps redue omplexity. A ommon design goal is to minimize
the ommuniation and dependenies between subsystems. One way to ahieve this goal is to introdue
a faade objet that provides a single, simplied interfae to the more general failities of a subsystem.
Client ClientClient Client
Facade
ClientClient
Subsystem Classes
Client Classes
Figure I.1: Faade as an Interfae
Dividing a system into several subsystems helps deal with omplex systems and provides an opportunity
to partition the work. Dividing a system into a number of speialized lasses is a good objet oriented
design pratie. However, having a large number of lasses in a system an be a drawbak as well.
Clients using that system have to deal with more objets thereby inreasing omplexity. The Faade
pattern provides a way to shield lients of a set of lasses from the omplexity of using those lasses.
The way it does this is to provide an additional reusable objet that hides most of the omplexity of
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working with the other lasses from lient lasses.
Appliability
Use the Faade pattern when:
 You want to provide a simple interfae to a omplex subsystem. A faade an provide a simple
default view of the subsystem that is good enough for most lients. Only lients needing more
ustomisation will need to look beyond the faade.
 There are many dependenies between lients and the implementation lasses of an abstration.
Introdue a faade to deouple the subsystem from lients and other subsystems, thereby pro-
moting subsystem independene and portability.
 You want to layer your subsystems. Use a faade to dene an entry point to eah subsystem
level. If subsystems are dependent, then you an simplify the dependenies between subsystems
by making them ommuniate with eah other solely through their faades.
Struture[48℄
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Figure I.2: Message Creator as Faade
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Partiipants
 Faade
{ Knows whih subsystem lasses are responsible for a request.
{ Delegates lient requests to appropriate subsystem objets.
 Subsystem Classes
{ Implement subsystem funtionality.
{ Handle work assigned by the Faade objet.
{ Have no knowledge of the faade.
Collaborations
 Clients ommuniate with the subsystem by sending requests to Faade, whih forwards them to
the appropriate subsystem objet(s). Although the subsystem objets perform the atual work,
the faade may have to do work of its own to translate its interfae to subsystem interfaes.
 Clients that use the faade don't have to aess its subsystem objets diretly.
Consequenes
The Faade pattern oers the following benets:
1. It shields lients from subsystem omponents, thereby reduing the number of objets that lients
deal with and making the subsystem easier to use.
2. It promotes weak oupling between the subsystem and its lients. Week oupling lets you vary the
omponents of the subsystem without aeting its lients. Faades help layer a system and the
dependenies between objets. They an eliminate omplex or irular dependenies. Reduing
dependenies with Faade an limit the reompilation needed for a small hange in an important
subsystem.
3. It doesn't prevent appliations from using subsystem lasses diretly if they need to. Thus you
an hoose between ease of use and generality.
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Implementation
Consider the following issues when implementing a faade:
1. Reduing lient-subsystem oupling. The oupling between lients and the subsystem an be
redued even further by making Faade an abstrat lass with onrete sublasses for dierent
implementations of a subsystem. Then lients an ommuniate with the subsystem through
the interfae of the abstrat lass. This abstrat oupling keeps lients from knowing whih
implementation of a subsystem is used.
An alternative to sublassing is to ongure a Faade objet with dierent subsystem objets. To
ustomize the faade, simply replae one or more of its subsystem objets.
2. Publi versus private subsystem lasses. A subsystem is analogous to a lass in that a lass
enapsulates state and operations, while a subsystem enapsulates lasses. It is useful to think
of the publi and private interfae of a lass. In the same way we an think of the publi and
private interfaes of a subsystem.
The publi interfae of a subsystem onsists of lasses that all lients an aess; the private
interfae is just for subsystem extenders. The Faade lass is part of the publi interfae, but it
is not the only part. Other subsystem lasses are usually publi as well.
Sample Code[48℄
The following ode represents MessageCreator as the Faade lass shown in the lass diagram in Figure
I.2. Instanes of the MessageCreator lass are used to reate and send e-mail messages. It is shown
here as a typial example of a faade lass.
publi lass MessageCreator
f
publi final stati int MIME = 1;
publi final stati int MAPI = 2;
private Hashtable headerFields = new Hashtable();
private RihText messageBody;
private Vetor attahments = new Vetor();
private boolean signMessage;
publi MessageCreator(String to, String from, String subjet)
f
this(to, from, subjet, inferMessageType(to));
g
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publi MessageCreator(String to, String from, String subjet, int type)
f
headerFields.put("to", to);
headerFields.put("from", from);
headerFields.put("subjet", subjet);
g
publi void setMessageBody(String messageBody)
f
setMessageBody(new RihTextString(messageBody));
g
publi void setMessageBody(RihText messageBody)
f
this.messageBody = messageBody;
g
publi void addAttahment(Objet attahment)
f
attahments.addElement(attahment);
g
publi void setSignMessage(boolean signFlag)
f
signMessage = signFlag;
g
publi void setHeaderField(String name, String value)
f
headerFields.put(name.toLowerCase(), value);
g
publi void send()fg
private stati int inferMessageType(String address)
f
int type = 0;
return type;
g
private Seurity reateSeurity()
f
Seurity s = null;
return s;
g
publi void reateMessageSender(Message msg)fg
g
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Known Uses
The MessageCreator example in the Sample Code setion is a typial example of using faade to reate
and send email.
Related Patterns
Abstrat Fatory an be used with Faade to provide an interfae for reating subsystem objets in a
subsystem-dependent way. Abstrat Fatory an also be used as an alternative to hide platform-spei
lasses.
Mediator is similar to Faade in that it abstrats funtionality of existing lasses. Mediator's purpose
is to abstrat arbitrary ommuniation between olleague objets. It often provides entralized fun-
tionality that does not belong to any of them. Mediator's olleagues are aware of and ommuniate
with mediator instead of one another. In ontrast a faade merely abstrats the interfae to subsystem
objets to make them easier to use; it does not dene new funtionality and subsystem lasses do not
know about it.
Usually only one Faade objet is required. Thus, Faade objets are often Singletons.
